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SUMMARY

This thesis concerns theoretical and practical Bayesian modelling of multivariate time series. Our

main goal is to intruduce useful, flexible and tractable multivariate forecasting models and provide the

necessary theory for their practical implementation.

After a brief review of the dynamic linear model we formulate a new matrix-v-ariate generalization in

which a significant part of the variance-covariance structure is unknown. And a new general algorithm,

based on the sweep operator is provided for its recursive implementation. This enables important

advances to be made in long-standing problems related with the specification of the variances. We

address the problem of plug-in estimation and apply our results in the context of dynamic linear

models. We extend our matrix-variate model by considering the unknown part of the variance-covariance

structure to be dynamic. Furthermore, we formulate the dynamic recursive model which is a general

counterpart of fully recursive econometric models. The latter part of the dissertation is devoted to

modelling aspects. The usefulness of the methods proposed is illustrated with several examples involving

real and simulated data.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The use of conditional probability as the basis for statistical analysis can be traced back to the work

of Bayes (1763) in the eighteenth century. At the beginning of the following century Legendre and

Gauss published the method of linear least-squares that they developed working independently of each

other (Plackett, 1972). In this century, after a dark period, there has been a revival of Bayesian ideas

lead by de Finetti and others (Houle, 1983). Meanwhile, Plackett (1950) obtained a recursive solution

for linear least-squares, and Kalman and others (circa 1960) using state-space formulations designed

optimal recursive filters for the estimation of multivariate stochastic dynamic linear systems (Gelb,

1974). It soon became apparent that the Bayesian approach provided a neat theoretical framework for

the recursive estimation and control of stochastic systems (Ho and Lee, 1964; Aoki, 1967). The merits of

this kind of approach for time series and forecasting were evident with the introduction of the Dynamic

Linear Model of Harrison and Stevens (1976). This reformulation of the state-space models furnished a

time invariant interpretation of the system parameters, model building from simple components, multi-

process models, intervention analysis, etc.; a milestone that has stimulated a line of research leading to

a methodology known as Bayesian forecasting. This is the base upon which we build our multivariate

Bayesian forecasting models.

1.1 MULTIVARIATE FORECASTING MODELS.

We are concerned with Bayesian multivariate forecasting models. First, we wish to stress what we

mean by a model. It is often assumed that there is a true underlying model, a set of fundamental

"laws", which generates the observations in the real world and our task is to discover it. However,

it has been argued that no model used in practice is perfect (Maybeck, 1979, 1982a). Furthermore,

the uniqueness and even the existence of a true model will always be open to question (Dickey, 1976;

Dawid, 1986). Therefore, instead of searching for a utopia, we adopt a pragmatic approach in line with

Harrison and Stevens (1976): a model represents the way in which the observer looks at the observations

and their context. In addition, the models entertained are probabilistic, dynamic and Bayesian. The

observer does not have a procedure for predicting with perfect accuracy the following observations, and

the structure of the model itself is changing in an uncertain way as time passes. Thus, uncertainty is

incorporated in the observer's model, the observer is always open-minded and changes his/her mind by

means of Bayes' theorem as new information becomes available.

Multivariate forecasting models deal simultaneously with several univariate time series denoted by

yit (i = 1, ..., q, t = 1, 2, ...), where t is the time index of equally spaced observations, and q is the number

of components observed at any given time. The main goal is to produce joint predictive distributions

of sets yt+ 8 = (Yi, ...) YOt-Fe for s > 0 using the information available at time t — 1.



The essential reason for considering joint multivariate time series as opposed to several marginal time

series is that, apart from a trivial case, the marginal predictive distributions do not provide enough

information in order to produce a proper joint predictive distribution. Furthermore, the contemporane-

ous joint variation of the observations is originally uncertain and a main goal of the time series analysis

is to learn about it. In so doing, the solution of practical decision problems, which depends on the joint

variation, is possible. Moreover, the joint predictive distribution provides a means of updating the pre-

dictive distribution of a subset of observations when another subset of contemporaneous observations is

given, or more generally, when information regarding another subset of contemporaneous observations

is given. Thus, the forecasting performance for univariate time series may be improved by looking at

them together with several related time series.

1.2 THE BAYESIAN APPROACH.

The models considered in this dissertation are Bayesian. Although the use of the Bayesian paradigm

in statistics is still somewhat controversial, our approach is justified if only for its simplicity. Instead

of working with an endless list of ad hoc non-Bayesian procedures, in Bayesian inference we only need

to make use of formal golden rules of probability for learning, prediction, etc.

The analysis of Bayesian dynamic models is in principle essentially as neat as the usual static Bayesian

analysis. Let y be a set (scalar, vector or matrix) of observations and 9 be a set (scalar, vector or matrix)

of parameters. The standard static model is defined by the observational density conditional on the

parameters (likelihood) p(y10) and the prior density p(0), then the predictive density p(y) and the

posterior density p(Oly) are obtained by means of the conglomerative property and Bayes' theorem,

p(y) = f p(y10) p(0) de and p ( 9 1 y) — P(YI °) PP) .	 (1.1)
e	 PM

A lucid and brief exposition of the basic principles can be found in Zellner (1971, Chapter 2).

In a dynamic model the observational density conditional on the set of parameters, also called the

system state, is P(Yt l et)) where the state Ot is changing as time passes. The evolutional density which

describes a Markovian transition from the state (4_ 1 to Ot is p(Ot lOt _ i ) and the prior information about

El t _ i is represented by p(Ot _ 1). It is also implicitly assumed that these densities are conditional on the

history of the series up to time t — 1; see Section 1.5.

It is evident that a dynamic model can accommodate easily a static model. Conversely, a dynamic

model can be thought of as static at time t by taking y = yt, 0 =

(etIN) = 	

(et

is	

, et-tbP0(11 0). = P(Yt let)

fi

, P(9) =

P (et l e	 int-1) p(Ot _ 1). The cycle can be repeated as often as necessary since the next prior for t , given

(t, et-liY) 

d

the past and present information, given by p 	 -r-1 P e 	

1 

In summary, theet
dynamic model can be seen as static by considering jointly the parameters Ot and Ot_ i . Their joint

prior information is expressed in terms of the evolutional information and the prior information about

Ot_ i . The set of parameters Os_ i do not appear in the observational density for yt , but this is irrelevant

to the analysis. This representation is employed in Chapter 3 in order to formulate a general multivariate

dynamic linear model.
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(1.2a)

(1.2b)

A major criticism of the Bayesian viewpoint has been its lack of objectivity (misleadingly associated

with the prior information). Nevertheless, there is no point in arguing about whether or not the

non-Bayesian approaches are objective, since the meaning of objectivity itself is, in our opinion, very

subjective! Instead of wasting more space discussing the Bayesian - non-Bayesian controversy, we refer

the reader to the extensive literature on this recurrent topic: Berger (1985), Barnett (1982), de Finetti

(1974, 1975), Lindley (1971), Dempster (1969), etc.

1.3 TRACTABILITY.

It is easy to see that, in the seemingly static representation, the key calculations needed for a dynamic

model are simply:

POO = f P(Otl Ot- 1) P( Ot-1) dOt-i,
et-1

P(Yt) = i P (Yt l et) get) det, and
et

P(Yt l ilt) P(9t) 
P( OtlYt) =	 (1.2c)

P(%)	 •

Equation (1.2a) gives the density of 0 at time t in terms of the evolutional density and the previous

density of 0 at time t - 1 and represents our knowledge of 0 at time t before observing yt . The one-step

ahead predictive density is provided by (1.2b). Finally, (1.2c) closes the cycle since it is the formula for

updating the density' of Ot after observing yt . Long-term forecasting is achieved by applying (1.2a) and

(1.2b) repeatedly, but, of course, skipping the updating formula (1.2c).

Successful implementation of equations (1.2) depends on the difficulties encountered in solving the

integrals appearing in (1.2a) and (1.2b). Perhaps a not so obvious and even more critical factor

as pointed out by Aoki (1967, Appendix 4), is the existence of a tractable sufficient statistic of fixed

dimension for G. If such a tractable statistic exists then the complexity of the density of O t does not

grow as time passes, and so is updated easily. A statistic is simply a function of the observations

and a sufficient statistic for a set of parameters, by definition, summarizes all the. iuLarmation that

the observations provide about the parameters. In other words, the distribution of the parameters

conditioning on the observations is the same as the distribution obtained by conditioning only on the

sufficient statistic. By a tractable statistic we mean a function of the observations which is easily

computated. A sufficient statistic of fixed dimension always can be constructed, in principle, with the

aid of a bijective function from the real line to the plane, e.g. Simmons (1963, p. 37-38). However, it

does not have any practical use since its implementation requires a computer with infinite word-length

and infinite speed!

The discussion above suggests that the difficulties in the implementation of (1.2) can be minimized

when the marginals of the joint density p(et-i, 0) belong to a family with hyperparameters of fixed

dimensions. In addition, marginal densities must be closed under sampling (self-reproducing) relative to

the likelihood. Finally, the posterior hyperparameters must be tractable functions of the observations
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and the prior hyperparameters. Thus, it is not surprising that a good deal of attention has been paid

to dynamic normal models (with known variance-covariance structure), e.g. Aoki (1967), Harrison and

Stevens (1971, 1976), Maybeck (1979, 1982a, 1982b), etc.

The major aim of this thesis is to extend as much as possible the dynamic normal models to the

multivariate case in which a significant part of the variance-covariance structure is unknown, but to

retain their tractability so that they can be implemented efficiently in a typical personal computer.

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS.

The Dynamic Linear Model (DLM) is reviewed in Chapter 2. This includes model formulation;

updating formulas for the posterior hyperparameters in terms of the prior hyperparameter and the

observations; the use of the superposition principle for building models with polynomial, harmonic

and/or damped trends; multivariate DLM models; and the problems of specifying observational and

evolutional variances. For polynomial trends we use a setting in terms of powers rather than the

conventional one in terms of standarized factorial polynomials. The verification of this alternative

polynomial trend setting is provided in Appendix A1.1.

Chapter 3 is the theoretical core of the thesis. An extension of the DLM, the Dynamic Linear

Matrix-variate Regression (DLMR) model is developed. In this new model an important part of the

variance-covariance structure, the scale variance matrix, is assumed unknown with an inverted-Wishart

distribution. In so doing, we make significant advances in long-standing problems concerning the

specification of the variance-covariance structure in DLM's. As a row vector the DLMR is a Dynamic

Weighted Multivariate Regression (DWMR) and as a column vector it is a multivariate DLM. In Section

3.1 we formulate the DLMR model. Its update compuL-ttions are derived in Section 3.2. These include

a recurrence for updating the inverted-Wishart hyperpara...Aers associated with the scale variance

matrix. In Section 3.3 we reformulate the DLMR in a DLM form. Using this representation we show

how modelling with the DLMR is very similar to modelling with the DLM. In addition, by employing

this form we interpret the scale variance matrix as a (Kronecker) scale factor of the observational

and evolutional variances. In Section 3.4 we generalize the DLM Multi-process models (Harrison and

Stevens, 1971, 1976) in order to cope with the DLMR. In particular, we obtain new collapsing formulas

for multi-process models Class IL In Section 3.5 we discuss equivalent reparameterizations of DLMR's.

Decoupling a DLMR into several independent DLMR's is the subject of Section 3.6. A testing procedure

based on the Jeffreys' technique is provided. We close the chapter with a discussion of the DWMR

model. This useful model contains as a special, static case the usual Weighted Multivariate Regression

(WMR) model. Hence, it offers a general and more realistic alternative to the WMR for modelling

multivariate time series. This situation is the multivariate analogy to that of the univariate DLM

and the multiple linear regression. For the non-weighted DWMR the scale variance matrix can be

regarded as the observational variance. Therefore, we have, in this case, an effective on-line observational

variance learning procedure. Two appendices are provided. The relevant results about the Kronecker
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product and vec operatior are given in Appendix A3.1. The basic Matrix-variate Distribution theory

is developed in Appendix A3.2. Special attention has been paid to including both singular and non-

singular distributions.

The implementation of the DLMR updating recurrences is the theme of Chapter 4. Time spent on

this topic is worthwhile since the DLMR contains several dynamic and static models as special cases.

In Section 4.1 we generalize the Kalman, Joseph, Square-root and Inverse Covariance state-space filters

(Maybeck, 1979). In particular, we obtain new recurrences for the hyperparameters associated with the

scale variance matrix. A filter based on the Efroymson (1960) sweep operator is introduced in Section

4.2. The usual assumption about non-singularity is dropped. Hence, this new filter provides the most

general implementation possible and yet it is surprisingly easy to put into practice. The essential sweep

operator theory is given in Appendix A4.1. In particular, a key separation principle is identified.

Prediction via plug-in estimation in the context of dynamic linear models is discussed in Chapter

5. The loss function associated with the plug-in estimators (PIE's) is the Kullback and Liebler (1951)

directed divergence between the actual (unknown) likelihood and the (plug-in) estimated likelihood. In

Section 5.1 we derive the PIE's for the DLMR. We evaluate the cost of using an estimated observation

distribution instead of the predictive distribution for forecasting purposes. The PIE's have an appealing

property: they are invariant under one-to-one parametric transformations. In Section 5.2 the use of

PIE's as point estimators is explored and illustrated with an example involving energy consumption

data. In Appendix A5.1 we undertake the problem of plug-in estimation from a decision theoretic

viewpoint. The general results obtained constitute the basis for the material presented in Section 5.1.

In Appendix A5.2 we calculate the entropy and information of some useful Matrix-variate distributions.

In Chapter 6 two tractable multivariate models are formulated. Section 6.1 introduces a general

recursive model analogous to the fully recursive econometric models (Zellner, 1971). In Section 6.2 an

example using artificial data illustrates an application to nested missing observations. In Section 6.3

we make use of the discount concept (Ameen and Harrison, 1983; Harrison and West, 1986) in order

to simulate a DLMR with a dynamic scale variance. In Section 6.4 we compare the performance of

a DWMR, with a dynamic scale variance matrix, to its static counterpart using exchange rate data.

In addition, we employed PIE's for estimating the principal components of the scale variance matrix.

This provides an insight into exchange rate dynamics. The use of simulation in Bayesian statistics

is discussed in Appendix A6.1. This material is employed in the example of Section 6.2. A result

concerning the distribution of swept matrices is provided in Appendix A6.2.

Chapter 7 is devoted to modelling aspects. The setting of vague priors for the DLMR model is briefly

discussed in Section 7.1. The use of the multivariate logarithmic and logarithmic ratio transformations

in the context of DWMR modelling is the topic of Section 7.2. Section 7.3 concerns alternative but

equivalent reformulations of the DLMR model which expand its field of applications. The models

considered are: perfect observations, colored observation error, colored evolution noise, correlated noise
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and error, fixed-lag smoothing and prediction, differencing series and transfer response functions.

Finally, Chapter 8 consists of a general discussion and possible topics for further research.

The thesis is written in an informal style; the results presented are justified rather than rigorously

proved.

1.5 NOTATION.

Throughout the thesis the following notation is employed unless otherwise specified. Scalars are

denoted by lowercase letters (v, w, . . .), column vectors by underlined lowercase letters (x, y, ... ) and

matrices by uppercase letters (X, Y, ... ) and unknown parameters by Greek letters (8, E, ... ). The

factorial symbol ! is used in a extended sense, i.e. x! denotes the gamma function evaluated at x + 1,

and the symbol r is reserved to denote the gamma distribution. The digamma function - the derivative

of the (natural) logarithm of the gamma function - is denoted by 6(x).

Expressions like a- 1A are often denoted by del, . Conformable matrices are partitioned preserving the

conformability within the submatrices, e.g. in the expression

[A Bl[E F 1,

the products AE, BC, AF, BH, CE, DC, CF and DH are implicitly assumed to be well defined. Simi-

larly, in the expression
[ Ac B1 + {EFG ],

the sums A + E, B + F,C + G and D + H are assumed to be well defined, etc. In addition, we use the
[A 0 0

diag operator for denoting block diagonal matrices, e.g. diag(A, B, C) = 0 B 0 .
0 0 C

In order to simplify the notation common conditional information is often omitted as in the specifi-

cation of the dynamic model in Sections 1.2-3, e.g. the model (1.2) is implicitly assumed to be

p(Ot iHt_ i) = f	 p(Ot let _ i ,Ht _ 1 ) p(Ot _ i lHt_ 1) d9_1,
et-i

gYti llt- 0 = f gYtlet,llt-1) p(O t Ilit _4) det ,	 and
et

p(Ot lyt ,Ht _ i
) = P(Yti9t,Ht_i)p(9t1Ht_i) 

P(Yt IHt-i)
where Ht_ 1 stands for the relevant information known up to time t — 1. The random variables on

which operators such as mean and variance depend are included in the notation as subscripts, e.g.

Eof (x) = f f (x)p(x10) dx.
z

Our notation and terminology for the models described in the following chapters is a compromise

between the conventional notation and terminology in Bayesian forecasting and econometric literature.

As any compromise, this has advantages and disadvantages depending on one's point of view. Further

notation is introduced when needed, in particular in Appendices A3.1, A3.2 and A4.1.
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CHAPTER 2

THE DYNAMIC LINEAR MODEL

Since the introduction of the Dynamic Linear Model (DLM) by Harrison and Stevens (1976), Bayesian

forecasters have made use of an appealing dynamic model which can deal with multivariate time series.

The DLM offers many facilities: use of prior information to start up the system, construction of com-

plex models from simple components with the aid of the superposition principle, intervention analysis,

discrimination between rival models, simple sequential updating recursions, joint forecast distributions,

time invariant interpretation of the system parameters, and so on.

In this chapter the DLM is reviewed and a basis is provided for the next chapter where an extension of

the DLM, the Dynamic Linear Matrix Regression Model (DLMR), is developed. The DLM description

is given in Section 2.1, the updating recursions are provided in Sction 2.2, time invariant interpretation

of the parameters and model building from simple components are the topics in Section 2.3, Multivariate

DLM's are entertained in Section 2.4, and the problem of specification of the evolution variance and

observational variance with emphasis on the multivariate case is discussed in Section 2.5.

2.1 MODEL FORMULATION.

The assumptions of the DLM of Harrison and Stevens (1976) for a multivariate time series Et are:

Observation Equation:

Evolution Equation:

Prior Information:

Where,

	

xtet + ft ,	 gt N (Q, Vt).

	= Gt2t_ i + ft ,	 ft N(0, Wt).

N(_1 , C_1).

is the tirne index (t = 1,2,3, ... ),
yt is a (r x 1) vector of observations made at time t,
Xt is a (r x p) matrix of independent variables,
0—t is a (p x 1) unknown vector of system (regression) parameters,
At is a (r x 1) observation error vector,
Vt is a (r x r) variance matrix associated with et,
Gt is a (p x p) evolution (trend) matrix,
f	 is a (p x 1) evolution noise vector,
Wt is a (p x p) variance matrix associated with

As usual, N(m, C) denotes the multivariate normal distribution with mean m and variance C.

The equation (2.1a) defines the distribution of the observations y t given the system parameters. The

system dynamics are determined by (2.1b) which specifies the distribution of the regression coefficients

at time t in terms of the previous regression coefficients. The system prior information (2.1c) represents

7



- N(mtk , C7),	 where c7 = W +
	

and tii = Gtmt—i.

N(91t , kt ),	 where kt = Vt + Xt C7X1	 and =Xm.

6414 N(,Ct),	 where ct = - At f'tA,m =

t =
	 and At = GTXA-1.

Prediction:

Posterior:

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

the distribution of the regression coefficients at time t — 1. The distributions appearing in (2.1) are

implicitly assumed conditional on the relevant information available at time t — 1 including (if any)

previous observations  mt_2, .... It is further assumed that_ te , ft and are independent, with

ft , ft independent over time.

The following terminology is employed. When Xt , Gt , Vt and Wt are not dependent on time then the

DLM is called a constant DLM. If in addition W = 0, then a DLM is referred to as a noise-free constant

DLM.

2.2 UPDATE COMPUTATIONS.

When a new observation is obtained we have to revise our beliefs about the parameters (and implicitly

our beliefs about the forthcoming observations). It is sufficient to describe this updating process for

just one observation, since it can be performed over and over again when more observations become

available, in a sequential fashion which is characteristic of the Bayesian approach.

The updating recursions for the DLM are:

Evolution:

Equation (2.2a) provides the distribution of the regression coefficients at time t conditional to the

information available at time t — 1. The one-step ahead predictive distribution of 4 made at time

t — 1 is given by (2.2b). The regression coefficients distribution at time t updated with the additional

information is provided by (2.2c) completing the system cycle.

The derivation of (2.2) is a simple exercise of multivariate normal theory, this is not done here, but

in the next chapter the updating recursions for the DLMR, which contains the DLM, are obtained.

The system (2.1) is in probabilistic terms equivalent to the Bayesian formulation of the Kalman (1963)

state-space model found, for example, in Aoki (1967) and Maybeck (1979). The counterpart of (2.2) is

known as the Kalman filter in engineering literature.

The recursions (2.2) provide a very convenient way of updating the system. The statistic (together

with Ct ) is sufficient for t at time t and summarizes all past information. Thus, for forecasting

purposes, it is equivalent to the whole previous history of the system. The implementation of (2.2)

may be done in a straightforward manner with the possible exception of (2.2c), which requires, in the

multivariate case, the computation of the matrix inverse of kt . The square-root algorithms found in the

8



where

Gt and Wt = [W11 W12
1W21 W22 t

— 1\ f.
=	 — 1)	 3.)1 = 1 3 • • • ;PI (2.3)

Kalman filter literature, see for example Maybeck (1979) and Anderson and Moore (1979), are useful

for dealing with systems requiring high precision. Perhaps the easiest implementation of (2.2) is by

means of the Efroymson (1960) sweep operator. These implementation aspects are covered in Chapter

4.

2.3 STANDARD MODELS.

In state-space modelling the aim is to make inferences about the past, present and future (smoothing,

filtering and prediction) of the system state f t , which usually has a physical meaning. In contrast,

Bayesian forecasting is concerned, primarily, with the distribution of the future observations based

on the available information. The vector parameter ft represents time varying regression coefficients

which, in the standard models, have a time invariant interpretation and play a very important role in

understanding and operating the system.

2.3.1 Superposition Principle.

The superposition principle is a simple, but powerful statement, which tells us that a linear combi-

nation of DLM's is itself a DLM. In particular, it means that the trend of the series E t given by Xtft

and ft = Gt Ot— i + IA can be constructed as the sum of simple trends, i.e. two trends

Xit O it ,	 4t =	 + lit,
	 N(0, W),	 i = 1,2

can be combined into

Xtlt	 = Gt/t _ i +Litt,	 tit .-•-• N(0 ) Wt)

1 ° itXtO t = [X1t1X2t1	 =	 X2tti2t,
-2t

{G11
0 G22 1t

0

The generalization for several trends is evident.

This facility is very useful since it provides a method for building up complex models from simple

components, and it is employed in one form or another in many models appearing in the following

chapters.

2.3.2 The Polynomial Trend.

A univariate DLM with polynomial trend of degree p — 1 can be constructed by taking X t = X =--

[1,0,... , 0] and Gt = G a right triangular matrix such that the non-zero triangle is precisely the Pascal

triangle (from left to right), i.e.

where (i _� j) means 1 if i j and 0 otherwise. A key property of G, shown in Appendix A2, is the
following:

• -	 . <	 j_i
i=	 — .7)8	 1= -;•••,P•— 1)

wit

(2.4)
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Notice that the elements of the first row of G8 are the powers of s, i.e. 1, s, . . . ,

For convenience we consider first the noise-free DLM i.e.

gt = Glt—r•
	 (2. 5)

In this case, from (2.4) and (2.5) it is clear that the trend is given by

XIt+. = • - • = [1, (s — 1), ..., (s — 1) 17-1 104+ 1 = [1, s, . .. , 3P-1]Bt
	 (2.6)

Therefore, the trend has a polynomial form and the parameterli t represents the polynomial coefficients

relative to the system of coordinates with origin at (0, t).

If the noise-free assumption is dropped, then the parameters have random disturbances but the

previous interpretation remains valid by substituting the parameters with their expectations, i.e. the

forecast function (the mean of yt+, conditional on the information available at time t) is given by,

Ft (s) = X	 _i_ i, -= • • • = [1, 8, ... , 3P-11mt.	 (2.7)

It should be noticed that other representations are possible, for instance, taking

X = 11,0, — , 01	 and G = I ± 20 OI'

gives the Jordan-canonical form based on the standarized factorial polynomials (I), CD, ... , (° 1) rather

than on the powers of s.

2.3.3 The Harmonic Trend.

Proceeding as before, a univariate DLM with simple harmonic trend of period 27r/w can be constructed

by taking

Xt = 1= [1,0J

The counterpart of (2.4) is

cos w sin wand Gt = G =
— sin w cos w •

cos w s sin wsG8 =	 (2.8)
— sin ws cos ws '

which may be derived easily using the well-known trigonometric formulas for the addition of angles.

Again, we first consider the trend of the noise-free DLM. It follows from (2.5) and (2.8) that the

trend is,

Xit+, = • • • = [cos (.4)(8 — 1),ins w(s — 1)]	 [2	 = cos ws , sin ws] [ 0, 1 ] .
r0i Li	 v2 t	

(2.9)

Thus, the trend consists in a single harmonic and Olt, 02t are the coefficients associated with the cosine

and sine components relative to the system of coordinates with origin at (0, t).

As before, this interpretation remains valid when the noise-free assumption is dropped, if the param-

eters are substituted by their expectations, and the forecast function is,

Ft (s) = [1,0] [ rni i	 =•	 • - = [cos ws, sin ws][ nli .	 (2.10)
rn2 +s	 M2 ] tt

Complex harmonic trends with several harmonics are achieved easily by means of the superposition

principle.
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0	 +
0	 X22 t	 t	 ez t' t

N ((2,	 V12

V21 V22 tV

1 1

t
(2.12a)

r1	 [Gil 0 1 1ill W12
I. :2 it N (11 [

w
W

3.1
21 W22 t)

±
Le2 i t	 L 0	 G22 J t L (12 J t-1	 LI2Jt

tjut

(2.12b)

and a trend matrix diag ([ 1

0diaga1,01, [1,00)

2.3.4 Damped Trends.

A damped version of a trend given by Xt = X and Gt = G is constructed by taking AG as the new

trend matrix instead of G, where A is a suitable scalar typically 0 < A < 1.

The mixtures of polynomial, harmonic and damped trends constructed with the aid of the super-

position principle provide a very rich stock of models, certainly wide enough for the purposes of this

thesis.

2.4 MULTIVARIATE MODELS.

All standard models discussed so far are univariate models. However, one version of the superposition

principle provides a method for building-up multivariate DLM's from univariate DLM's.

Two multivariate DLM models for y 	 y2t,

Y . .t =	 —N(, V 1 ),	 i= 1, 2,	 (2.11a)

=	 +
	

N(, W11 ),	 i = 1,2,	 (2.11b)

can be combined into a single DLM for MI ,
t

The generalization for several components is easily appreciated. For instance, a trivariate DLM, with a

linear, simple harmonic and damped constant trend for the first, second and third dependent variables

respectively, has a regressor matrix

1	 cos w sin co
1	 '	 — sin cos co A) •

A simple but very useful DLM for time series in which all the variables have a similar trend deter-

mined by Xt and Gt , has a regressor matrix diag(X,... , X) and a trend matrix diag(G,..., G). The

importance of this class of models becomes apparent in the following chapters.

2.5 SPECIFICATION OF THE VARIANCES.

In order to implement a DLM, practitioners face a major obstacle: the setting of two system variances

Wt and V. The first difficulty has been overcome partially by Ameen and Harrison (1984) through the

discount concept which substitutes the evolution variance matrix Wt by a set of discount factors and

offers a conceptually simple alternative model. Nevertheless, the specification of the observational

variance Vt for multivariate DLM's remains a major problem for practitioners.
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2.5.1 The Discount Weighted Version.

The DLM version, based on the discount concept, merely substitutes the first equation in (2.2a) by,

= (diag /1) - GtCt _ I G't (diag -	 (2.13)

where 13 is a set of discount factors, i.e. each element of 13 lies between 0 and 1.

The advantage of using the discount version over the standard version is clear; the specification

of a rather cumbersome variance Wt is traded for a set of discount factors for which many practi-

tioners have a natural feeling. Often a discount model can be interpreted as a DLM; however, the

equivalence between a discount DLM and a standard DLM is not always guaranteed, i.e. the matrix
_1(diag§.) - 4 GtCt_ i Gl(diag L.3) 2 - Gt Ct _ iq fails sometimes to be a proper variance. Furthermore, the

equivalence, for an arbitrary discount set t3, is guaranteed if and only if Gt Ct _ iCt is diagonaL

The discount version may be modified, in order to assure equivalence by adopting the following rule

instead of (2.13),

2.5.2 On-line Variance Learning.

A natural alternative for avoiding the specification of the observational variance is to assume that it

is unknown. This approach, in the univariate case, replaces the model (2.1) by

	

1371 •	 if .	 =	 142{	 A-i	 fit '	 1	 3 '	 (.)
otherwise

where Bt = GtCt_ iG't . A parsimonious form for independent components recommended by West and

Harrison (1986) is to take the same discount factor within elements of each component. This procedure

is referred to as discount , by blocks. In some circumstances it is useful to combine a discount procedure

followed by the addition of a noise variance.

Observation Equation:

Evolution Equation:

Prior Information:

Yt = 42: + et,	 et N(0, o-2vt )	 (2.15a)

e t =	 ft- N(0, cr2 Wt)
	

(2.15b)

""' N (—mt-11 Cr2Ct-1)

	
and cr2 •-• r- I ( Idt_i, tst-o•	 (2.15c)

Where
Id

cr2 r-- 1 (d, is) means that CI-2 has a gamma distribution with mean -1-: and variance
2

It is implicitly assumed that the distributions in (2.15a), (2.15b) and in the left-hand side of (2.15c) are

conditional on o2 and also, of course, on the relevant information available at time t — 1. Henceforth
0

we denote the joint distribution induced by (2.15c) as -tcr2- 1 ,--, N r-i(_. 1 , C..1,Idt-i, ist-i) and[

the marginal distribution of	 as 	 ''' t (mt-i, st-iet-i dt-i)•

12



Using the recursions (2.2a) and (2.2c) for O t la2 and (2.2b), together with a direct application of

Bayes' formula for o2 , the following updating recursions are readily obtained,

Evolution:

Prediction:

Posterior:

where mi'`, C7, 9,,p,, et are

VT
it ]Nr-1(m:,q, ;4_ 1 , 4 st_1)

Yt '" t (ts st—i gt, dt—i)

r2] lYt '''' N l'-'(mt,ci, I dt, I st)

as in (2.2) and cit = cit _ 1 + 1,st = 3t_ 1 + e2/t.

(2.16a)

(2.16b)

(2.16a)

Clearly, for o2 = 1 the model (2.15) becomes a conventional univariate DLM. Therefore, it is an

extension of the DLM model and describes essentially the model employed by Smith and West (1983),

a non-Bayesian formulation can be found in Harvey (1984). It is important to notice that, for vt = 1,

o2 is not only the unknown observational variance but it also appears as a scalar factor in the evolution

variance.

The above procedure can be easily extended to the multivariate case when the observational variance

is assumed known except by an unknown scale factor, and it is found in West (1982). Unfortunately,

any attempt to leave the observational variance unknown as a whole in the multivariate case faces the

problem of intractability, the reason being that the generality of the likelihood rather than the dynamic

structure of the model. For instance, the static DLM leads to an intractable analysis as is shown in the

next chapter. Hence, the specification of the observational variance in the multivariate case remains a

major obstacle. Furthermore, one of the main objectives of an analysis may well be to learn about the

observational variance.
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APPENDIX A2.1.

THE POLYNOMIAL TRANSITION MATRIX.

The representation of a polynomial trend in terms of powers of s, although natural, is not common

in Bayesian forecasting. For this reason we give a derivation of (2.4).

The formula (2.4) may be verified by means of double induction, on p and s, as follows. Let

Gs	 GIV GIV
0	 J

then it is enough to show that

fc ii G 112). 1 G	 —1J.	 ) G i8-2 1 ) G (181) G(8) 1

10 i i i. J o J'
but G18/) G181-1) = G (3.1 ). by the induction hypothesis on p, and using the binomial theorem it is clear

that

G111) G(1.2- 1 ) ± Gii2)=[(3. —1	 —1) (1< 	(P	 (a — 1 ) P-1 ± [(I) — 1)]i	 — 1	 i 1

{

p-1

- Ee.iiii)(Pil(s-ir-l+r11)
2 =2

p-1	 ix	 ix

1) ( 1; 2) (3 — i)P-1 + (Pi 1 11)]

P—i
= [0 — 1.) v, — 1) fa	 G

(8)
— 1 ) Z'	 )‘	 12

j=0

(1.1(P-1) = (1's-1 j-1	 s— 1 p- 3 , •
since
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CHAPTER 3

DYNAMIC LINEAR MATRIX-VARIATE REGRESSION

This chapter is concerned with a dynamic linear model proposed in Quintana (1985), which extends

the DLM by considering matrices of observations, instead of vectors, and introducing a new system

scale variance matrix. In doing so, the dynamic structure of the DLM is transferred to the new model

which includes the standard multivariate regression model, with the observational variance unknown,

as a special, static case. This matrix-variate model is referred to as the Dynamic Linear Matrix-variate

Regression (DLMR).

In 3.1 the intractability of the static DLM with an unknown observational variance is shown, the

DLMR is suggested and the description of the DLMR is given. Its updating recurrences are derived in

3.2. Static and dynamic models contained in the DLMR, a vector representation, a discount version and

model building facilities inherited from the DLM are entertained in 3.3. Finally, multi-process models,

reparameterization and system decoupling are discussed in Sections 4, 5 and 6 respectively.

Henceforth several results of the vec operator, Kronecker product 0, and matrix-variate distribution

theory are invoked freely. Definitions and properties of the Kronecker product and the vec operator are

provided in Appendix A3.1. The essential singular and non-singular matrix variate distribution theory

is developed in Appendix A3.2.

3.1 MODEL FORMULATION.

In this section we confront the difficulties associated with the DLM when the error variance is assumed

unknown. Then, perceiving how the problem is overcome in the static case we formulate a tractable

dynamic model.

3.1.1 Static and Dynamic Models.

In Subsection 2.5.2 it is claimed that the static DLM with the constant variance V unknown leads

to an intractable analysis. This may be shown as follows. This static model is the DLM (2.1) with

Gt = I, Vt = V and Wt = 0 for all t, i.e. its observation equation is given by,

& = Xt 0 + Et ,	 t = 1, ... , n,	 ft — N(0, V).	 (3.1a)

It can be rewritten in the matrix form

Y = X8 + E,	 E ,--, N(0,V, A	 (3.1b)

i ef iS
where Y = [y1 , ... , y ]	 a (r x n) matrix, X = [X1 , .	 is. . , Xn] 	 a (r x (pn)) matrix, e = -r
a ((prt) x n) matrix, I is a (n x n) matrix, and E = [e l, • • • ) e I is a (iii x r4) matrix. Therefore the
likelihood is such that (see A3.2.10)

p(Y12, V) oc 11, 1 - 11 exp(— I tr(EVY-1)).	
(3.2)
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N ( [ -rT] [ C(; 1 PC)Vti)
since

and

Problems arise because there is not in the general case a tractable sufficient statistic; see Section 1.3.

This difficulty is essentially the same as that found in related static linear models such as the general

linear model with common regression coefficients (Box and Tiao, 1973, p. 501-502) and the seemingly

unrelated regression (Zenner, 1971, p. 240-243). Furthermore, let us assume that the variances in the

dynamic model (2.1) are constant (Vt = V and Wt = W for all t) but unknown with independent

inverted-Wishart distributions. In this case it can be shown that the posterior distribution of It is an

intractable multivariate poly-t (Broemeling, 1985, p. 286-290).

Hence, it is clear that extra assumptions are necessary in order to obtain a tractable procedure

for on-line variance learning. The artifice for the static case is well-known; the standard multivariate

regression is considered as an alternative to a more general model such as the generalized weighted

multivariate regression model. Both models can be embedded in the matrix model,

Y = X8 + E,	 E	 (3.3a)

with the conjugate joint matrix-normal inverted-Wishart prior for e, E given by

	

8 •••-• N(M, C, E)	 and	 (3.3b)

E W-1 (S,d).	 (3.3c)

It is further assumed that 9 and E are independent given E.

Taking V = I we have the standard multivariate regression with the observational variance E un-

known. When Y is a column, and X = diag(Xi, Xi), we obtain the weighted generalized multi-

variate regression where the observational variance VY.: is known except for an unknown scalar factor

E; compare with Press (1982, p. 245-248).

To see how the discussion of the static case brings some insight to the dynamic case, we have to

realize that a dynamic model can be thought of as a static one by considering the evolution and the

prior as a joint prior, e.g. the DLM (2.15) can be seen at time t as,

y =X1-1-e,	 a2V),	 (3.4a)

— N(11, 02 C),
	 (3.4h)

where

r

[Gt 'fl. -Q

= /t	
e

d C =	
ol

an
lot 'IL  0

V=V,

oil'
wt LGt I
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The representation (3.4) of the DLM (2.15) suggests that we consider the model (3.3) at time t where

Yt,	 X = [0, Xt l,	 e [ e4-t i],	 E = Et ,	 V = Vt)

M = 1 A-1 1
GtMt—

Ct-1	 Ct—iCit	 1
C=

GiCt- 1 Wt
S = St—i	 and d = dt—i,

i.e.

Observation Equation:

Evolution Equation:

Prior Information:

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

(3.5c)

yt xtet +Et,	 Et N(0, Vt,

et . ctet_i +Ft,	 Ft N(0, Wt, E).

[et_ii Nw- I (Mt-i, Ct—i, g- t-1 1 dt-1)•

Where Et , Ft and et_ 1 are independent (with Et , Ft independent over time) given E; see A3.2.8.

3.1.2 Model Description.

Throughout the thesis the model (3.5) is referred to as the Dynamic Linear Matrix-variate Regression

(DLMR) and the following notation is used:

Yt is a (r x 9) matrix of observations made at time t,
It is a (r x p) matrix of independent variables,
et is an unknown (p x q) matrix of system (regression) parameters
Et is a (r x observation error matrix,
Vt is a (r x r) variance matrix associated with Et 3

Gt is a (p x p) evolution (trend) matrix,
Ft is a (13 x q) evolution noise matrix,
Wt is a (p x p) variance matrix associated with Ft , and
• Is a (9 x g) system scale matrix.

The matrices Xt,Vt, Gt

that E is unknown with prior inverted Wishart distribution, at time t —1 (after Yt _ j. is observed), given

by

E	 di....')	 (3.6a)

in accordance with (3.5c). However, in some circumstances it is convenient to assume that E is given.

Naturally in this latter case,

et_i N(Mt- Ct--1, E),	 (3.6b)

since (3.5c) and (3.6) are equivalent by definition; see A3.2.17.

Several useful static and dynamic multivariate models are embedded in this model, a list is given in

Subsection 3.3.1. The role of E as a matrix scale factor is analogous as that of o2 in model (2.15). This

is discussed in Subsection 3.3.2.

and Wt are assumed to be known before Yt is observed. In general it is supposed
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and et= IGt i
ret-11

Ft J

3.2 UPDATE COMPUTATIONS.

Our goal is to derive and to analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the the DLMR updating recursions

analogous to the recurrences for the DLM. These resulting recursions enable us to perform the process

of incorporating the information of the observations in the usual sequential fashion.

The most economical way of obtaining the sequential updating recursions for the DLMR is by borrow-

ing the DLM results as istQuintana (1985). However, here we prefer to give a self-contained derivation

based on the results shown in Appendix A3.2.

3.2.1 Updating Recurrences.

First let us derive, for convenience, the recursions analogous to the formulas (2.2). Assuming that E

is given, the updating recursions for the model (3.5a), (3.5b) and (3.613) are as follows.

Evolution:

et N(Mt* ,	 E),	 where CT = Wt + GtCt _ iGit 	 and Mt* = Gt Mt _ i .	 (3.7a)

Prediction:

Posterior:

Yt N(kt , E),	 where kt = Vt + XtC;Xl	 and kt = Xt Aft* •	 (3.713)

where Ct = — Attlet ,	 Mt = Aft" + At tetlirt-N(mt,ct,E),
(3.7c)

= Yi - Pi	 and At = Ct*.70t-1.

These recursions may be shown as follows. Using the independence of et _ 1 and Ft together with

(3.6b),(3.5b) and (A3.2.5) it is clear that e t is distributed according to (3.7a) since

[et_11 N (rAft_il 1ct_1 01 E)
Ft 	 \I. 0 .1 1 L 0	 Wt

Following a similar argument, (3.7a) and (3.5a) imply that

[7;t1- F'
	 rEttl and

 [
et ] -N(rg , [ Cciv0t1,E),
Et

i.e.

[ E:rit N XMtil*fd '[Xctb; Xt CC; tJC* ft-Fr Vt] ' (3.8)

Thus, the prediction and posterior equations (3.713) and (3.7c) are simply the relevant marginal and

conditional distributions of (3.8) according to (A3.2.8).

The recurrences (3.7) provide a recursive algorithm for updating the system since Mt and Ct sum-

marize all present and past information at time t. It is of note that neither Mt nor Ct depend on E.

So far, the recursions (3.10) are valid for any proper variances Vt , Wt, Ct—i and E, i.e. they may be

singular, Only kt has been implicitly assumed non-singular, but even this requirement is abandoned in

Section 4.2.
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We now drop the assumption that E is known and instead it follows an inverted Wishart distribution

at time t — 1 given by (3.7a). The conditional distribution of EIY2 is implicitly given by (3.7b) and

(3.6a), since according to (A3.2.17),

[
tE ] ,--, NW-1 (2,2, St-1,

and applying (A3.2.19) we have,

Elli — W-1(St,dt),
	 (3.9)

where,

St = St_ i + EC4-1E2	and c/2 = 4_ 1 + r

Therefore, the recurrences (3.7) may be generalized for the model (3.5) as follows.

Evolution:

Prediction:

Posterior:

[ et J
E --, NW-1 (M:, C:, St— ii dt— 1)•

Y2 ,--. T(t, tiSt-1,4-1)•

r
Et I l

l't - Nw-1 (mt, ct, st,dt).

Where M:, q, Pi , Pi , Aft , ct , Et and A2 are as in (3.7), and St , dt are as in (3.9).

Similar comments as those following the derivation of recursions (3.7) apply to (3.10), in particular,

(3.10) is valid even if S (E) is singular. The essential difference is that (3.9) provides an effective

procedure for on-line learning about the system scale variance E. Long-term forecasting can be achieved

by means of repetitive use of (3.10a), (3.10b) and replacing the recurrence in (3.10c) by C 2 = C:

and M2 = M: (provided, of course, that the driving parameters Gt+,,Wt+, and the observational

parameters Vt+, and Xt+„ are known for a = 1,2, ... ).

3.2.2 Limiting Behaviour.

For simplicity we look first at the case for E known. The resemblance between (3.7) and (2.2) is

evident, in fact (3.7) becomes (2.2) when E = 1. Moreover, the behaviour analysis of C 2 and A2 can be

reduced to that of the DLM because from (2.2) and (3.7) clearly Mt , C2 , )12 , etc., are computed exactly

as if the columns of 1/2 were driven by DLM's with common parameters IC2 , Gt,Vt and W2, regardless

of the actual E.

A particular but very important case is the observable constant DLMR. This case is obtained when

the associated DLM's, described in the previous paragraph, are observable constant DLM's, i.e. when

X, G, V, and W are not time dependent and there is a vector A such that,

[ hl'X'ICIC

-

•

its XGP- 1
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is a full rank matrix. In this case A t , Ct , Cik and kt converge because the result holds for the DLM,

for a simple proof of the latter see Harrison (1985). If the DLMR is unobservable, then only partial

convergence can be assured, see again the reference above for details.

These results still hold when E is distributed according to (3.6a) instead of being known, since

the behaviour of Mt , Ct , At , etc., is independent of the actual E as is mentioned in Subsection 3.2.1.

However, in this case it is interesting to look at the behaviour of S t and de as t increases. From (3.9)

we obtain,

St so +	 and dt = do ± tr	 (3.11)
r=1

StTherefore, in the limit, E = lim	 2 in probability and (3.10) becomes (3.7).
t-.03 dt — 

These limiting results may be employed in oder to reduce the update computations for a constant

model after a period of time. Typically, the convergence is fast and the recursions (3.10) may be

replaced by to Mik = GM- 1 , Y = X Mt* and Mt = Mt* ± A(Yt — kt), where A is the limiting value of

At.

3.3 THE DLMR AS A DLM.

Modelling with the DLMR essentially can be reduced to modelling with the DLM because most of

the DLM structure is inherited by the DLMR. In this section it is illustrated how this transference can

be done. First, we look at some standard multivariate linear models which are embedded in the DLMR.

3.3.1 Models Contained.

The DLMR contains a wide variety of normal linear models which can be divided into two main

categories: dynamic and static. By a static model we mean a DLMR which is not evolving at all i.e.

Gt = I and Wt = 0 for all t. The particular settings are as follows.

Static Models:

(a) Standard Multivariate Regression. This model can be seen either sequentially as a DLMR with

r = l and Vt = 1 for t = 1, ,n, or in its entirety as a DLMR with r = n and Vt = I at a fixed time

t = to.

(b) Weighted Generalized Multivariate Regression. This model as defined in Press (1982) corresponds

to a DLMR with q = 1 at a fixed time t = to. A classical interpretation of the hyperparameters Mt, Ct

and St is given in the next chapter.

Dynamic Models:

(a) Dynamic Weighted Multivariate Regression (DWMR). The DWMR generalizes the Standard

Multivariate Regression and corresponds to a DLMR with r = 1. Therefore, it is a very important case

of the DLMR and it is discussed in Section 3.7.

(b) Multivariate Dynamic Linear Model. The DLM's correspond to DLMR's with q = 1 and therefore

E = 0.2 is a scalar. For the Harrison and Stevens (1976) DLM, o.2 is assumed to be known and
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equal to one. For the multivariate extension of the DLM (2.15), cr2 is assumed unknown and cr2 -,

r-1 (d_1, i8t—i).

Thus, the DLMR can be thought of as a combination of extended DLM's and DWMR's. The columns

of Yt are being modelled marginally as extended DLM's with common parameters X t , Gt,Vt and Wt

whilst the rows are marginally modelled as DWMR's, where their parameters are the corresponding

rows of Xt and diagonal elements Vt , and common evolution parameters Gt and W. These comments

give full support to the discussion in the previous section. In accordance with the terminology of the

static and dynamic models the DLMR is referred to as weighted or non-weighted depending on Vt (this

must not be confused with the discount weighted method of Subsections 2.5.1 and 3.3.3).

The DLMR not only provides a theoretical framework for the models mentioned above, but also

makes possible the implementation of a relatively simple program suitable for a common personal

microcomputer which can handle all these models at once as is shown in the next chapter.

3.3.2 Vector Representation.

Readers already familiar with the DLM may find a vector representation of the DLMR more easily

interpretable. Applying the vec operator on (3.5a), (3.5b) and (3.6b), and using properties listed in

Appendices (A3.1) and (A3.2) we can readily rewrite the model (3.5) as,

Observation Equation:

vec Yt = (I 0 Xt ) vec et -I- vec Et ,	 vec Et ,-.., N(0, E 0 Vt).

Evolution Equation:

vec et -= (I® Gt) vec et_ i + vec Ft ,	 vec Ft ,-, N(0, E ® We).

Prior Information:

(3.12a)

(3.121))

vec et_ li E ,-.. 14(vec Mt_ i , E 0 Ct_ i)	 and E -, W-1 (St-I, dt-1) .	(3.12c)

The representation (3.12) implies that, given E, the DLMR is a special case of the DLM (2.1), in

which the driving parameters have a special structure given by the Kronecker direct product: E is a

scale factor of the variances and I is a scale factor in the linear transformations. This shows the richness

of the DLM and DLMR since, given E, each is a special case of the other!

The vector form of the DLMR is very useful in order to transfer the structure from the DLM to

the DLMR. For instance, it is apparent from (3.12) that dropping the assumptions about normality,

et = Mt and ke = Xtet are the best linear estimators in the linear Bayesian sense (Hartigan, 1969),

regardless of whether E is known or not. As mentioned before the DLMR updating recurrences (3.7),

given E, may be derived using the DLM recurrences corresponding to (3.12) and switching back to the

matrix representation (3.5a), (3.5b) and (3.6b), then the derivation for E unknown continues as before.

In the following section we illustrate this procedure considering the discount version of the DLMR.
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3.3.3 Discount Weighted Version.

The interpretation of the DLMR as a combination of extended DLM's and DWMR's given in Sub-

section 3.3.1 suggests the use of the same discount factors )9 for each column of e t . Thus, according to

(2.13),(3.12) and (2.2a), the discount version substitutes,

(E Wt) + (I® Gt)(E 0 C)(1. Gtr = E 0 (Wt GeCt _ i G) = E

by,
(E Ct)* = (I 0 diag	 (I Gt)(E 0 Ct _ i)(I Gt )' (I diag fir I

= E (diag fir Gt Ct_ i G1 (diag fir = E C7,

i.e. the first equation in (3.7a) is replaced by (2.13). For the reasons expressed in Section 2.5.1, the use

of the rule of discount by blocks (2.14) is recommended instead of (2.13).

The analysis of the limiting behaviour can be reduced, in a similar manner as with the usual DLMR,

to that of the DLM with a discount version found in Harrison (1985). For instance, an observable

constant discount DLMR converges, etc.

3.3.4 Model Building.

Two aspects need to be considered when constructing a DLMR model: trend and variance structure.

The standard trend models of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 can be built in a straight forward manner. It is only

necessary to keep in 'mind that Xt and Gt determine the common trend form for the columns of Y.

For instance, the setting given in Section 2.4,

Xt = diag([1,0], [1,0],1) 01 r cos w	 sinceand Gt = diag	 A)([0 1 '	 sin w COS CV

for a DLMR with r = 3,p = 8 and q = 2 means that the three bivariate rows of Yt have a linear, a

simple harmonic and a damped constant trend respectively.

Regarding the variance structure, Vt , Wt and Ct retain essentially the same meaning as with the

DLM; Vt represents the inverse weight or precision of the present information, Ct_ 1 measures the

inverse weight of past information, and Wt controls the inverse weight of the link between past and

present information.

In practice it is helpful to remember that Vt , W, C_ 1 and the columns of Yt steer Ct and mt with

the DLM recurrences (2.2). In particular modelling with a DWMR is essentially as easy (or difficult)

as modelling with univariate DLM's.

Special models such as those with correlated error and noise, time correlated noise, transfer response

functions, etc., are discussed in Chapter 7.

3.4 MULTI-PROCESS MODELS.

It is often the case that a modeller has in mind two or more possible models for a certain time series;

to handle this, Harrison and Stevens (1971, 1976) introduced the multi-process models methodology for
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discriminating between rival DLM's. Two situations are considered; multi-process models class I deals

with fixed DLM's whilst in multi-process models class lithe possible DLM's may change from one time

interval to another following a Markovian scheme. The technical details of multiprocess models for the

DLMR are given in this section.

3.4.1 Class I.

Suppose that we are considering a set of possible DLMR models .h.1 (1) (i = 1, 2, ... , m) for describing

the time series Yt (t = 1, 2, ...). In addition, we believe that at least one of these models is adequate,

but we do not know precisely which one is. Our problem is to discriminate between these rival models.

Let Pt (M (i)) denote the probability that the time series follows the model /AP given all information

available at time t but prior to observing Yt , and Pt (.M (i) lYt) the revised probability given the additional

information Y. Then, the two probabilities are related according to Bayes' theorem as follows,

Pt( MM I Yt) cc P(YtI M(i) )
 Pt 1)4(i)),	 (3.13)

where p(YtlX(i)) denotes the predictive density for Yt assuming the model M ( i), given all information

available at time t.

The applicability of (3.13) depends on the existence of the predictive density for Y. But for the DLMR

this is obtainable either from (3.7b) or (3.10b) depending on whether E is known or not. Therefore,

the recurrence (3.13) ' provides a means for an effective on-line model discriminating procedure.

The possible DLMR models can be completely arbitrary; typically each .M( 1 ) has its own associated

parameters 4i) , ,  wt(i) for t = 1, 2, .... The multi-process models class I offer a simple method

for tuning constant DLMR's provided, of course, that the number of the rival models (m) remains

manageable.

3.4.1 Class II.

Now we turn to the case in which a fixed DLMR may not adequately describe the time series. Instead

it is assumed that the model may switch from one time interval to the next in a Markovian fashion.

Let ,MV) (5 = 1,2, ..., rn) denote the assumption that the evolution and observation of the process

at time t is defined by 41) , Vt(i) , GV) 431. The Markovian transition of the process is described by

P ( M ii) I Mli)1), the probability that the process swings to 14 1) from .M 1 . A classic example of a

system with a linear trend is to consider four models: the first is a default model which describes the

system most of the time and three alternative models which represent an outlier observation, a step

change and a slope change, by means of a suitable setting of Vt(i) and Wt(i) , and which may explain a

sudden general change in the behaviour of the time series.

We are interested in obtaining a formula analogous to (3.13). Following Harrison and Stevens (1971,

1976) we obtain,

phi) =Puviii)vo =E Pr),
	 (3.14a)
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where

Plij) = P(mll), iviiiirt)	 pcYt	 .tvil i)i) Pcm1 .1), 14°1),
	 and	 (3.14b)

	

x(! i )i) =
	

(3.14c)

Here p(KI.M.P.), Mli) 1) is given, again, either by (3.7b) or (3.10b) depending on whether E is known or

not.

Although the cycle, in principle, can be carried on indefinitely, in practice the system rapidly becomes

intractable even for a modest number of models. We can see the difficulty by noticing that for each

the density p(YtIM3)3.M191) in (3.14b) depends on .74,01 only through the prior p(et 1141) ) which is

weighted by P(.M!' ) i ). Hence, the posterior p (etl Yt, .144i) ) is weighted by P(Mii)").Mil)) =

and the total number of the posterior components grows geometrically.

Therefore, for the sake of tractability, a mixture-collapsing procedure similar to that for the DLM is

required. Our criteria, based on a suggestion of Smith and West (1982), for approximating a mixture

of densities by a single density is to minimize the Kullback and Liebler (1951) directed divergence.

In general, the problem of approximating the density of a random variable Z by a parametric density

p(Z) using the Kullbacic-Liebler directed divergence as a criteria is equivalent to finding the optimal

(I) in the following maximization problem:

maxElogp(Z14). 	 (3.15)
z

Here the expectation is taken over the target Z; see Appendix A5.1.

As usual we consider first the case in which E is known. Our goal is to collapse, for each j, the

posterior distribution P (e l Yt, MP) which is a mixture of N(MP'1) , did) , E) with weights
'

P( ''.1) into
Pt

a single N(Mt(j) ,CP) , E). The distribution P(e t Pi,	 is N(Mt(id) , did) , E) since we are

assuming, of course, that the distribution Net_ 1 1./40 1 ) ls mmt21,d01,E).
In order to simplify the notation we solve first a more general problem, namely the approximation of

the distribution of a random matrix e by a N(M,C, E), where the free parameters are M and C. In

other words, we want to obtain the optimal values for M and C in the maximization problem,

maxEL(e1M,C)	 (3.16)
m,c

where

L(eim, = —ipqlog(2r) — tqlog(ICI) — 0 1001E 1) — tr((e — M)'C -1 (e — M)E-1).

Differentiating L(eim,	 we obtain (see Press, 1982, p. 42-43, for the appropriate differentiating

formulas),
a

E L(01M, = — E G.- 1 (e - Af)E- 1 -c-1 (Ne -am 0	 8
(3.17a)
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a 
E L(eim, c) = ,Eg (iqC — ;03 — M)E -1 (e — M)') = (qC — p — M)E-1 (0 — M)'). (3.17b)ac- e

Therefore the optimal values M and C in (3.16) are given by,

= E 0 and

O= —1 E(8 — SnE- 1 (e -	 = 1 (E eE- l e' -
q e	 q e

Note that 0 is a symmetric positive definite matrix as required.

Applying (3.18) to our particular collapsing problem the following solution is obtained,

	

.	 .
kr(31	 t 	Aes,3)
--t -	 pij)	 t	 )

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

(3.19a)

di). lq E_P .; ) (qdi ,i)+A4i ,i)E-imp ,i) , ) _Afli)E- 1/41)' .(	 )	 (3.19b)

The derivation of formulas (3.19) rests on two results. Firstly, the right-hand side expectations

in (3.18) may be calculated using the fact that the expectation of a mixture is the mixtures of the
f(i3)

expectations, e.g. M	 Et(1) =	 E	 et =	 __ti	 E	 et. Secondly, the resulting com-
etlYfix!')	 (i)	 p,il '	e t lYtmli)Mt(21

ponent expectations may be obtained using again (3.18) since the logarithmic scoring rule is proper

(see Appendix A5.1), e.g. Mt(id) =	 E	 et.
et jYt,A0,141-1)1

The equations (3.19), for E = 1, coincide with the DLM collapsing procedure of Harrison and Stevens

(1971, 1976) because (3.19b) can be rewritten as

di) =	 (eid)±_1(m(id) mu)	 (i i)	 ( )
i p(i) t	 q t	 t )E (Mt	 Mt 3. Y

However, it does not coincide with the Smith and West (1983) procedure because E ( c 2 in their notation)

is missing in their formula for CP ) . The implementation of (3.19) presents no difficulty provided that

the number of the rival models is reasonably small. Notice that E -1. needs to be computed only once

and the total computing time is at least proportional to the square of the number of possible models.

Let us now consider the case for E unknown. Our goal is to approximate a mixture of

NW' (mt(i 'd) ,	 e'l), dt)

by a single NW-1 (Mt(j) ,	 sto.) , dt). We are assuming as before that the prior, for each i, is din-

tributed as a single NW-1 (MP CPD	 (4_1).

We start again with the more general problem of approximating the distribution of a random matrix

[

0 where E is symmetric and positive definite, by a NW-1 (M, C, S, d), where the free parameters are
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.§ = V (EE-1)-1,
E

(3.23a)

M, C and S. In other words, we want to obtain the optimal values for M,C and S in the maximization

problem,

max E log p(e IM,C,S,d), 	 (3.20)
m,c,s rei

LE .1

where p(81M, C, S, d) is the density associated with the distribution NW-1(M,C,S,d). Using the

matrix-normal inverted-Wishart decomposition of the density we can restate the maximization problem

as,

maxE E logp(eIM,C,E) ± maxElogp(EIS,d). 	 (3.21)
M,C E eiE	 s E

The problem of approximating the distribution of E by an W -1 (S,d) is implicit in the second term

of (3.21). Let L(EIS, d) be the logarithm of the inverted-Wishart density (A3.2.15), then

a
,	 L (El S , d) = 4 ((d+ q —1)S -1 —E-1)

and the optimal value for S in (3.20) is given by,

(3.22)

where v = d+ q— 1. From (3.17) clearly the optimal M and C for the first term in (3.21) must satisfy

O=E('= (6- 1 (4e-	 Si) E-1)
E.

and

0 =(q61 — 4(e -Si)E- 1 (e -Sf)'),

i.e.

Al = E 0E-1

M
-

(EE-1)I.
E

and	 (3.23b)

O = E 1 (e — Si)E- 1 (e — St) = 1. E eE- l e' -Si- (EE- 1) SI

[ l i q q [4]	

E
(3.23c)

Therefore the optimal M,C and S for the problem (3.20) are given by (3.23). In our derivation of the

optimal setting of M,C and S, we have not considered the constraints on C and S to be symmetric and

positive definite, but the solution of the unconstrained optimization problem satisfies the constraints;

observe (3.23a) and (3.23c). Thus, it is also the solution to the constrained problem.

Applying this result to our particular mixture-collapsing problem and using again the fact that the

logarithmic scoring rule is proper, we readily obtain the solution,

OM. .	 —1se ,_ (E t

 psi )r,(3 ) t
i rt

(3.24a)
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mp) = (V` e13.2 m( i ,j) s(i,j)	 s-1) 4,s pp.) t

(

	

c(i) = -1 	E -Iiii)-P	 (qC(i 'l) + Mt(1) P5V-1 Mt(1)1 ) — MPl uS (i)-1MP' .	 (3.24c)
t	 q	 i pla)	 t

For the DLM case, E being a scalar, (3.24a) coincides with the formula given by Smith and West

(1983), but (3.241)) and (3.24c) do not. The reason is found in the missing factor pointed out in the

comment after formulas (3.19).

In principle, a better approximation may be achieved by including dt in the optimization procedure.

Unfortunately, the resulting equations involve digamma functions, so that a time consuming numerical

method is required for finding the solution. Moreover, even the implementation of (3.24) may be difficult

when the dimension of E is large due to equation (3.24a).

It is important to notice that we have in equation (3.23a) implicitly assumed that (d+ q— 1) is positive.

Furthermore, throughout this section we have considered only non-singular distributions because for

singular distributions the density function in (3.15) does not exist, or to put it in another way it

involves Dirac delta functions. Therefore, it seems that there is no other way for dealing with singular

distributions than to remove the redundancy; see (A3.2.20) and (3.29).

3.5 REPARAMETERIZATION.

Reparameterization concerns alternative but equivalent parametric representations of a dynamic

model. The operation of a system can be more effective by employing the model representation most

easily interpretable by the practitioner. In addition, a reparameterization may avoid numerical problems

due to rounding errors.

An equivalent representation of (3.5), but in terms of 'I's HecK and E = K'EK where H and K

are non-singular is, according to (A3.2.5) and (A3.2.18), as follow-.

Observation Equation:

(HYcK) = (H XJ-1-1 ) xlf (H EcK), (HECK) N(0, HVcir , E), (3.25a)

Evolution Equation:

= (HGtH -1 )11t-1 (H11K), (H FcK) N(0, HWcH' , E), (3.25b)

Prior Information:

NW-1(H M-1K, H0c-iH', Ks d-i). (3.25c)

Inferences about the original parameters 8 and E can be made by means of the inverse expressions

corresponding to (3.25c). For most applications, resealing independent and dependent variables by

taking H = diag(hi , , hp) and K diag(ki, , kg ) avoids numerical problems in the analysis. In

(3.24b)
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[Yt0	 V0 0
} N 40 Ht [0 0 1 E)(Ht [ 1, Wt

et-i	 A-1	 0 0 Ct—i.
(3.27)

particular the setting H= At/ and K = A-4/ leave the observation and evolution equations unchanged,

'Ft = et and E = AE meaning that the effect produced by global rescaling of the driving variances

Vt ,Wt and Ct _ 1 is completely absorbed by an inverse rescaling of the system scale variance.

3.8 SYSTEM DECOUPLING.

The DLMR model can be decoupled into several independent DLMR sub-models when the system

scale variance is known and is block-diagonal. This result can be shown by looking at the system in its

entirity. The DLMR model (3.6a), (3.6b)and (3.7b) can be rewritten as,

Yt	 Et I	 Et	 0 1 V0 0
et =H 	 Ft	 Ft 1 N I 0 	, 0 Wt 0 1,E) ,	 (3.26)

et-i	 et-1 	 Aft_i	 0 0 Ct—i

where
Xt XtGt

Ht = [0 I Gt
00 I

Thus, the joint distribution of Yt , et, et-i is,

Smoothing, filtering and prediction can be achieved by means of particular conditional and marginal

distributions of (3.27). Incidentally, this representation suggests a straight-forward method for dealing

with models with time correlated noises and/or correlated error and noise. This involves considering a

non block-diagonal matrix for the left scale parameter in (3.26) and applying the appropriate formula

from Appendix A3.2 (a different approach is taken in Chapter 7).

0
E 0

22 I '
When the system scale variance is block-diagonal, say E = [n. 

E
the system (3.27) can be

decoupled as several independent systems (the general result follows by induction):

ir.jt '	 0	 Vt 0	 0
N Ht 	 0	 ,H 0 wt	 0	 111,E3.; J , 	 for j = 1,2,	 (3.28)[

M.i(t-1)	 0 0 Ct_i

where e t = [e.it, e .2t I (preserving the conformability of O t Ee), and et-1, A, and Yt are partitioned

in a similar way.

Let us assume now that E is unknown and is distributed in the usual manner, then the system joint

distribution becomes,

irett 1	 NW-1 ( Ht [ 0 I, Ht [0 Wt 0 14	 dt—i) •

LEJ Mt-1	 0 0 0t —1

0	 Vt 0 0

Again, this representation suggests a way of handling models with non-zero covariances between Et, Ft

and et_1.

(3.29)
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Given the additional information Ho r-12 = 0, in accordance with formula (A3.2.16), the system

(3.29) can be decoupled into two independent models:

Yjt

0.;(t-1) -NW-1	 Ht(
0
0

M..gt— 1)

,Ht
Vt
0
0

0
147t
0

0
0

Ct_i
14, SiAt—o, dAt—o	 , for j = 1,2,

(3.30)

where E = [ Ellr,
1-J21

El2
E22

, St-1 is partitioned in a similar way, di (t — i ) =	 2(q — qi) and qi is the

dimension of Ely.

Therefore, we can use the multi-process class I approach and apply Hayes' theorem in order to test

the null hypothesis Ho against the alternative, since the predictive density of Yt under the null model

(the original model given 110), is simply the product of the predictive densities of 11: 31 and Y. 22 , and

is obtainable from the independent modes (3.30). This is, in fact, the Jeffreys (1961) general method

for testing a null hypothesis Ho. An example is given at the end of Chapter 5. The extension of the

method for dealing with the hypothesis that E is block-diagonal is easily appreciated from (3.30).

3.7 DYNAMIC WEIGHTED MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION.

When the observations of a DLMR are row vectors, r = 1 in (3.5), the model is referred to as a

DWMR. As mentioned before, this is a dynamic formulation of the familiar multivariate regression

model, and it is very useful for modelling multiple time series that present similar dynamics. Two

examples involving real data are discussed in the following chapters, here we restrict ourselves to some

theoretical aspects.

According to (3.5) the DWMR is defined by,

Observation Equation:

Evolution Equation:

Prior Information:

_t Ztet	 4 — N(0, vtE)•

et =Gtet-i+ Ft,
	 Ft N(0 ,I'Vt,E).

et _ i	 E))	 E	 dt--1).

(3.31a)

(3.31b)

(3.31c)

Where et , Ft and 0i—i are independent given E. Its updating formula for the evolution remains as in

(3.10a), but the prediction and posterior equations are reduced from (3.10) to,

Prediction:

Y	 ttg gtSt--1, de—il,-4 -_t,	 where gt =	 4c7x4 	 and kt = .A4_1G;Et. (3.32a)
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I.	 I ty	 Nw-1-(mt,ct,st,dt),E 

St =-- St + 1
	

dt =	 +
Yt = _Y4 — kst

Ct =

1
and at =

Yt

(3.32b)
where Mt = atAlt — 1 +

Posterior:

The notation for the multivariate t distribution is discussed at the end of Appendix A3.2. Note that

these updating formulas require no matrix inversion and in consequence they are very easy to implement.

The vector representation (3.12) corresponding to (3.31) is,

Observation Equation:

Evolution Equation:

Prior Information:

it = ®	 +
	

ft — N(Q, vt E).	 (3.33a)

= (I®Ct) 1 + ft ,	 It N (Q, E WO.
	 (3.33b)

N (21t-1, E Ct-1),	 E	 dt-1)•
	 (3.33c)

Where ft = vec et, etc. Both representations (3.31) and (3.33) can be reformulated in terms of the

individual models for each time series,

Yit =	 at + eit,	 eit	 N(0, criivt ),	 j= 1, . , q	 (3.34a)

jt = Gt 624(t-1)+ f f	 N(0, cr • WO	 j = 1, , q--jt	 — (3.34b)

N (mi(t—i), criiC(t-1)),	 j= 1,	 , q	 (3.34c)

where _et r= Nit,. • • yqt], et = pu,...,101, etc. These models are linked by an additional assumption;

eit, hit and eii(t-l ) are mutually independent (given E), distributed as multivariate normals with

iiicov(eit , ei,t) = Crjje th, COV(hit, fitist) =	 COV(eii(t—i), eiv , (t_o) = c, (t_ocr f and E

dt-1).

Equations (3.31a) and (3.31c) define the usual likelihood and prior distributions for the multivariate

regression model with weights and common regressors. Equation (3.31b) introduces the dynamic

structure to the model. From these equations it is clear that the observational error, and each row of

the regression parameters et have essentially the same variance-covariance structure given by E, i.e.

they have the same variance matrix except for a scalar factor. Furthermore, this structure is preserved

in the evolution because the rows of the evolution noise Ft have essentially the same variance-covariance

structure. It is also apparent from (3.34) that marginally each series y it is being modelled as a dynamic

weighted univariate regression, where the regression coefficients 0 it given by the columns of 8 associated

with each yft , are evolving in a similar way in the sense that they share the same evolution matrix Gt
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and have essentially the same noise variance-covariance structure given by W. It is precisely this special

structure of the DWMR that keeps the analysis tractable when E is unknown.

Besides significant savings in computing time, the reason for considering a multivariate DWMR

instead of a set of univariate DWMR's, is that it provides the on-line procedure necessary for learning

about the full variance-covariance structure E in order to make proper joint forecasts for yit, • • • , Yqt•

This permits us, among other things, to update the joint forecast of a subset of y t 's when the values

of another subset are observed. A simple procedure based on the sweep-operator for obtaining these

contemporaneous conditional predictive distributions is described in Section 4.2.

Comparing the representation (3.33) of the DWMR and the formulation of the DLM or the extended

DLM (see Section 3.3), it is evident that the DLM has a more general structure. On the other hand,

the DWMR offers more freedom for learning about the variance-covariance structure of the system.

Therefore, when we consider the use of a DWMR instead of a DLM for modelling a multivariate series,

we are trading generality of the model for freedom in the learning procedure about the system variance-

covariance structure. In many cases the price is worth paying, typical examples are given in in chapters

5, 6 and 7.

The DVVMR was developed in Quintana (1985) and extended to allow for dynamic scale variances

in Quintana and West (1986). This latter model is discussed in Section 6.3. Independently, a non-

Bayesian formulation, essentially (3.33) with a vague-like prior (the details can be seen in Section 4.1),

was presented in Harvey (1986). And also independently, a Bayesian non-weighted (v t = 1) steady

(Gt = /) version of the DWMR was formulated by Highfield (1984).
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APPENDIX A3.1.

KRONECKER DIRECT PRODUCT AND vec OPERATOR.

The Kronecker direct product and vec operator, in combination with the standard matrix theory,

play a central role in the theory of the DLMR. The necessary definitions and results are included here

for convenience. Additional information and sketch proofs may be found in Searle (1982) and Press

(1982). Furthermore, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic results of the trace function

such as: tr(AB) = tr(BA),tr(A + B) = tr(A) + tr(B),tr(aA) = a tr A, etc.; see for example Press

(1982, p. 31-33).

A3.1.1 Kronecker Direct Product.

(a) Notation:

A0 B denotes the ICronecker direct product between the matrices A and B, i.e.

a/nilanmB

	 (A3.1.1)
allB

A0 B =[

aniB

where A is a (n x m) matrix given by A =

(b) Block diagonal:

I®A diag(A,..., A). 	(A3.1.2)

(c) Matrix product:

(A0B)(C0F)=ACOBF	 (A3.1.3)

(it is implicitly assumed that the products are defined).

(d) Inverse:

(A B) -1 = A-1 B-1.	 (A3.1.4)

(e) Determinant:

I A OB I =
	

(A3.1.5)

where A is (m x m) and B is (n x n).

(f) Factorization:

Ae(B+C)=A0B+AOC and(A+B)0C=A0C+BOC. 	 (A3.1.6)
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(g) Transpose:

(A®	 = A' ® B'.	 (A3.1.7)

(h) Trace:

tr(A e	 = (tr A) (tr B),	 (A3.1.8)

where A and B are square matrices.

(i) Scale:

a(A	 (ail) 0 B = A 0 (aB),	 (A3. 1.9a)

a® A= A® a,	 (A3.1.9b)

where a is a scalar.

(j) Partition:

(k) Eigen Structure

[Au	 A,2 1

A21	 2

0 B _ 0 B	 10) B1

A21	 B	 A22	 B J •	
(A3.1.10)

The spectral decomposition of A	 B is,

A	 B = (P	 Q)(A 0 r)(P® 0-1 ,	 (A3.1.11)

where A = PAP-1 and B = Qrcri are the spectral decompositions of A and B.

(1) Square Root:

Let A and B be non-negative definite symmetric matrices, then,

(A ® B) 1 = A t OB I ,	 (A3.1.12)

where denotes the symmetric square root of a matrix i.e. if the spectral decomposition of A is

A = PAP' then Ai = PA P', where A I = diag , , ).

A3.1.2 The vec Operator.

(a) Notation:

vec A denotes the usual column-vectorization of the matrix A, i.e.

vec A = [4,	 ,	 (A3.1.13)
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where A = [al , . .. , fl,]•

(b) Sum:

vec(A + B) = vec A ± vec B.	 (A3.1.14)

(c) Scale:

vec(aA) = avec A, 	 (A3.1.15)

where a is a scalar.

(d) Product:

vec AXB = (B' 0 A) vec X.	 (A3.1.16)

(e) Trace:

tr (AB) = tr((vec B)(vec 44')') = (vec AT (vec B),	 (A3.1.17a)

tr(ABC D) = (vec Al' (131 0 B)(vecC),	 (A3.1.17b)

where AB and ABCD are square matrices.



APPENDIX A3.2.

BASIC MATRIX-VARIATE DISTRIBUTION THEORY.

It is safe to say that the study of the DLMR is equivalent to that of the matrix-normal inverted-

Wishart distribution. The main results of the general (singular and non-singular) matrix-normal

inverted-Wishart distribution are developed below. Proofs of the properties employed in the derivation

of the DLMR updating recurrences (3.7) and (3.10) are included for completeness. The choice of a

suitable notation is crucial; ours is essentially the notation of Box and Tiao (1973, Chapter 8), later

extended by Dawid (1981) to the singular case.

A3.2.1 Matrix-normal Distribution.

The definition and properties of the matrix-normal distribution can be derived from those of the

multivariate normal distribution; however, a simple and direct approach is preferred here. By so doing,

the definition and properties of the multivariate normal distribution are obtained simultaneously.

Let E be a random matrix such that its components are distributed independently as standard

normals. Clearly, its characteristic function is given by,

f(T) = Es exp(i tr(rE)) = H exp(itkieki) = exp(—I tr(T'T)).
lcd

Moreover, the characteristic function of e . HSI( ± M is,

fe (T) = E. exp(i tr(r43)) = exp(— I tr(PCTE) + i tr(rM)),

where C = HH' and E = KiK. This result may be verified as follows:

E exp(i tr(T'8)) = exp(i tr(T1 M)) E exp(i tr(KrHE)),
e	 8

but from (A3.2.1)

(A3.2.1)

(A3.2.2)

E exp(i tr(KT'HE)) = exp(-1 tr(KVH(KTili)')). exp(— 4 tr(TiCTE)).
13

Furthermore, the characteristic function of 8 depends on H and K only through C and E and given

C and E non-negative definite symmetric matrices there always are H and K such that C = HH' and

E = KW. Therefore the definition given below is admissible.

(a) Notation:

8 ••• N(M,C,E)	 if and only if ri exp(i tr(T18)) = exp(—; tr(TiCTE) ± i tr(TW)),	 (A3.2.3)

where M is arbitrary and C and E are non-negative definite symmetric matrices. We say that e
is distributed as a matrix normal with mean M and scale (variance) parameters C and E. This
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representation is not minimal (O'Hagan, 1972), i.e. N(M,C, E) and N(M, AC, ±E) where A > 0 denote

the same distribution. Notice that, if either C = 0 or E = 0 then 8 is a degenerate random matrix

which has its probability concentrated in M. For E = 1, the vector 0 follows the multivariate normal

distribution denoted by N(m,C).

(b) Transpose:

8 ,-.., N(M, 0, E)	 if and only if 8' ,..., N(M' , E, C).	 (A3.2.4)

This follows since

f e, (T) = E. exp(i tr(Te)) = exp(--; tr(TCT'E) + i tr(TM)) = exp(— I tr(T'ETC) + i tr(T10))

and 9 = 0".

(c) Linear Transformation:

8 ,..., N(M, C, E)	 implies 1181( + L ,--, N(HM K + L, HCH' , K'EK).

This follows since the characteristic function of HeK+L is given by,

fH8K+L(T) = exp(i tr(T'L)) E exp(i tr(KT'H8)) =

= exp(i. tr(r (L + HMK))) exp(-1r HCH'T ICEK).

(A3.2.5)

(d) Standard Representation:

Given any M,C and E there is E ,--. N(0, 1,1) such that

CI EE t +M.-, N(M,C,E),	 (A3.2.6)

where At denotes the symmetric square root of A as in (A3.1.12).

(e) Equivalence with the multivariate normal:

8 ,--, N(M,C,E)
	

if and only if vec 8 --. N(vec M, E 0 C).	 (A3.2.7)

Using (A3.1.15) clearly the characteristic function of vec 8 is,

fvec e (vec T) = E exp(i tr(T1 8)) = exp (i tr(r M)) exp(— i tr(T'CTE))

= exp(i(vec T)' vec M) exp(—; (vec Tr (E 0 C) vec T).

(f) First and second moments:

8 ,--, N(M, C, E)	 implies E vec 8 = vec M and VAR vec 8 = E 0 C.
e

(A3.2.7a)
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From (A3.2.6) we have,

Evece Evec(CiFLE/ + M) = E((E t 0 CI ) vec + vecM) vec

VAR vec e = vAR((Ei ® ci)vecE + vec M) = E 0 C.

Moreover it is not difficult to see that (A3.2.7a) can be restated as

N(M,C, E)	 implies

E e m,	 - kr)(0 -m)' = ctrE	 and E(e — m)'(e- M)	 tr C.
	 (A3.2.7b)

(g) Marginal and conditional distributions:

e N(M,C, E)	 if and only if

el. - N(mi., cll., El

rei.]
Le2. ''

, z__ [c11 C12 I
C21 C22

[MIC21 Cal El. ) El. = el. - M1.,„;	 -= M and C2211. = C22 - C21C-11 C12
"1.2 ( Cil

l is assumed to

exist). Furthermore ei. and E2 . 11 . = 82. — M2.11. are independent. A similar result for subsets of

columns may be obtained readily in view of (A3.2.4).

We can verify (A3.2.8) directly by construction. Let E2.11. = 82. - m2. 1 1., then using (A3.2.5), it is

not difficult to see that,

r ei. 1 I	 0 1 re1. 1 , r	 0	 1 ,...., N ([M01 . 1 , [ a11 C211. 1 ,E 11	 02 ) .
[E2..] = [ -C21Cill / j [ 82. ] 1- [ C21 Ca IMI. - M2.

ar	 [But (A3.2.3) implies that the characteristic function of el. is
E2.11.

f i 01. 1 ( { TT21 .• I ) = exp (i tr PI M1 .)) exp(— I tr PI Ci iTi. E)) exp(— I tr PI C2211. Th. E))

i E2.11. J
= f 8 ,. (Ti. ) f Ea.ii. (T2.),

i.e. e l. and E2 .1 1 . are distributed independently, el. r''' N(Mi., Ci i, E), E2.11. •-• N(0, C2211., E) and

82. = E2. 1 1. +M2. 1 1. - N(m2. 1 1., c22 i i., E) given 01..

It is important to notice that marginally el. r.0 N(Mi ., Cu, E) even if Cu is singular. Moreover, the

conditional distribution of 02. 101. always can be obtained by applying (A3.2.8) sequentially row-by-

row and skipping the conditionally degenerated rows, because such degenerated rows provide no further

information. Finally, e i. and 82. are independent if and only if 012 = 0.

(h) Non-singular matrix normal density:

A matrix-normal random variable is non-singular if and only if both scale parameter matrices are

positive definite. In this case,

e N(M,C,E)
	

if and only if	 (8 — M)t	 N(0, I, I).	 (A3.2.9)

and 82.101. 9'4 IST (M2•11.1 C2211.3 E))

(A3.2.8)

where e (preserving the conformability of eice), m2. 1 1. = m-2. +
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S
EE=	 d> O.
E	 d — 21

(A3.2.14)

The density of e is given by,

p(8) = k(C,E)exp(—; tr(8 — M)'c-1(e _ m)E_1),	 (A3.2.10)

where k(C, E) = (270 — t9q 1Cri g iEl — iP ,p and q are the number of rows and columns of 8.

The result (A3.2.9) is an immediate consequence of (A3.2.5), and (A3.2.10) follows after a little algebra

using results from Appendix A3.1 together with ( A3.2.9), (A3.2.7) and the standard transformation

formula.

A3.2.2 Inverted-Wishart Distribution.

Following Dawid (1981), the inverted-Wishart distribution can be defined as follows.

(a) Notation:

E ,-, W -1 (S, d)	 if and only if E has the same distribution as that of ATI ( „ ,d) A,	 (A3.2.11)

where S --= IVA and fl(n,d) is anxn random positive definite symmetric matrix with probability

density proportional to Inhid+n) exp(-1 tr(0-1 )) and d > 0. The matrix A and n need not be

further specified because if a matrix B is such that B' B = A'A then A'fl (n,d)A and B'fl i ( N ,d)B have

the same distribution; see reference above for details.

(b) Linear Transformation:

E .-... W-1 (S, d)
	

implies K'EK •••• w- 1 (K' S K, d).	 (A3.2.12)

The matrix K is not necessarly square. From definition (A3.2.11)

K'EK •-•, K' A'fl(n,d)AK •••• W-1 (K' S K, d).

(c) Marginal Distribution:

E ,•-• w- 1 (s,d)	 implies En ,--. W-1 (S111 d),
	 (A3.2.13)

	

[Eii E12	 =] and S 	, is
[Si 1 S12 1where E = ,	 . This result a direct consequence of (A3.2.12).

	

I-121 E22	 021 S22

Mean:

s1From (A3.2.11) we have, EE = A' E fl (n,d)A =	 since E n(n,d) =	 ; see for example
E	 001,,d)	 d — 2	 0(n,d)	 d- 2

Press (1982, p. 119).
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independently,
(A3.2.16)

(d) Non-singular inverted-Wishart:

An inverted-Wishart random variable E(qx 9) is non-singular if and only if the scale parameter S is

non-singular. In this case its probability density is given by,

P(E) = k(S, cOlEh ld+q) exp(—Itr(SE-1)),	 (A3.2.15)

where

(k(S, d)) -1 = 21 qv g(q-1) 11(4(v — j —	 •
i=1

v = d q — 1 and ! denotes the extended factorial; see Section 1.5.

From definition (A3.2.11) and the standard transformation formula it is clear that

p(E) oc 1,41-1EA-1 1 —(id+q) exp(—i tr((A1-1EA-1)-1))abs 	
aE

cx 1E1—

i.e. E follows, in fact, the usual (non-singular) inverted-Wishart distribution, e.g. Box and Tiao (1973,

p. 460).

(i d+q)exp(-4 tr(SE-1)),

(e) Conditional distribution given E12 = 0:

E W-1 (Si d) (non-singular) implies that given E12 = 0,

En •-• W-1 (S11 , d 2q2 )	 and E22 W-1 (S22, d+ 240

where E and S are partitioned as in (A3.2.13), and q, 42 are the dimensions of E and E.

This result follows since,

Eli 
E022 

1 —(td+q)	 0
P(Eii, E221 E12 = 0) OC 	 Xe p	 tr	 D)0	 I	 0 E21

= 1 E 111 —(1(d+2")+91) exP(--f tr (SH Eril )) 1 E221 —(1(d+171)+" ) exP( — I tr(S22E21))-

A3.2.3 Matrix-normal Inverted-Wishart Distribution.

The matrix-normal inverted-Wishart distribution may be defined as follows.

(a) Notation:

[$] NW
-1 (M, C, S,	 if and only if e N(M,C, E) given E	 and E W-1 (S, d).

(A3.2.17)

(b) Linear transformation:

lel r 	 impliesNW-1 (M, C, S, d) impli HeK L 1
K'EK •-•., NW-1 (H M K + L, HCH' , K'S K, d).

(A3.2.18)
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(A3.2.20)

and (A3.2.20) imply E

This result follows from definition (A3.2.17) using (A3.2.5) and (A3.2.12).

(c) Marginal and conditional distributions:

The marginal distribution of 8 in definition (A3.2.17) is denoted as 8 T(M,C, S, d) and referred

to as the matrix-T distribution; see Section A3.2.4.

The conditional distribution of E given 8 follows,

E W-1(S (0- m)'c-i(e - Af),d+p), 	 (A3.2.19)

where p is the number of rows of 8.

First, we derive (A3.2.19) for S non-singular. Formulas (A3.2.10) and (A3.2.15) imply,

p(E8) cc IEI-(1(d+P)+q) exp(-; tr((S (8 - M) 1 C-1 (8 - M))E-1)),

and the result follows from (A3.2.15).

On the other hand, if S is positive semidefinite then we can assume, without loss of generality, that

S = [I, Siil 512 ] i s11 [I, Sn1 512], where S11 is positive definite and the rank of Su is the same as that

of S; see formula A4.1.11. Thus, according to (A3.2.18), Ee[	 can be written as,

[e l 	(e. 1 MA)[I, ST11512] 1
E	 [/, ST11 5121 1 E11E/, SniSi.21 j

	

where 8 = [8.1, 8.2], M = [41, A1.2] and [ Eeidi -	 c, sii , d).

But E 11	 VV- 1 (S11 (8 .1 - m.1)'c-1(e.1 -	 d + p) given e.i,
w-i(s+ (0 - m)'c-- 1 (e - M), d + p) given 8 as claimed in (A3.2-19).

Formula (A3.2.19) is, of course, meaningless when C is singular, but the conditional distribution of

E given 8 always can be found by applying sequentially the formula below; see the relevant comment

following (A3.2.8). Thus

NW-1 (M, C, S, d)	 if and only if

01. -	 S ,

where 19, M, EL, M2.11., C2211.

and	 Nw-1(m2.11., C2211.,	 d +pi.)
	

given 01.,

(A3.2.21)

are as in (A3.2.8), p i . is the number of rows of 81, and S . = S +

tribution.

. If [ Ee
]
 - Nw- i(m,c,S,d) then 8 1.	 C111 E)

S , d) and E W-1 (Sp.. , d pi .) given ei..

e„ . and E, thus [ 02
E .	 NW-1 (M2.11., C2211.1 5)1., d

ECjE1. and T stands for the matrix-T dis

The above result may be verified as follows

given E and E W-1 (S,d), therefore 81.

Furthermore, 82.	 N (M2.11. , C2211. , E) given

Pi.) given 81..
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(d) Non-singular Matrix-normal inverted-Wishart

The random matrix [ 8] C, 5, d) is referred to as non-singular if and only if both C

and S are non-singular In this case its probability density is, according to (A3.2.10) and (A3.2.15),

given by,

111 1) = k(C, S,d)1E1—(4((+0+9) exp(—i tr(S (8 — m)'c- 1 (19 — M))E-1 ),	 (A3.2.22)

where

k(C, ,	 --=	 1514" S 
ICI121(P+v)q ri(q+213-1)9 IMM( i' -i-1)P.

A3.2.4 Matrix-T Distribution.

Some properties of the matrix-T distribution, as defined in the previous section, follow.

(a) Marginal and conditional distributions:

From (A3.2.21) we immediately obtain the following result,

e T(M,C, S, d)	 if and only if 8 1 .	 Cu, S,	 and

82. - T(m2. 1 1.,	 d +
	 given el.,
	 (A3.2.23)

where the parameters are defined as in (A3.2.21). A similar result for subsets of rows is easily derived

in view of (A3.2.26)

(b) Linear transformation:

From (A3.2.18) clearly,

8 T(M, C, S, d)
	

implies HK + L T(I I MK + L,HC H 1 , Ks S K, d).	 (A3.2.24)

(c) Non-singular matrix-T distribution:

The random matrix 8 T(M,C, 5, d) is referred to as non-singular if and only both C and S are

non-singular. In this case its probability density is

P(e) =
• p(Ele)

where p(	 ) and P(Ele) are as in (A3.2.22) and the formula following (A3.2.19), i.e.

p(e) =	 ( ( i(d P q -	 2) ) ')  ) Is+ - myc- 1 (e - mri(v+p).
I c l iqr2Pg IlLith(d+ P - -2))!)

p

(A3.2.25)
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Thus, 9 is distributed as the usual non-singular matrix-T distribution found, for example, in Zellner

(1971, p. 396).

(d) Transpose:

8 .--, T(M, C, S, d)
	

if and only if 8' ,--, T(M', S, C, d).	 (A3.2.26)

It is not difficult to show that (A3.2.26) is valid in the non-singular case; see for example Box and Tiao

(1973, p. 442). The result can be verified for the general case as follows. Given any C, S there exist Q

and R such that C = QQ' and S = R' R. Thus, if 8 ,--, T(M, C, S, d) there exists E --, T(0, I, I) such

that M + QER --, T(M,C, S, d) and clearly (M + QER) 1 = M' + R'E'Q' •-•-• T(M', S, C, d) as claimed.

(e) First and second moments:

8 .-.., T(M, C, S, d)	 implies
(A3.2.27a)S 

E vec 8 = vec M and VAR vec 8 —
d — 2 (2) C'e	 e

We can calculate these moments directly,

E vec 8 = E E vec 8 = E vec M = vec M
e	 E e l E	 E

and
S

VAR vec 8 = E VAR vec 8 + VAR eEvec 8 = E E 0 C + VAR M —	 e c.
E	 E	

E	 lE
01E	 E	 E	 d — 2

As in the matrix-normal case, (A3.2.27a) can be rewritten as,

9 ,--, T(M, C, S, d)	 implies

E 0 = M,
e

S
E# (8 — M)(43 — MY = C tr ( c-F—% )	 and rp - M) 1 (03 — M) = d _ 2 tr(C).

(A3.2.27b)

(f) Multivariate t distribution:

From the definition of the matrix-T distribution (Section A3.2.3 (c)) it is clear that, as in the matrix-

normal case, the representation is not minimal. In other words, T(M, C, 5, d) and T(M, AC, A'S, d) de-

note the same distribution. When the distribution concerns a column vector it is denoted as t(m,sC, d)

and referred to as the multivariate t distribution.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

In this chapter we discuss possible methods for the implementation of the DLMR updating recur-

rences. It is not surprising, in view of the relationship between the DLMR, DLM and state-space models,

that the filter algorithms of the latter can be extended in order to cope with the first. In Section 4.1

we show how some well-known state-space filters can be generalized in order to cope with the DLMR.

In 4.2 we present a new filter algorithm based on the ubiquitous sweep operator, and emphasis is put

on its generality and simplicity. The necessary theory concerning the sweep operator is provided in

Appendix A4.1.

4.1 IMPLEMENTATION VIA STATE-SPACE FILTERS.
10

The algorithms for the implementation of the updating recurrence (3.13) discussed in this section

are generalizations of some well-known state-space filters: Kalman, Joseph, Square-root and Inverse-

covariance. For the DLM with known cr2 they are exactly equivalent. For this reason we retain the

same terminology. The book by Maybeck (1979) is cited throughout this section and is referred as Ml.

4.1.1 Kalman Filter.
7

The recurrence (3.0t), where Ct is written as,

cit . c: - AtXt C; = (I — AtXt )C: ,	 (4.1)

is the Kalman filter version; compare with (M1, p. 209,217). E t is called innovation and At is referred

to as the Kalman gain.

Although theoretically correct, the Kalman filter suffers from numerical difficulties, especially at the

most critical stage of the observational update the form (4.1) fails to assure symmetry and positive

definiteness for Ct (M1, p. 236, 237, 377) due to rounding errors.

4.1.2 Joseph Filter.

The Joseph form overcomes those problems associated with C t by rewriting the measurement update

formulas for Mt and Ct in (3.10c) as,

Mt = 13tM:+ AtIrt	 and Ct ----- Bt C:14 + At Vt .gt,	 (4.2)

where Bt = I- AtXt.

The algebraic equivalence is easily shown:

Mt = Mt* + At(Yi - XtMn = (I- AtXt)Mt* +Atli

and

Ct = Ct — AtPti4 + At(XtCM +Vt —4i;
= Ct — AtXt C; — C; Xt .A. + AtXt C; Xliq + AtVi4.1 = (I- AtXt)C7 (I — AX)' + AtVtA;•
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and { C;e 1 4-1 IV: 1j	 1. 67_ 101t •

4-

[ Sof]	 .57_ 1 1
p

,c—
t 11Et 9

Evolution:

Prediction:

Posterior:

Mt* = GtAft--3.

.Aft

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

(4.3c)

1vtc

0:XttXtMt* and

o
[

It vie	 0 	 v.
Larx1 XtC:

a; 1)

The form (4.2) is better conditioned, and offers greater assurance of the symmetry and positive

definiteness of Ct at the price of a greater number of computations (M1, p. 237). From a theoretical

point of view (4.2) emphasizes the role of A t as a generalized weight on the actual Yt in comparison

with past information.

4.1.3 Square-root Filter.

Although both the Kalman and Joseph filters can cope with most applications using a proper rescal-

ing of variables and/or double precision, they are inherently numerically unstable. This situation is

corrected by the implementation of a Square-root filter (M1, Chapter 7). The square-root filter works

with the Cholesky square root of the system variances Vtc , Wtc , cf_ 1 , 1 rather than with the vari-

ances themselves, and makes use of triangularization algorithms in order to obtain Cr, kt. , cif , Si'. In

so doing, the word-length requiired for a proper performance is obviously reduced, and simultaniously

the symmetry and positive definiteness is completely assured.

The following notation is employed for the description of the filter. AC stands for the Cholesky decom-

position of A, i.e. A = Aci Ae and AC is upper triangular, R A denotes a triangularization algorithm,

e.g. the modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure or the Householder transformation (M1,

p. 380,381), which yields It from 4 where A = QR is the QR decomposition of A, i.e. Q is orthogonal

and R is upper triangular.

The filter algorithm is

and of course d= cit-1+

This recursion form may be verified as follows: The recurrence (4.3a) is correct since

= [ C(1 1 [ Ci)e i = [c !4Ite	 [c!Vte Gt = W+t—i t 	t

The recurrence (4.3b) is valid since

[	 kt

pie Mt

AA+ c

= 1 C	A-0 ,

I. 0	 Cf

rta
I 0	 CT
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and
(4.4)

i.e. kt = Vt + C74 At = C7.70tc-1 and Ct = c; - CpClkt-1 Xt C:. Finally, (4.3c) means that
te - i i = c; .x- kt- i and

Mt = Al.: + AEt since Atk.-Y = c;x1ktc-1

si 1
ll or

1 [4 1 1 sf n isf

	

o	
I

St '	 i.{	 i•Priitt	 ktc— 1 /Et

+ At—lt—li A

	

=.--. St-i	 Et = St-i+ Ett-lEt.

It is important to note how the requirements of the procedure can be satisfied: the inverse of ktc

required in (4.3c) can be rapidly obtained due to the triangular form of kt"• The Cholesky square-

roots corresponding to C and S have to be computed only once since the filter updates them for the

following period and, in general, Vt" and Wte have to be obtained for each period. For the computation

of Cg,Sg, Vtc and We' a standard Cholesky algorithm (M1, p. 371) may be employed; see also A4.1.3.

4.1.4 Inverse-covariance Filter.

Another recurrence for the measurement update, in terms of the inverses of Ct and Vt , is known as

the inverse-covariance form (M1, p. 238-242). The recurrence of this filter

Aft = ct(cit- Imt* +Jqvt-iirt),	
c7-1. = — 1 ± vt— 1 xt

St = St-1 ± Aftk	 1 AT; ± ytivt— 1 z A,4 G7 1 mt

The correctness of (4.4) may be established by means of the binomial inverse theorem (A4.1.6) after

a good deal of algebra. A direct derivation through the sweep operator is given in the next section.

This form also resembles, in fact generalizes, some familiar formulas which appear in the literature of

Bayesian analysis of linear models, e.g. De Groot (1970, p. 251-252) and Zellner (1971, p. 234-235).

Often the variance inverses are referred to as precisions. In this context, the form (4.4) supports the

terminology "weighted", depending on Vt , used in Chapter 3; see also the comment after recurrence

(4.2). Moreover, for the particular vague prior NW -1 (Mt*, C, St-r, dt-r) with cii,st _ i = eI

(and say Af: = 0, d = e), the form (4.4) leads to,

=CtXtvt- iyt ,	 C = (xtivt-ixtr' and St = (Yt — XtMt)'Yi (Yt — XtMt), (4.5)

as E	 0+.

These equations establish a relationship between the DLMR recurrence and several results of the

multivariate non-Bayesian static linear models. For the standard multivariate regression, Mt,E 0 Ct

and St are respectively the maximum likelihood estimator of et , the variance of vec et and the residual

sum of squares. For the weighted generalized multivariate regression, Mt ,ECt and St are the Aitken

estimator of the regressor parameters, its variance and the weighted residual sum of squares; compare

with Press (1982, p. 229-247). A non-Bayesian counterpart of the DWMR has been independently

developed by Harvey (1986). He shows that for the non-weighted steady model (Vt = 1, Wt = w, Xt =

1, Gt = 1), in the absence of any prior information (whatever that means in a non-Bayesian context!),

the minimum mean square estimator for e t = et is Afi'' mg" and its mean square error is Eq. . In
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addition, the maximum likelihood estimator of E is-It—1 The starting values proposed by him at timedt — 
t = 2 are m; = y i = = 1 w, = 0 and d1 = 0. He also suggests that the DWMR can be

handled in an analogous way, and in particular, that the implementation can be achieved by applying

the univariate Kalman filter to each series in turn. Although this latter suggestion, in principle, is

correct as it is mentioned in Section 3.2, this form of implementation is very inefficient as opposed

to the multivariate Kalman filter and/or to the sweep operator recurrence; see Highfield (1984) and

Quintana (1985).

From the numerical point of view (4.4) presents some advantages for those cases in which 67 -1 and/or

Vt- 1 are very close to 0, for example, when there is great uncertainty at the beginning of the analysis

of the time series.

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION VIA THE SWEEP OPERATOR.

All filters considered so far assume implicitly the existence of kt- 1 . Not surprisingly, difficulties arise

when fit is singular. Although it is possible to use the Kalman filter formulas replacing kt-1 by the

pseudo-inverse of C't, an algorithm for obtaining such pseudo-inverse is necessary.

Fortunately, there is an direct and simple alternative for overcoming these problems which is based

on the sweep operator (Quintana, 1985). The major advantages of this implementation are: it can be

easily programmed; it yields the desired result either for kt singular or non-singular; and in addition

it is suitable for finding the conditional distribution of a subset of columns (rows) of Yt given another

subset of columns (rows). On the other hand, as the Kalman filter, this implementation fails to assure

positive definiteness, but again it can cope with most applications using a proper rescaling of variables

and/or double precision. The relevant theory about the sweep operator is developed in Appendix 4.1.

A very important related topic is the use of the sweep operator for the implementation of a dynamic

version of the step-wise regression. This is examined in Section 6.3.

4.2.1 Updating Recurrence given E.

We start our discussion by looking at the particular case of the DLMR which can be easily reduced to

• the conventional DLM. Recently Chen (1985, p. 222) has pointed out that the Kalman filter formulas

remain valid if kt-1 is replaced by the pseudo-inverse of I. Not so recently, Dempster (1969, p. 277-

278) gave the solution for the essential problem of obtaining the conditional distribution for a general,

possibly singular, multivariate normal distribution and he outlined a practical procedure based on sweep

operations. Here, an updated recurrence that follows the latter approach is presented.

Formula (3.8) obviously can be rewritten as,

[ ] N Mkt; [ Cif'C/4 Xf E )

	
(4.6)

Thus, results (A3.2.8) and (A4.1.13) imply that Mt and Ct in (3.7c) can be obtained via the sweep

operation,
[	 xtc:	 1	 Ait A-1P1
a:4	 -At ct A J

(4.7)
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-Et ] kt Ct Mt ]
Al;

(4.8)
.Xt C7

kt xic; -Et[
c	 .;x1 q w
El -Air st-i [

m _Cylkst

frt— 1 _Aft	 St
-At	 Ct	 A

A 1

St j • (4.10)

provided that kt is non-singular. Better still, (A4.1.16) shows that the subsweep operation,

always yields the updated hyper-parameters regardless of whether kt (or any other variance) is singular

or non-singular. Furthermore, (4.8) is significantly more efficient than (4.7) when r is large, in particular

for a conventional multivariate DLM.

4.2.2 Updating Recurrence when E is Unknown.

Proceeding in an analogous form, it is not difficult to see that (4.6), (3.6a), (A3.2.17), (A3.2.21)

together with (A4.1.17) and (A4.1.18) imply that Mt , Ct and St can be obtained either applying the

sweep operation,

(4.9)

or more generally via the subsweep operation,

xtc;
ci.x; l ot

mt-AC' st-1

It is remarkable that the simple transformation (4.10) provides the updating solution for the DLMR

model regardless of whether the matrices Vt,Wt,Ct and/or E (St ) are singular or non-singular. Further-

more, even the sufficient statistics for those non-Baye,sian static models described in Subsection 4.1.4

still can be obtained, in practice, from (4.10) by setting e in (4.5) equal to small positive value, for

instance, the square root of the particular machine precision.

Also apparent, because of its sequential nature, is the ease of (4.10) for handling missing rows of

observations. This is particularly important for multivariate DLM's.

4.2.3 Contemporaneous Conditional Predictive Distributions.

A major feature of multivariate time series models is that they provide a means for updating our

predictive probabilities for a subset of observations when another subset of contemporaneous observa-

tions is given. An important application of these updated predictive distributions is pooling external

forecasts.

In the description of the use of the subsweep operator for finding the predictive distributions of subsets

of columns(rows) of Yt given another subset of columns(rows), we follow the notation of Appendix A3.2,

i .e.
Y12
y 1 = [yYl.

2- 
= VA) r2it )	 etc.

-22 jt	 -	 t
= [ Y21

In accordance with (3.10b), (A3.2.23) and (A4.1.18) the predictive distribution of Y2 . t given
	

is,

Y2.t l Yl.t	 T(2.11., 	 d11.(t-1));
	 (4.11)
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where the parameters can be obtained by performing the subsweep operation,

Etit
k2lt

[	

i .t

kizt
k22t
-k4. .e

— E1 .t
2.23
S t- 1

,.
'-LV

[1%
-. 22113

—22.11.t

k2.1 IA 	 1.
511.(t-1)

(4.12)

see also the relevant comment following formula (A4.1.18) concerning the shape parameter dii.(t—i)•

The procedure when E is known merely deletes the bottom row of the partitioned matrices in (4.12),

i.e.

1723 I Y1.t	 N(k2.11.t, k2211.t, E),
	

(4.13)

where the parameters are given by,

[

kilt fr12t
k2lt k22t

Similarly, the distribution of Y.2t1Y.it  is,

"413	 r
I 2211.t	 2.11.t ] •C52.t

(4.14)

17.2t1Y•lt o•-n 112,21.1t, kt, S221.1(t-1)) 410-103

where the parameters are given by,

I	 —tat fr.2t
É'

[

.11 Sii(t—i) S12(t-1) 
j

C71.1t 2.21.1t

—2.21.1t S221.1(t —I)
—2.12t S 21 (t — 1) S 22 (t —1)

(4.15)

(4.16)

If E is known then Y.2t1 Y.it	 N(1):21.1t, frt, Enid) where the parameters are obtained as in (4.16)

substituting St_ 1 by E.

Applying sequentially (4.12) and (4.16) more conditional distributions can be obtained, for instance,

the distribution of Yl2t1 1711t) Y21tI Y22t follows conditioning first on [Y21t, Yazd and then on Ynt . Of

course, with obvious modifications the procedure may be employed when E is known; see also O'Hagan

(1972).

Furthermore, if the subsweep operation (4.12) and/or (4.16) is applied to the full matrix appearing

in the left-hand side of (4.10) then the distribution of the corresponding model parameters are obtained

in addition to the updated predictive distribution; see Section 6.3.

4.2.4 Derivation of the Inverse Covariance Filter Recurrence.

The sweep operator not only provides a versatile and powerful pivoting scheme useful for implementing

purposes, but in addition it is an elegant tool which may be employed for getting theoretical results. In

order to prove our point we present a neat derivation of the inverse covariance filter recurrence formulas

(4.4) which parallels our derivation of the binomial inverse theorem formulas (A4.1.6) given in Appendix

A4.

The outline of the proof is, having in mind the order-independence and reflexivity of the sweep

operator, very simple: by pivoting the left-hand side matrix in (4.9) on (the diagonal elements of) q,
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then pivoting on the corresponding matrix of t, and pivoting back on the corresponding matrix of C:

the recurrence (4.4) equivalent to (3.10c) is obtained.

The detailed derivation proceeds as follows. The first operation, pivoting on C, is,

-(Et + xtAg) 1kt xtc; -E,	 kt -xtc;14 -z[
Ci*.Jg q	 mt- -. .x
A	 ;l

	 q---1	 Ct*' M	 (4.18t*
Al" st-1	 -t±Afi	 t" XI Mt" Ct.' —1 St —1 + Mt" C7 —1 Mt* J	

)

- 

but according to the notation introduced in (3.7) the right-hand side of (4.18) can be rewritten as the

left-hand side of (4.19), which is the second operation, pivoting on Vt,

i

vt	 -z	 -Yt

	

Jig C 1	 criMt*
Yt' Alt" Cr 1 St-1 ± Mt* Cr 1 Mt*

v	

t—

t-i

X-. -IqVt- 1	 C.7qVI	
—V —1 X

	

t	 t

	

: +	 1 t	
—Vt—lYt

	Cr 1Aft* + X	 17tIK-1
— Yti Irt— 1 Ai: Cr 1 + Yti Vt— 1 Xt St _ 1 + Mt* Cr 1 Mt* + 17: lir 1 Yt .

Finally, pivoting back the right-hand side of (4.19) on cr1 + .yqvt-i z yields a matrix which is

necessarily equal to the right-hand side of (4.9) and recurrence (4.4) follows immediately. In addition,

we obtain the following formulas as a side-product,

At = CtX:Vt— 1 ,	 kritt = Vt—i (Yt — XtMt)	 and

k- 1 - v- 1 - mc- I At	 - t	 t	 t•

Following similar pivoting patterns other equivalent recurrences can be obtained, in fact, the number

of possible ways grows rapidly depending on r,p and q. However, among those the direct operation

(4.9), intrinsically related to recurrence (3.10c), is the most economical in the sense that no double

pivoting (pivoting back) is involved in the process.

(4.19)

(4.20)
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where w is referred to as basic variables and z as non-basic variables.

The question is: which is the new tableau when a subset of basic variables, say w i , is swapped for

w {the corresponding non-basic variables g i , where = —w 1 and z = —
zi 

? The equation (A4.1.1) is
ga

equivalent to,

=- — A11g1 —

tS2	 -A21A1

Al2z2,

A22K2.

(A4.1.3a)

(A4.1.3b)

Obtaining z i from (A4.1.3a) and substituting in (A4.1.3b) gives

xi =	 — Ai-i1Al2-g-21	 (A4. 1.4a)

W2 = A2iAW1 - (A22 -	 Al2).12 •	 (A4.1.4b)

In terms of the tableau associated with (A4.1.3) and (A4.1.4), the process is represented as

a',	 4
[An	 Al2 [Aj	 AjAl2 (A4.1.5)

A21	 A22 M2 I. -A2lAril	A22 - A21	 Al2

APPENDIX A4.1.

THE SWEEP OPERATOR.

The sweep operator is a very useful tool which has many applications in statistics. A good review

may be found in Goodnight (1979) and implementation aspects in Clarke (1981). The sweep operator

has also applications in quadratic programming where it is known as principal pivoting (Berman and

Plemmons, 1979; Quintana, O'Reilly and G6mes, 1986).

For completeness, several results of the sweep operator relevant for applications to the DLMR are

derived.

A4.1.1 Linear Equations and Pivotal Operations.

Consider two sets of variables w and z which satisfy the linear equation,

w = —Az.	 (A4.4.1)

This equation can be represented in tableau form as,

ZI

w A,
(A4.1.2)

AThe right-hand matrix between brackets is referred to as the result of pivoting (or sweeping) [An 	 121
A21 A22 J

on A11.

The sweep operation (A4.1.5) is a reflexive operation in the sense that pivoting

A I'll 	441-11A3.2
-A2IATI1 A22 - A21 A'Al2
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or equivalent as

4 .z22
r A —B1

11-,2 L C

on A-111 reproduces A since this is equivalent to swapping-back the swapped variables. It is also clear

that it is possible to swap the variables sequentially i.e. sweeping

A13 I
A23
A33

[A11 Al2
A = A21 A22

A31 A32

[An Al2 1on 
A21 A22 J

is equivalent to sweeping A on All first and then sweeping the result on A22 A21A-111Al2 assuming,

of course, that the involved inverses exist. Moreover, the sweeping order is irrelevant in the sense that

sweeping A on A2-21 and then the result on A1 1 — Al2A2-21 4421 yields the same outcome.
.	 in[	

D
.IA —B1F or example, consider the square matrix	 . The inverse can be obtained as follows,

C 

,,

	

gi Z2	 LD-1	 A
[A —Bi , gi r A- 1 	 —A-1B 1

	

1../2 I. C D	 1-12 L-CA- 1. D-FcA- IB j

/21.
z [A- 1 - A- 1 B(D+ cA-1B)icA-1
'12 l	 —(D + CA-1B)-1CA-1

td2
44-1/3(D

(D +CA-1B)-1

,g_1	 IA

[

A ± BD -1C BD-1 I
D -1C	 D-1

. ws	 w
I (A + BD- 1 0- 1 	 —(A + BD-1 0- 1 BD- 1. 	1
LD- 1 c(A +BD- 10- 1 D- 1 -D-ic(A+ BD- 10- 1 .13D- 1 j

Therefore, the following symmetric identities are obtained,

(A +BD-1 C) -1 = A- 1 — A-1 B(D+CA-1B) -1CA-1 , (A4.1.6a)

—(A + BD-1C)'BD -1 = A-1 B(D + cA- 1 /3)- 1 ,

D- I c(A +BD- Ic) l = —(D + cA-1/3)-'cA-1,

(A4.1.6b)

(A4.1.6)

D- 1 - D-1C(A+ BD -10-1BD-1 = (D + CA-1 B) -1 , (A4.1.6d)

where the indicated inverses are assumed to exist. The symmetric identities (A4.1.6a) and (A4.1.6d)

are known as the binomial inverse theorem and also as the matrix inversion lemma ; see for example

Press (1982, P. 23) and Anderson and Moore (1979, p. 138).

A4.1.2 Multivariate Regression.

Let [X, Y] be data from the following linear model,

Y = XB + E.	 (A4.1.7)

Then the least-squares solution b = (rx)-irY can be obtained by performing a sweep operation

onto the cross-product data matrix [X,Yl i [X, yi,

pex ryi r (rx)-i	 (rx)iry	 _ rpcxyl
[rx Y'Y	 1—rX(rX)-1 InY rx(rx)-- ,ry 	[	

ti , (A4.1.7)
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where = Y — X E.

A careful look at (A4.1.7) reveals that the transformation always can be carried out sequentially

regardless of the rank of X, by skipping the null pivots since a null pivot means that its corresponding

independent variable is an exact linear combination of the independent variables already included in

the regression, and it is therefore redundant. Furthermore, if X' X is positive definite then null pivots

never arise.

In view of the reflexive property of the sweep operator the scheme (A4.1.7) has an immediate appli-

cation in stepwise-regression, in fact, this was the original application in Efroymson (1960). An obvious

criticism is that the machine precision must be great enough for storing the largest element of the

cross-product data matrix.

A4.1.3 Cholesky Decomposition.

The Cholesky decomposition of a non-negative definite symmetric matrix S is

S = R 1R,	 (A4.1.8)

where R is a upper triangular matrix.

The sweep operator provides a simple method for finding R. Let

22 9

[Ron. R1212]S = [ S11 and R
S21 S22

then a little algebra shows that (A4.1.8) implies,

Sn. =
	

S12 = RIIR12	 and	 (A4.1.9a)

S22 S21S1-11 S12 = 1:42R22 .	 (A4.1.9b)

Therefore, taking Su. to be a scalar, the first row of R can be obtained easily from (A4.1.9a) (if A 11 = 0

then we can take R11 = 0 and say R12 = 0). The Schur complement S22- S21.53711 Si2 can be calculated

using (A4.1.5). Thus we have reduced the problem to finding the Cholesky decompositions of the Schur

complement of S11 relative to S, and of course, we can perform the same procedure over and over again

as long as necessary.

Let S be a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix, then from (A4.1.8) and (A4.1.9b) it is clear that

a sequential application of the sweep operator will end, reordering if necessary, as

S12

[

S11 Sri'	 ST11512] .	 (A4.1.10)
521	 522 -S2151-11	 0

Note that the rank of S is the dimension of Sn. Moreover, pivoting back (A4.1.10) on	 shows that

S can be written as,

S =	 57115'121.
	 (A4.1.11)
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A4.1.4 Implementation.

As mentioned before the transformation (A4.1.5) can be carried on by sweeping sequentially (the

order is irrelevant) on the diagonal elements of A 11 . It is also clear from (A4.1.5) that the following

algorithm sweeps A on akk overwriting A:

1. akk 4— -ci17-,k •
2. aii a13 - aik akk aki ,	 for i, j k.
3. aki +- akjakk)	 for j k.
4. aik 4— -aikakk,	 for i k.

Thus the implementation of the sweep operator is very simple provided that A11 is positive definite

(see comment after A4.1.7); for our purposes this is enough.

When A is square it is possible to take advantage of the symmetry apparent in (A4.1.5) in order to

save memory requirements by operating only on the upper triangular matrix; see Goodnight (1979) and

also Clarke (1982).

A 4.1.5 Matrix-variate Distributions.

The sweep operator can be applied neatly for finding normal, normal inverted-Wishart, and matrix-T

conditional distributions. First, we establish a key separation principle for the sweep operator.

Consider the sweep operation A on A11,

	

[

An Al2 A13	 Bil B12 B13
A21 A22 A23 —/' B21 B22 B23 •

	

A31 A32 A33	 B31 B32 B33

Thus, applying the formula (A4.1.5) it can be readily seen that B is given by,

Bil B12 .1313[
B21	 B23 = —A21
B31 B32 B33	

[ A-111
44 1-11 A22 — A21 44 1-11Al2 A23 — A21 A-n1A13 •

A1-11/112	 4417114413
B22 

—A31ATI1 A32 — A31 AaAl2 A33 — A31 Aril A13

(A4.1.12)

It is now apparent that the submatrices in B depend on the submatrices in A only through the corners

of the parallelogram defined by their corresponding matrices in A and the pivoting matrix, i.e. Bii

depends on A only through An, Ai l , Ali and Aii for i, 5 = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, the transformation

(A4.1.12) can be seen as several separated sweep operations on An

All	 B11) [A11, Al2] -n [Bn, B12], [An, A13]	 [B11) B13]) • • )

[A11	 A l21 [B11	 B121
A32

[A11	 A131 [B11	 B13
A31 L B31	 B32 j IS • . 9 LA31	 A33 j B31	 B33

The extension by induction for more refined partitions can be easily appreciated. For instance, the

algorithm given in (A4.1.4) illustrates the principle when the submatrices of A are the scalar elements.

The principle also implies that multiplying the sequential pivots, during the application of the algorithm,

yields the determinant of the pivoting matrix Au. This can be shown by induction, using a well known
12formula (Noble and Daniel, 1977, p. 210): 1 A111 = 1C1111C22 - C210111C121 where An	

C11 C 
•=

w21 ‘022
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Conditional Matrix-normal Distribution.

It is evident, keeping in mind the separation principle, that the parameters of the matrix-normal

conditional distribution (A3.2.8) can be easily obtained through the sweep operation

[
C11
C21

C12	 -El.
C22	 M2.

Ca	 C-111 C12[ l
-C21Cal	 C2211.

C-111 El •
M2.11.

(A4.1.13)

This transformation generalizes a previous use of the sweep operator by Dempster (1982) in order to

obtain conditional variances in multivariate normal distributions.

A closer examination of (A4.1.13) reveals that we are concerned only with the Schur complement of

C11 relative to
Cll C12 -El.
C21 C22 M2. 9

i.e. [C2211., M2.11.] •

Therefore, the sequential sweeping algorithm described in A4.1.4, can be modified in order to obtain

[ C2211. , M2. 1 1.1 in a more efficient way by discarding sequentially the rows and columns associated with

each pivot (recall again the separation principle). Moreover, the algorithm can be interpreted as finding

the conditional distribution of 82. given e 1. by conditioning sequentially on the rows of e l. . To see

this, suppose that we want to obtain the (parameters of the) distribution of 03. given 0 1. and 02.

where

First we condition 82 . and 83 . on e l . by performing the sweep operation (in an obvious notation),

CI-11	 Cal C12 Cal C13 Cal El .[ C11 C12 C13 -El.
C21 C22 C23 -E2. -/' -C21Cal C2211.	 C2311.	 -E2.11. •
C31 C32 C33 M3.	 - C3ICT/1 C3211.	 C3311.	 M3•11.

the parameters M3.11.,2., C33 i.,2.	 e3.1e1.,e2.	 G311,20 E) can be obtained byThen t

sweeping [ C2 211 C2311. -E2.11.„	 „	 on C2211., i.e. conditioning 83.181. on e2.. Thus, the modified
11 3311.	 M3.11.

algorithm described above is simply the consequence of refining the partitions to the limit.

Not surprisingly, in view of its sequential character, the algorithm can be further modified in order

to deal with positive semidefinite variances according to the discussion after formula (A3.2.8). Let
C12us assume that ,-, 	 is positive semidefinite. Then, without loss of generality, reordering if

'1-'21 C22
necessary as in (A4.1.10), M3. 1 2.4. and C3311.,2. are obtained directly from (A4.1.14), i.e. M3.12.,1'.M3.11.

and C3311.,2 . 	C3311. since according to (A4.1.10) C2211. = 0 and therefore 82. = M2.11. = M2. ±

C2 = M2. + C21 Cal (el. - MO given 0 1. In other words, 82. is a linear variant of e,.. and

provides no further information given 0 1.. Notice that in practice no reordering is necessary. When a

dependence is encountered the algorithm handles it merely by skipping the offending null pivot. The

operator induced by this general algorithm is referred to as the subsweep operator and the process is

represented as,

(A4.1.15)

8.
 [

82.1 N(M,C,E).
83.

(A4.1.14)

[A.n.
A21 A22

.4412 1/103.
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The above discussion shows that M2.11. and C2211. can be obtained through the subsweep operation,

IC11 C12 -E1. 1 0_34 r ry
--- ,-)2211.C21 C22 M2. m2.11.1, (A4.1.16)

regardless of whether C11 is positive definite or positive semidefinite.

Conditional Matrix-normal Inverted-Wishart and Matrix-T Distributions.

Proceeding in an obvious analogous way, the pivoting scheme for the matrix-normal can be expanded

in order to obtain the parameters of the conditional Matrix-normal Inverted-Wishart in (A3.2.21) by

augmenting the sweep operation (A4.1.13) into,

(A4.1.17)

Of course, the general and more efficient subsweep operation (A4.1.16) can be expanded to,

C11 C12 E-l. CTI1 CT11 C12 -Cril El.
C21

[
C22 M2. - C21 C1-11 C2211. M2.11.	 1 •

E2 . -.MI S —E2. CV - MI 1 L S.

[.[C11 C12 - El. au c22 1, m2.1,
GI C22	 M2•2.	

-1%.11. SI L I .E2. -MI S
(A4.1.18)

Furthermore, (A4.1.17) and (A4.1.18) also yield the Matrix-T conditional parameters appearing in

(A3.2.23). Notice that a similar result for subsets of rows follows from (A3.2.26).

Care is necessary for updating the shape parameter d when applying (A4.1.18) since it must remain

the same when a null pivot is skipped and must be increased by one unit when a pivotal operation (over

a non-zero pivot) is performed, i.e. its final value is the initial plus the rank of C11.
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CHAPTER 5

PLUG-IN ESTIMATION, INFORMATION AND

DYNAMIC LINEAR MODELS

A very convenient feature of Bayesian forecasting models is their parametric representation. This

formulation provides a natural environment in which the modeller can express his/her beliefs about

the time series in question. The Bayesian paradigm offers, in the form of the posterior density, the

necessary feedback for the parameters of the model. For easy interpretation it is useful to summarize

the parametric density by point estimates. A common choice is to use estimators based on standard

loss functions such as quadratic, absolute and zero-one error loss. Very often estimates of functions of

the parameters are of interest; for example, if the trend of a dynamic model contains harmonics we

would like to have estimates for the amplitude and phases, and in the case of a multivariate time series

the correlation and even the eigen-structure of the scale matrix are of concern. The usual Bayesian

procedure consists in finding the distribution of the transformed parameters which provides the basis

for the standard point estimation. Unfortunately, the resulting distributions are often difficult to work

with analytically, as in the above examples.

This chapter is concerned with a plug-in estimation method and a related measure of information

between observations and parameters in dynamic linear models. The loss function on which the plug-

in estimates (PIE) are based is the Kullback and Liebler (1951) directed divergence of the estimated

likelihood (using a plug-in rule, Dawid (1984)) from the actual likelihood, and reflects our interest in

forecasting. A bonus of these estimates is that they are invariant under parametric transformations. In

Section 5.1 the information, and plug-in estimators for DLM's are obtained. In Section 5.2 a dynamic

multivariate regression is employed for modelling the energy consumption by primary fuel inputs and

a use of PIE's is illustrated by estimating correlations across series. The decision theoretic support

for the plug-in estimation method, together with the related measure of information between random

variables, is presented in Appendix A5.1. Useful results about the entropy and information of some

matrix-variate random variables are given in Appendix A5.2.

5.1 DYNAMIC LINEAR MODELS.

Plug-in estimators have two main uses in Bayesian forecasting. Firstly, they can be employed as

convenient point estimators for (functions of) the parameters. Secondly, the estimated likelihood can

be considered as a simple approximation of the predictive density. Henceforth we make use of the results

and terminology of plug-in estimation and therefore it is assumed that the reader is familiar with them.

These new results are derived in Appendix A5.1.
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= log(1 + ci") - ± log ((idt-1-1)!)

(4dt-1 ± 4) 6 (44-1+ 4) -

(5.6)

As an initial illustration we consider a very simple and yet the most widely used DLM: the steady

(also called first order polynomial) model. The defining equations and distributions are,

Yt Et,

Ot = et—i+ ft, ft	 N(O, w cr2

(5.1a)

(5.1b)

N(Int-i,et-icr2)) cr2	 r-1(Idt-1,4st—i)- (5.1c)

The updating recurrences can be written as

ct =	 ct-i,	 tn:	 int-i,

gt =1+ 4,	 Ot =
c;	 1	 c;

(5.2a)

(5.2b)

ct =-	 Yt 1
(1 +	 1 ± et	 1 ± Ct

(Yt	 902 (5.2c)St = St-1 -I-	 =	 ± 1.
l+ ct

Thus, in accordance with the results given in Appendix A5.1, the PIE's at time t (before observing

lit) are given by,

mi. and 6.2 = (1 ±	 St-1	 (5.3)
2.

The first formula in (5.3) gives us yet another justification for the usual point estimator of O. However,

the estimator for a2 takes into account the uncertainty about Ot and suggests that the usual plug-in

recipe
3t-i = E a2 — 

d_j -2

underestimates the variance when Ot is unknown.

The loss function associated with the PIE's (5.3) is

(Vt21 [ ft2]) = ( (et	 et)a	 -	 ± log cL-^2 ) .
 er2	 cr	 a2

Notice that the square-error penalty in the estimation of 0 is relative to the estimate of a 2, and this is

precisely the reason why, in general, 2 is different from the usual estimator. The EVPI, as defined in

Section A5.1.1, is

EVPI= Wog(' ±	 - log(Idt_ i - 1)),	 (5.5)

where 6 denotes the digamma function; see Section 1.5.

= +et

(5.4)

The information between Yt and
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Hence the ENLE, as defined in Section A5.1.2, only depends upon the degrees of freedom. The EVPI,

I (N, [°])) and ENLE, are computed in Table 5.1 for the model (5.1) with co = e- 1 , do = e = 10-5
a

etand w = 1. The non-zero limiting behaviour of the EVPI and the I ( yt, 
a2
	 is typical of a dynamic

A
model, the reason is that the limiting value of cl, the reciprocal of the golden section —±---6 22 1 in this

particular example, is non-zero. On the other hand, the ENLE becomes rapidly negligible relative to

the EVPI, and reflects the fact that the normal distribution approximates very well the t distribution

as the degrees of freedom increase. In fact it is shown in Subsection 5.1.1 that the last column in Table

5.1 is still valid for any univariate DLM. Notice that non-zero asymptotic information means that, in a

genuine dynamic model, we can not afford to stop looking at new data.

p 1: 11F 0 iE 11 L. E

1. .. 1E, 2 S 0 3 0 0 8 4 7 4 0	 5 2 6 0	 1 '3 ‘11. '1' 6 7
rc 1 0 6 1 9 0 4 0 0 C. 9 2 8 0	 6 0 9 0 0 0 0 8 3 I' E; ;7'
S	 1. 0 6 1 8 2 S	 1.3 0 6 3 0 I 1:3 0	 0 q- 6 8 4 '3
7 I. 0 6 :I 8 1 s 1.) 0 5:: 9 6 0 S 6 6 1 0	 0 2"El S 5 0
:3 I. 0 15 :L 13 0 7 CI 0 '.5. 7 4 6 „ s	 :3 8 t.**) . I'D 2 0 7 3E1,
9 I. , 6 1 8 0 8 0 . S E, 0 0 „	 ift 1.3 0 0 Si 5 2 3: 1

I. 0 I. 0 6 1 8 0 9 0 0 E:-.1 1:1- 9 33 0 0	 3: 7 6 0 0 0 1 :1 7 0 2
:.:t 1 0 15 1 :3 0 ii: 0 0 5 4 1 1 0 0 5 :2: 1 SI 0	 ID (.3	 :2 4 8
1 2 I. 0 6 1 8 0 ii c. 5 3 4 7 S 2 7 2 0 0 0 0 7 4. 3
I. 31 1 0 173, :t 8 0 1 2: 0 0 5 2 31 6 S 2 3 4 C 1 0 0 0 6 1 9 3
1. 4 I. 0 6 1 8 CI 1	 ::::'n 0 . C: 2. 5 3 S 2 0 1 0 0 CI 0 5 2 0 4
1 S	 1.	 0	 6 :1 :F. :.: 0 I. 4 ID 0 5 2 1 7 n cs 1 7 3 CI 0 CI CI 44 :3 5
I. E. 1 0 6 1 8 0 1 5 ID 0 5 1 8 '7 1:3	 S 1 4 9 0 0 0 0 33 24
1 7 I. 0 15 1 s: 0 I. 6 0 0 5 1 6 1 1 :3	 S 1 27 0	 0 0 3 :3 3 1
).:E: ). 0 6 1 8 0 L 7 0 .. LT. 1 3 8 „	 1 0 9 Li U ?	 2 8
1 9 1. 0 15 1 8 ci 1.: ID .	 =::: 1	 1 :E: s o 9 2 0 0 0 0 2 5 34

:7 o 1 n 6 1 8 0 1.	 '..EI 1:3 	 s 1 0 CI S 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 23 51 4
:21 1 0 6 :L En 2 CI 0 0 S 0 8 5 0 5 0 8 0	 0 0 2 I:3 7 '7
22 1 . 6 1 :3 0 :21 I:3 0 5 0 7' 1 s o 2 0 0 0 0 1 8 7 4
23 I. 0 6 1 8 0 :22 0 „ 17, 0 s :3 1:3	 S ID 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 T o o
24 1..0	 15 1 ',5: 0 2:3 1:3 0 5 0 4 6 0	 s 0 :3 1 o o s 4
:2E 1 0 6 1 8 0 :II cl. 1:3 0	 E.... 0 :3: 6 „ S 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 7

Table 5.1 EVPI, Information and ENLE for the

Steady Model (5.1).

5.1.1 Dynamic Weighted Multivariate Regression.

The PIE's for the DWMR model (3.32) can be easily derived by noticing that the solution (3.18) to

the problem (3.16) implies in particular that the Kullback-Liebler directed divergence of the distribution

of a random vector from a multivariate normal is minimized by setting the first and second moments
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(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

of the normal approximation to be the same as those of the random vector (the standard recipe!).

Therefore, from (3.32a) the PIE's must satisfy,

tXt Aft and vt 't = (vt + et Ct*It) S -1

where Mt* = Gt Mt _ i and ci. = lvt + GtCt_ i Gl. In particular, the solution,

St-1 ét = Aft* and t = (1 + —
1

z"tqlt)
vt 	 dt-i- 2'

is optimal for any It . Notice again that the estimator of E is the mean value d-ts_tT±--i modified by a

correction factor (1 + ,÷t et C4.4 ). This correction factor accounts for the uncertainty about et.
Of course, updated and/or predictive PIE's can be obtained from their corresponding distributions.

For instance, after observing yt the PIE's for the trend etet and the variance vt E are,

St z; Ot = 4 Aft and vt t = (vt + 4 ctmt ) dt - 2 .

In addition, the PIE for the long-term trend g+3 0t+8 is merely the forecasting function,

ItI -1-, es t+8 = Zt-F, Mt+s = Ft(s),

where A+, is defined recursively as Mt+. = Gt-FaMt+,-1, for a = 1,....

In general, the optimal solution for Ot is not unique. However, Ôt = A is the only one valid for any

_4x . Furthermore, for a noise-free constant DWMR, 6 .--- Mt is the unique solution if and only if the

DWMR is observable, since (5.10) implies, x'0 11 6t = xi G8 Alt for a = 0, ... ,p - 1, i.e. Thèt = ThMt

where

[ 

x
x7G I

7k = h	 ii

eGP-1
is a full rank matrix for some h.

The loss function associated with the PIE's (5.8) is

1G E , tet] e 	 A( J-x'zt truet - Aty(e, - 6)- 1 ) + tr(Et -1) - q ± log2 
Vt -t

The EVPI is given by,

1	 q
EVPI = i (q log(1 + —4c; k It ) + Eg( gdt-i + q- A) - qlvg(fc4-1-1)).vt

1=1

The information is,

dt- i - 2'

I (y { et ]) = iq log(1 + lz:C7x4) -
Vt-4 1 E

q

+ i (vt-i + 1) E so. (14-1

f q + E logq (  (04-1- i - 1))!)
(1(vt-i- AP 1j=1

q
_ 5 + 2)) - ivt_lEa(gvt-i - 5 + 1))

i.J.

(5.13)
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where vt- i = 4_ 1 + q - 1. Formulas (5.11-5.13) are generalizations of (5.4-5.6) and particular cases

of (5.18, 5.19 and 5.22). From (5.12) and (5.13) it is evident that the ENLE only depends upon the

degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the ENLE for any univariate DLM is the same as that of model (5.1)

and in that sense the last column of Table 5.1 is rather general.

From (5.12) it is not difficult to see that the EVPI limiting value for a constant model is,

1
lim EVPI = fq log(1 + -eC*1) 	 where C* = lim C.	 (5.14)t-.00	 v	 t-..to

Moreover, the I (y.t , rEt D limiting value is also given by the right-hand side of (5.14) since (A5.14)

and (5.13) imply EVPI > I (1t , ['Et ]) _>: I q log(1 + t x'Cik x). Formula (5.14) is useful for looking at

the asymptotic behaviour in terms of information for a particular choice of driving variances v and W

(or a set of discount factors).

Notice that the above discussion justifies the use of an estimated (plug-in) likelihood for predictive

purposes; as time passes the ENLE tends to zero.

5.1.2 Dynamic Linear Matrix-variate Regression.

The optimization problem for finding the PIE's associated with the DLMR model (3.5),

max E U et] [et	 (5.15)4t,t et,E ([ E , t D ,

is a particular case of (3.16). To see this, we note that problem (5.15) can be restated as,

max E log p (Yi I 'et, t) ,
et,t Yt

where the probability density p (Ye ret , t) corresponds to the estimated distribution

yt ... N (Xtet,Vt, , and the expected value is taken over the target predictive distribution Yt -

T (kt , kt, st-1, dt-i) , in accordance with (3.10b). Therefore, from the general solution (3.18) and

(A5.2.1b) we obtain,

and t = ( 1 + - It . tr(Vr iXt CTX1)) dtSt-1 2 .	 (5.17)

These estimators are of course a generalization of (5.8). Comments similar to those following (5.8),

regarding the uniqueness of the PIE's and updated/predictive PIE's apply with obvious modifications

to (5.17).

The corresponding loss function is,

1 GeEt I , rtt] ) =i (tr((et - OtPqvt- ixt(et - Odt-1)	
(5.18)

+r(tr(Et-1.) - q + logatliErin.
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(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

This generalization of (5.11) may be verified with the aid of formulas (A5.1.2), (A3.2.10) and (A5.2.1a).

Furthermore, the EVPI is given by,

1
EVPI= Ir(q log(1 + — tr(Vr iXt CPCD + E6( I (dt_,+ q — 	 qlog(Idt _ i — 1)).

r	 j=1

This formula can be shown as follows. From (5.17) and (A5.2.1b) it is not difficult to see that,

E trUE + -(et - Oerxvt- 'xt (et - et))t-i) = q.
et,E

et,E
E 1 (1e1 [ èt 1) = tr(log It' plog jEl),

E '

which, according to (5.17) and (A5.2.2), results in (5.19).

The information between Yand [ et I is given by,

(1(ut-i - 5 — 1))! I (ye, rEt 1) = tq(logl/ -F Vr iXt Crlq) — irq + E log
+ r —j— 1))!)

j=1

+	 +	 6(1(Lit—i + r — j+ 1)) — Ivt—iE 6 (; (11t—i 	 + 1)),
j=1	 i=1

where vt—i = dt—i + q — 1. Equation (5.22) may be verified as follows. From (A5.2.10) we have,

(1(vt—i — j— 1))! I
(Y e"

 {ea =	 + Elog 
(vt _ i + r	 1))!)j=1

+ r)E6(1(t/t _ i + r —j+ 1)) — 114-1E 6 (1(1/t—i	 1)))
j=1

Now, I (Yt , [e ]) can be written as,

(yt , [ et D = EE log (P (etizi
E	

+ ore , E).
et	 (etlE) )

[ E 
1E

where, according to (A5.2.6) and (4.4), the first term in the right-hand side of (5.24) is given by,

I	 IC: Ia gloggi = qlog	 CX17* ' -1Xt ——I fqlogli+Vt-1XtC:X11.	 (5.25)t tt

Thus, formula (5.22) follows immediately from (5.23-25). Moreover, following a similar pattern, it is

not difficult to show that the counterpart of formula (5.23) is given by,

(t(vt_ i +r + p— j— 1))1((i(vt—i	 1))92)I(Yt , et ) = q log II + vt- lxt cpc; + E log
((vt—i +	 j — 1))!((i(vt-i+ r —5— 1))!)2

i(vt—i+ r +P)E 6(1(14—i+ r + p— + 1)) + i(vt—i +P)E 6 (1(vt—i +P — i+ 1))
i=1	 j=1

+ (14.-1+ r)E6(1(vt—i+ r --j+ 1)) — vt—i Ea(1(vt_i —5+ 1)).

j=1	 .J=1

Therefore, from (5.18)
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(5.26a)

(5.26b)

(5.26c)

(5.27)

(5.28)

It is interesting to note that as opposed to the DWMR case, in general, the limiting value of ENLE

is non-zero. Let us consider the multivariate extension of the DLM (2.15), i.e. a DLMR with q = 1,

Xte t +It ,	 ", N(0, cr2K) ,

tit =	 +4, it -N0072wt),

ft-1- N(rat_ 1 , a2 Ct—i), a2 r-- 1 (14-1, ist—i)•
0Then the EVPI and I (4, kt2 1) are given by,

1EVPI = Ir(log(1 + — tr(Vt—i XtC;Xl) + o(d—i) — log(14-1 —1),

I (y_t , { (71t D	 log I/ + Vt—i Xt CPCII — tr + log (
(4(

-1
4-1 + r) —

0	 (04 — 1)! 

+ i(dt—i r)6(;(4-1 +r)) — fdt-15(44-1).

Hence, the ENLE limiting value for a constant model is,

(1 + tr(17-1XC*JeWI log 	 r	 >0.	 (5.29)
1/-FV —I XC*Xi i	 —

Moreover, the equality holds if and only if V —I XC*X' )/ for some A. This means that, apart

from special cases, the estimated likelihood is incapable of approximating the predictive density, and

therefore the plug-in estimators must not be employed for these purposes in such circumstances.

5.2 EXAMPLE: ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY PRIMARY FUEL INPUTS.

We present here an application of the DWMR for modelling the UK Inland energy consumption by

primary fuel inputs as in Quintana (1985). Then the use of PIE's as point estimates is illustrated by

estimating the correlations across several time series.

5.2.1 Dataset.

The time series consists of 64 observations of four series each containing the monthly UK Inland

energy consumption by primary fuel inputs (coal, petrol, gas and nuclear) measured in millions of

tonnes of coal or coal equivalent, from 1979 to September 1984 inclusive (CSO Monthly Digest). These

series are plotted in Figure 5.1. The coal and petrol consumptions overlap until the effects of the

Miners' Strike are visible, then coal consumption declines and petrol takes over. Also apparent is the

seasonality of the series (presumably the effect of temperature). This is particularly noticeable for gas

consumption.

5.2.2 The Model.

A DWMR is employed for modelling the natural logarithms of the original series. A fortunate

consequence of this is that inferences about the proportions of energy consumption by primary fuel

input can be made virtually at once due to the relationship between the multivariate logistic-normal

and log-normal distributions; see Section 7.2.
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The dynamic model is given by (3.31), with following setting,

lit = [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 01,

vt .-- v = 2.5,

	

Gt = G = diag ( [ 1	 1	 cos wi
0 1 ' — gnu,'

	

27r	 2r
where ca l =

	

12 '	 W 2 = 3 '

	

Wt = W = 2.5ww',	 w' = (.1, .1, .02, .02, .02, .02),

for t = 1, 2, ... , 64 ,

sin 672
cos W21)

1 [ cosw2sin Wi

cos Cr) 1 ' - sin co2

and a vague prior with e = 10 -5; see Section 7.1.

This setting means that the model is, in fact, a constant dynamic (non-weighted) multivariate regres-

sion, i.e. the model (3.31) with constant z, v, G and W. The model is build-up via the superposition

principle; see Subsection 2.3.1. The first block of Gt represents a linear trend; see Subsection 2.3.2.

The second and third blocks represent harmonic trend; see Subsection 2.3.3. Thus, according to the

discussion in Section 3.7, the dependent variables have their own dynamic trend consisting of a super-

position of a linear trend plus two harmonics, with yearly and quarterly periods. The seasonal trend

parameters, though dynamic, are almost noiseless in comparison with the linear trend parameters. This

conveys the general suggestion that a seasonal trend is relatively stable over time in comparison with

the deseasonalized (linear in this example) trend. Moreover, the variance across series (given 0 and E)

is 2.5E (the value 2.5 is completely arbitrary).

This model was kept very simple and no attempt at system intervention was made whatsoever (to

avoid hindsight). In practice, however, a more realistic approach might be to choose Vt and Wt according

to the information available, and to introduce new parameters in order to explain the effects of special

events such as the Miners' Strike.

5.2.3 Performance.

The merits of the dynamic model can be assessed in comparison with its static counterpart: the same

model but with W = 0.

The crosses in Figures 5.2-5 show the one-step forecasts (the predictive means in log-scale) using the

dynamic model. In contrast, Figure 5.6 shows the coal consumption forecasts produced by the static

model and its non-dynamic nature is evident from the poor predictions for t> 58. The discrimination

between these rival models can be made via the multi-process models class I of Subsection 3.4.1. The

log-odds of these alternative models are shown in figure 5.7 (assuming even prior odds); clearly the

dynamic model outperforms the static one long before the Miners' Strike.

A similar procedure, described in Section 3.6, can be used for testing the null hypothesis Ho: coal

consumption is independent of the rest (given the parameters). Figure 5.8 displays the full/null model

log-odds assuming even prior odds as before. Although the weight of evidence against Ho is quite visible,
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there is a strange behaviour at the end of the period; to understand it the PIE's of the correlations give

us some insight.

5.2.4 On-line Estimates of the Correlations.

The updated PIE of E at time t is given by,

J(1
(1 ± 1 x,ctxl St

v	 i

in accordance with the comment that follows formula (5.8). Therefore, in view of the invariance property,

in order to estimate the correlation matrix R associated with E, the value of t may be sustituted into

the defining equations,

(5.30)

R = A-1EA-1
I	 1

and A = diag(ali , ... ,cr,h),	 (5.31)

i .e.

%1 $	 for i, j = 1, ... , q.	 (5.32)
(SiitSii)t a

Note that the estimates of the correlations do not depend on the correction factor (1+ 1. eCx). Further-

more, Pii are also the plug-in estimates of the correlations across series, i.e. the correlation associated

with 2.5E. Of course, they can be interpreted directly as the predictive correlations.

The on-line estimates of the correlations between coal consumption and the rest are plotted in Figure

5.9. A quick look suggests that the homoscedasticity implicit in the model is a sensible assumption for

t < 58, then the correlations change abruptly. This can be interpreted as a consequence of substituting

coal consumption by the other fuels, particularly by petrol consumption. A means, already mentioned,

of overcoming this structural change in E, is to expand the set of regressor parameters at time 58

and/or reflect our uncertainty about E by resetting the hyperparameters S t and de to low values. This

latter solution can be carried out systematically simulating a random walk type of evolution for E. The

procedure is discussed in Subsection 6.3.2.

A = [Ail	 where Po =---	
Slit
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APPENDIX A5.1.

PLUG-IN ESTIMATION AND INFORMATION.

A Bayesian modeller is forced to produce point estimators of the parameters for forecasting purposes.

Here this problem is addressed using the Bayesian decision theoretic approach (e.g. Raiffa and Schlaifer,

1961; Berger, 1985), with the logarithmic scoring rule (LSR) as the utility function. The estimators

obtained using this procedure resemble the maximum likelihood estimators in the sense that they are

invariant under one-to-one transformations of the parameters. This latter property opens up a wide

field of practical applications. For convinience we use throughout the appendix the notation of Section

1.2, i.e. y and 9 denote sets (scalar, vector or matrix) of observations and parameters respectively.

A5.1.1 Decision Theoretic Justification for Plug-in Estimation.

The Bayesian plug-in estimators (PIE) appear when a modeller is forced to adopt a plug-in rule

(Dawid, 1984) in order to choose a likelihood for predicting the next observation. We use the expected

LSR as a utility function, i.e. the utility of estimating 9 by 9 is

U(0, = i5logp(0).	 (A5.1.1)

The use of the LSR may be justified by saying that it essentially characterizes the local and proper scor-

ing rules (Bernardo,. 1979). A local scoring rule is one where its score only depends on the observation,

and can be seen as a generalization of the likelihood principle. A scoring rule is said to be proper if

(and only if) the score is maximized by using the actual (according to the modeller) probability density

function; in our case it means that if 0 is known then the utility function (A5.1.1) is maximized by

taking 5= 9.

Therefore, the associated loss function 1(9,5)	 (maxU(0, 5)) — U(0, 5) is given by,

1(0, = E log 13(Yle)	 (A5.1.2)
vie PM0'

and the usual constraints 1(9, > 0 and 1(0 , 0) = 0 hold. This loss function is the Kullback and Liebler

(1951) directed divergence of the estimated likelihood from the actual likelihood. In addition, it is

easily interpreted as the expected weight of evidence - the (natural) logarithm of the Bayes' factor -

favor of a model using the actual likelihood as compared with a model using a estimated likelihood. A

motivation for considering expected weight of evidence may be found in Good (1983).

The PIE follows from (A5.1.2) after solving the usual optimization problem, namely,

min El(0, 0s) = min E E log 
p(y10) 

	. 	
(A5.1.3)

0	 6 0 vi °	 P(Yle)

The invariance of PIE's under one-to-one parametric transformations is apparent from (A5.1.3) since

the likelihood itself is invariant. Incidentally it is, of course, this intrinsic property of the likelihood that

also makes the maximum likelihood estimators invariant. A related property of PIE's is their invariance
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under sufficient transformations of y, in relation to O. This latter property is easy to verify with the aid

of the Fisher-Neyman factorization theorem.

The expected value of the perfect information (EVPI) given by (A5.1.3) can be rewritten as,

(min El(0,) = E E log 13 Yi ° ) + min E log 	 	 (A5.1.4)
o °	 o 2110	 P(9)	 y	 P(YA

Therefore, the problem (A5.1.3) is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback-Liebler directed divergence of

the estimated likelihood from the predictive density. This latter problem has been studied by Amaral

and Dunsmore (1980). Thus the point estimators found there are PIE's; although their emphasis is in

the use of the estimated likelihood as a simple alternative to the predictive density, and no attention

is paid to the point estimators as such. Also, it is apparent from (A5.1.4) that the utility function

(A5.1.1) is extreme, in the sense that its EVPI vanishes if and only if y and 0 are independent.

A5.1.2 The Relationship with the Information Measure.

The first term in the right-hand side of (A5.1.4) denoted by I(9, y) can be rewritten as,

= E E log 13(Y/ °) = E log 
p(0

'
 y)  

= E E log P(° IY)	 (A5.1.5)
e yie	 p(y)	 0,y	 p(0)p(y)	 y Yly	 p(0) •

This quantity is known as the expected information about 8 provided by y (Lindley, 1956), or simply,

in view of its symmetry, as the information between 8 and y (Pugachev, 1965, Chapter 7). Note that

1(0, y) > 0 and the equality holds only if 8 and y are independent since the LSR is proper. Moreover, if

the statistic s is a function of y then I(y, 0) = 1(3, 0) E E log 
p(0Iy) 

, and using again the fact that the
°I V	P(8 I°)

LSR is proper it is clear that I(y, 0) > I(s, 9). The equality holds only ifs is a sufficient statistic; see also

Kullback and Liebler (1951). Of course, the symmetric result for "sufficient" parametric transformations

is valid as well.

The quantity I(y, 0) can be interpreted via the decision theoretic approach employed in the formulation

of the PIE's; suppose that the same LSR as in (A5.1.1) is employed as a utility function but the

constraint of using a member of the likelihood family for predictive purposes is no longer imposed,

instead, any density q(y) can be used, i.e.

U(0, q) = 1.,T9 log q(y).	 (A5.1.6)

Then, the principle of maximizing the expected utility leads to,

max E log q(y),
q Y

s.t. q(y) is a density function.	 (A5.1.7)

We obtain, using the fact that the LSR is proper, the following reassuring result: the predictive density

P(Y) = fe P(Yi e) P(8) clO is the optimal predictive density. Moreover, the corresponding loss function to

(A5.1.6) is

1(0, = E log p(y18) — E log q(y) = E log P(Yle)
vl e	 y10	

gl°	 q(Y)
(A5.1.8)
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The information between y and 0 is, in this context, the expected value of the perfect information, i.e.

I(y, 0) = E, 1(0, p).	 (A5.1.9)

A related motivation for considering I(y, 0) as a measure of information can be found in Barlow (1985).

In view of (A5.1.9) we can interpret the second term in the right-hand side of (A5.1.4) as the expected

net loss due to estimation (ENLE) and use it as a companion measure of net risk of the PIE's. Note

that the ENLE is necessarily non-negative.

The fact that the LSR is proper is used throughout this Appendix and in Section 3.4. This central

result can be easily derived following Pugachev (1965, Chapter 7). Let y be a random variable which

is distributed according to the density function p(y) and let q(y) be another density function defined
q(Y)
P (Y)

cl(Y)that E log —„ < 0 (with equality only if q(y) = p(y)), and the result follows immediately.
If	 P(Y)

A5.1.3 Standard Static Univariate Models.

The ideas expressed previously are illustrated by looking at some standard static univariate models

(using the usual conjugate priors).

(a) Exponential Model

likelihood	 : p(yjA) = A exp(-4)	 (y > 0)
prior	 : P(A) = rieriT Act-1 exp(— ifiA) 	 (A > o)

utility	 : U(A, - -i ) = 7 AA -I-- log 1
loss	 : 1 (A l 1) = (t- — 1) + log t
optimum	 : 1 ,_

information :

EVPI	 : El(A, _,I) .

I(Y, A ) = t + 6 (a) — log a

6 (a) — log(a — 1)

ENLE

(b) Poisson

likelihood : p (YI A ) =s-	 ekP(—y)	 (y =.- 0, 1, • • • )prior	 p(A) =	
exp(_.fiA)	 (A > 0)utility	 U(Ap A) A1°&() —	 E log y!

yl AION	
1(A, = A ((k	 + logt)Optimum : =

EVPI	 : El(A,	 a	 a05 (ce + 1) — log,8) — 108;i-

on Y, then the well-known inequality log x < z — 1 (with equality only if x = 1) implies, for x =

Ink A)	 _
a — 1 a



(c) Bernoulli

likelihood : p(y{0) = B Y (1 — 0) 1—Y	 (Y =-- 0, 1)
prior	 : p(0) = ca(fg—p_i)pr	 i)t	 (1 — e)—i	 (0 < e 4 1)

utility	 : U(0, a) = 0 log(e) + (1 — 0) log(1 — to)
loss	 : 1(0, e) = 0 log (1) + (1 — 0) log (Li_i_Ei!))

optimum : e = e-443-

EVPI	 : p(0, e) = cr _C- 1 -, i3) (6(a + 1) — 6(a ± 0 4- 1) — log a-r;--r(-11 )

+ ( .1:731 (6(3 + 1) + 6(a + fi +1) — log /Thy) •

(d) Pascal

(e) Normal

likelihood : p(y10) = 1 — 0) Y 0	 (y = 0, 1, ...)
prior	 : PP) = 0 - 1 11 - 0)0-1	 (0 < 0 4 1)040 --1

0-1 i	 %

utility	 : U(0, e) — lk----(;(.1- log(i — §) +log(e)

loss	 : 1(A, = log log (f11---1) + log ()

optimum : e — aci.11.-
EVPI	 : E01(0, B) = 1 	(6(0)_6(a+p-1)—log a--70.710

± (6(a) — 6(ce + 13) — log ((c(-Til)i)))

— (6(3) — 6(a + fi) — log (.+013-1)) •

likelihood .	: 0, 0.2 N(P, Cr2 )	 (-00	 cc)
prior	 {] Nr—i (m, cs, d)	 ( —co < 0 < co, cr2 0)

utility

	

([cizr2i' 1:2 D	 (	 + log(210 loga2)

loss	 1 (1:2 I, [:2 }) = en+
2
 + (T.:F — + log 12:0

in, 6-2 = (1 +optimum

EVPI	 (712]; {!J) = (log(1 ± c) + 6(1d)— log(fd — 1))

information	 I (y, [:2 D = log(1 + c) — + log Utddllii

(1d± 1)6(1d+ 1)— 1c16(0).

From these examples it can be seen that the utility function (A4.1) induces a sensible loss function

which automatically considers the role of the estimators of the parameters for predictive purposes.

Moreover, in some cases it is possible to quantify the ENLE. For instance, it can be shown that

I(y, A) = ± 6(a) — log a for the exponential model and this allows us to make a comparison of the

ENLE in relation with the EVPI and I(y, A), depending on the values of the shape parameter a as is

shown in Table A5.1.1. It is reassuring that the ENLE becomes rapidly negligible relative to the EVPI

for a's as small as 10. In other cases, as in the Poisson model, it seems that there is no way of obtaining

the value of the information other than by approximations, but then such information is bounded by the

EVPI, and for informative priors the EVPI itself can be used as an approximation of the information.
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The above discussion and the decision theoretic justification of the PIE emphasize their usefulness in

prediction. Nevertheless, we are not suggesting an indiscriminate use of these estimators, to do so would

be as naive as to always suggest the use of the expected information as expected utility. However, we

strongly recommend them as first refusal estimators for (functions of) the parameters, i.e. to use them

unless there is a better estimation procedure available. Finally, it is important to note that there are

statistical models for which the PIE's may not exist, for instance, when the support of the predictive

density does not coincide with the support of any likelihood chosen as possible approximand.

ialPha EUPI l•-1 F 0 ENLE

3.3'7)&3 0.1E1644 0	 4 3 1 9 4 IS

2.5 0.61:177 Li
0.7296

53C, '7.71
0	 1 9 3 1 4 7
0	 3. 1 0 8 2
0	 0 7 ;"? 1	 2

7.1.5 0.4126 0.0218 . 0 r1; 0 7 5 8
4.0 iJ	 4 0 7 E 0 . 0:37 8 8 2

S Li 0.0'29092
0.2917;7 0.023144

6.0 0.2477 015655
7.0 3 9 0.011294
8.0 0.008531

0.006672
10.0 0.1545 0 0 5 3 8 1
:10.0 0.07151 0 37 42 0.001293

0.0505 0 . 0 4 9 9 0.00056G
40.0 0.0372 0.037a 0.000218
50.0 0.0302 0.0300 . 0 0 0	 0 3

1 CI CI 0.0150 U.0150 0 0 0 0 0 5 0
1 E.: , Q . 0.0100 0.0100 . 00002.7,
200.0 0 0 0 7 5 0.0075 0. 000013
:50.0 0.0060 0.0060 . 0 0 0 0 0 8
'300.0 0.0050 0.0050 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0043 D.00Q3 . 0 0 0 0 0 4
ai.? 0.0032 0.0337 0 . 0 0 Li 0 0
4E,	 Ct 0.0033 0.1:1033 0. 000002
t:'; 0 0 0.0030 0.0030 000002

Table A5.1.1 Values of EVPI, information and

ENLE as functions of the shape parameter for

the exponential model.
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APPENDIX A5.2.

ENTROPY AND INFORMATION OF USEFUL MATRIX-VARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS.

The following results are useful for deriving formulas concerning the information and entropy of some

matrix-variate distributions. The entropy of a random variable Y is defined by H(y)	 log(p(y).

Let 0 N(M, C, E)	 (given E) , then

E (0 — LYA(0 — = (M — L) 1 A(M — L) + E tr(AC)	 (A5.2.1a)
elE

where A is positive semidefinite. From (A3.2.5) and (A3.2.7b) we have,

4(8 — A(19 — L) = 4((9 — M) (M— L))' A((e — M) + (M — L))

= (M — L)' A(M — L)+ eTE (B (8 — Afly(me -

(Al - A(M — L) + E tr(AC),

where B'B is the Cholesky decomposition of A; see Appendix 4.1. If in addition E W- 1 (S, d), then

E($9 — A(E) — L) = (M — L) 1 A(M — L) +
(d — 

2) tr(AC).	 (A5.2.1b)

This follows directly from (A5.2.1a) and (A3.2.14). Note that in particular, formula (A5.2.1b) holds for

T(M, C,S, d).

Let E W-1 (S, d), then

E	 = (d + q —1)S-1	 (A5.2.2a)

and

Elog 1E1 = log(S) — E5(4(v — j + 1)).	 (A5.2.2b)
i=1

Note that (A5.2.2a) is just the well-known formula for the mean of a Wishart random matrix. The

result (A5.2.2) may be verified as a consequence of a more general result. Let us consider the problem

of approximating the distribution of a positive definite random matrix E by an inverted-Wishart using

the LSR (see Appendix A5.1) as the utility function. The optimization problem is,

max E log p(E),	 (A5.2.3)
E

where the expectation is taken over E (the target random matrix) and p(E) stands for the density

function of the inverted-Wishart distribution W- 1 (§, Following the usual (differentiating) procedure

we obtain the optimal conditions for § and

EE-1 = (1-1- q — 1).§-1	(A5.2.4a)

and
q

Elog 1E1 = logliEl— E8((d+ q— j)).	 (A5.2.4b)
j=1

Therefore, for E W- 1 (S, d) the formula (A5.2.4) becomes (A5.2.2) since the LSR is proper.
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A5.2.1 Matrix-normal (non-singular).

The entropy of a matrix-normal random variable 9 N(M,C, E) is given by

H( 19) = pq(1 +log(2r)) + Iqlog(ICI) + Iplog(IE). 	 (A5.2.5)

This formula follows easily from (A3.2.10) and (A5.2.5).

Let 0 = k„el. I where 8 is distributed as before. Then, the information between e i . and 03. is given
17'2.

by
icullc221)

ic2211.1
= I qlog( 	  = I q log( I C221 1 ) =	

)
1C111 

tqlog(	 , ,	 (A5.2.6)
ICI

where C22 1 1 . and C111 2. are defined as in (A3.2.8). Of course, an obvious symmetric formula holds

for subsets of columns. The result (A5.2.6) follows easily from (A5.2.5) by noticing that I(01., 02.) =

H(81. ) + 11(02.) - 11(31., 02.). Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the first equality in (A5.2.6) is

still valid if the matrix variances are replaced by their corresponding correlation matrices.

A5.2.2 Inverted-Wishart.

The entropy of an inverted-Wishart random matrix E W- 1 (S, d), is given by,

q(q — 1) 
H(E) = ;qv+	 4	 log(r)+Elog((t(v—j-1))9+ (q+ 1)log(1151)— I(d+q) E6(1(v—i+1)),

i=1	 i=1
(A5.2.7)

where i/ = d + q — 1. This formula follows directly from (A3.2.15) and (A5.2.2).

A5.2.3 Matrix-normal Inverted-Wishart.
8The information between 8 and E, where { 	 NW-1(M, C, 5, d) is given by,

40,E) =	 log ( 	 (1/	 1))! 

p—i-1))!j m 2 (V+P) Es(i(v+p—j+1))—ivE5(4(z,—;+1)),
3=1	 3=1	 3=.1

(A5.2.8)

where ii =d+q— 1 as before. After using (A5.2.7), (A3.2.19),

1(8, E) = Fe.% log p(E18) — p logp (E)	 (A5.2.9)

and

Elog 'vs+ - A/N- 1 (e —M)) = logitS1-1-E (6(1(v + p — j +1)) — 6( .1(v— j+ 1))) , (A5.2.10)
i=1

the derivation of (A5.2.8) is reduced to an exercise of algebra. Formula (A5.2.10) follows from (A5.2.2b),

(A3.2.19) and Elog 1E1 = Foie log 1E1.
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CHAPTER 6

DYNAMIC RECURSIVE MODEL

AND

DYNAMIC SCALE VARIANCE

Two tractable dynamic multivariate models are formulated in this chapter. The first uses the ideas

of the econometric recursive models in order to combine dynamic tractable models into a more complex

but still tractable dynamic model. The second relies on the discount method for simulating a DLMR

with a dynamic scale variance. Two examples illustrate the methods proposed, one with artificially

generated data and the other using exchange rate data.

Regardless of how easy the sequential implementation of a model might be, there are always infer-

ential problems, such as finding the mean of a non-trivial function of a parameter, which demand a

numerical method for their solution. In Appendix A6.1 the simulation technique is reviewed briefly and

a Bayesian justification is discussed also. The distribution of swept matrices plays an important role

in understanding the material of Sections 3 and 4. This distribution theory is presented in Appendix

A6.2.

6.1 DYNAMIC RECURSIVE MODEL.

The standard Bayesian analysis of fully recursive (often called causal) models, in the context of

simultaneous equation econometric models, leads to results completely analogous to those of the multiple

regression model (Zellner, 1971, p. 250-252). This suggests that a dynamic recursive model may be

formulated in order to admit a tractable analysis and implementation. In this section we present a

general formulation and analysis of such a model. Then we apply our results to a dynamic linear

recursive model. Throughout this section we use the same notation as that of Section 1.2, i.e. y and 0

denote a set (scalar, vector or matrix) of observations and parameters repectively

Let us consider, first, a simple model for the time series yit, Yat• Our observation, evolution and prior

information assumptions at time t are:

P(Ylti Y2t I O U, 920 = 13 (Yit l e a) 1)(Y2t I OW, Yu);
	 (6.1a)

Wit, 02t1 0 1(t-1), 02(t-1)) = p (0 1t1 9 1(t-1)) P(02402(t-1)),	 and	 (6.1b)

P(91(t-1), 020-0 -= P(01(t-1)) P(02(t-1))•
	 (6.1c)

The observation equation (6.1a) is twofold. Firstly, y it and 92; are considered (conditionally) indepen-

dent given O. Secondly, y2t and tht are considered independent given yit and Ow. The evolutional

assumption (6.1b) is threefold. Firstly, it says that O lt and 02; are independent given 01(t- 1 ) and 02(t-1).

Secondly, Olt and 02(t-1) are independent given Oi(t-1). Thirdly, OW and Oi(i.- 1) are independent given
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(6.4b)

(6.4c)

02 ( t- 1 ). The prior information assumption simply says that O1(t-1) and 02(t-1) are apriori indepen-

dent. In addition, the usual independence over time is assumed, i.e. the evolution of the parameters is

Markovian and present observations are independent of past observations given the present parameters.

It is easy to see that the evolution, prediction and posterior recurrences are given by,

P(9 1 t 92t)	 P( 910 P(02t) I
	 (6.2a)

P(Yit Y2t) = P(Y1t) P(Y2t
	 and
	

(6.2b)

ke lt, 92t1Ylt Y2t)	 P(O ltlY1t) P(02t	 Y2t)'
	 (6.2c)

The right-hand side densities in (6.2) are given by the evolution, prediction and posterior recurrence

formulas corresponding to the dynamic submodels defined by the right-hand side densities in (6.1),

namely

P(Yudois),	 and
	

(6.3a)

P(Y2tI O2t) YU),	 P(02t)02(t-1)),	 P(92(t - 1) ) •
	 (6.3b)

Notice that the key feature of the analysis is that the conditional prior independence of the state

parameters is preserved by the evolution and posterior recurrence formulas. Although data yit appears

in the posterior for 92t

6.1.1 Model Formulation.

The dynamic recursive model formulation and analysis arc the straightforward extensions of (6.1)

and (6.2) to several submodels. For convenience we denote a set of contemporaneous observations

(Yit, • • • Ymt) by yl m+1) , similarly g(in+1) stands for (q it, • • • , emt )• The assumptions for the dynamic

recursive model are given below.

Observation Equation:

Evolution Equation:

Prior Information:

P(e+1)1e+1)) = 
In

 
1 I P(Ykt lekt,

kv--1

In gem 10 ko_i)).

k=--1

(6.4a)

P(Ol ifi l) ) =	 P(Ok(t-1)).

p(e+1)AmiF1) ) =

k=1

In addition the usual independence over time is assumed.
(k)It is important to note that P(Ykt i ekt, y) means only possible dependence upon 9 kt YU, • • • Y(k-1)t.

In particular, hierarchical structures of dependence among observations are allowed; see, for example,

the model (6.8) of Section 6.2.
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6.1.2 Updating Procedure.

The updating recurrences corresponding to model (6.4) are:

Evolution:
T71

pkm+1)) =	 kt)
	

(6.5a)
k=1

where p(Okt) is as in (6.6a) below.

Prediction:
rn

pcyl m+ i)) =	 P(Ykt lYik)))
	 (6.5b)

k=1

where p(ykt lylk) ) is as in (6.6b) below.

Posterior:

p(Olm1V+1). 41+	 -r1

) -	
gektlY(k+1)),

k= 1

where p(9kt lylk+1) ) is as in (6.6c) below.

These formulas may be verified as follows. From (6.4b) and (6.4c) we have,
rn

( 0 (m-1-1)Ielfil-1) ) p (olrnif-1) delrniF1)

4'7 k=1
ll 1)(0 ktl ek(t-1)) p(9k(t-1)) del:11)

f(m+1) P t	 '
In j.

ktle k(t-1)) p(egt-1)) de k(t-1),
k=1 ek(t-1)

which is formula (6.5a). From (6.4) and (6.5a) we have,

(6.5c)

fo(m+i)
ge+1)191m+1))P(e+1)) de(m+1) =

Z ..+0 P(Yirt ekt, Ylk) d01--Fi)
( 
t	 k=i

=	 P(Yktlekt, Yl k) ) p(Okt) dem,
k= 1 Okt

which is formula (6.5b). Finally, from (6.4a), (6.5a) and (6.5b) we have,

13 (Ylm+1) 1 0im+1) ) P(
9
im+1) ) m kYktjekt, ylk) ) p (9 kt) 

13 (Yim+1) )	 k=1	 IY1k))

which is formula (6.5c).

The prior independence (6.4c) of the parameters is, as before, preserved by the evolution recurrence

(6.5a) and the posterior recurrence (6.5c). Furthermore, in view of (6.5), the updating procedure of the

dynamic recursive model (6.4) can be decomposed in terms of the updating recurrences of the dynamic

submodels defined by the right-hand side densities in (6.4). In other words, the evolution, prediction

and posterior updating recurrences,

Itt) =	 ktle lt(t-1)) P(40-1)) de It(t-1),
	 (6.6a)
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(6.6b)

(6.6c)

P(Y1ctlY(k) ) = f p(Ykt 1 0 Ylk) )	 t) ktk (M,
Okt

gYict 1 0kt, Y! k) ) P( 0 kt) 

for k 1, ...,m corresponding to the submodels whose observational, evolution and prior densities are

P (Ykt I 9 kt, Yl k) ),P(0 kt 140_ 1 0, p(Ok(t_i)), can be carried out in parallel. The evolution, prediction and

posterior densities of the whole system always can be recovered by means of (6.5a), (6.5b) and (6.5c).

Therefore, if the updating recurrences (6.6) of the submodels are tractable the whole system has a

tractable implementation (depending, of course, on the number of submodels considered).

6.1.3 Dynamic Linear Recursive Model.

A dynamic linear recursive models is simply a dynamic recursive model (6.4), such that each submodel

is a DLMR. Therefore, according to the previous results, its implementation is straightforward; it is

only necessary to implement in parallel the defining submodels. This can be accomplished by means of

any of the algorithms discussed in Chapter 4, in particular, the implementation via the sweep operator

is recommended in view of its simplicity and versatility.

Let us consider an example in which all submodels are univariate DLM's; a dynamic version of the

fully recursive model (Zenner, 1971, p. 250). The assumptions of the model are as follows.

Observation:

ykt = 4t §4ct + ekt ,	 ekt ••••• N(0, vkt cd),	 k = 1,	 , m ,	 (6.7a)

pokt IYIk+1) ) =	
P(Ykt	 I

where
I	 I (k):

akt
__ 	 xkt),

= (-4(:)1,

(k) ——Et	 (Ytt • • • Y(k-1)t);	 = (xit, • • • , Xpk ))

(k)i_ict1 	 = Okit , • • • , k(k —1)t)	 = (O lt, • • • 3 ePkt)3

and the errors ekt (k = 1,..., m) are independent given cr21 = (crf, . . . ,

Evolution:

§-kt = Gkeiko-1) +Lkt Lid — N(Q, Wict),
	 (6.7b)

where the noises f (k = 1, . , m) are independent given cr2.

Prior:

N(7141 , (t_i ) , ck (t-i ) ),	 azt 	r-1(14(t-1),	 k = 1, . , m ,	 (6.7c)

where (ti) (lc = 1, ..., m) are independent given g? and a il are also mutually independent.
(k)In the context of simultaneaous equation econometric models the parameters akt are referred to as

the coefficients of the endogenous variables. In particular, taking Gkt = I,vkt = 1 and Wm = 0 for

all k and t the model becomes the standard, static, fully recursive model. The dynamic model (6.7)
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I 0
has the usual advantages over its static counterpart, for instance, taking Gict = [

	

] 
and Wkt

0 Ilict
non-zero in the evolution equations (6.7b) allows for steady time varying endogenous coefficients and

provides a flexible model.

The analysis for a dynamic linear model is, in many respects, analogous to that of the DLMR, for

instance, long-term predictions can be achieved following the corresponding procedure (see Section 3.2)

for each submodel. However, there are certain aspects that require special attention, e.g. marginal

predictive densities and missing observations. Although there is a closed form for the joint predictive

density (6.5b), this is not the case in general for the marginal predictive densities. Missing observations

can be handled in a tractable way when they conform to the partial order induced by the dependency

among the observables (see formula 6.4a); this aspect is discussed in Section 6.2.

The dynamic linear recursive model provides a powerful environment for modelling multivariate time

series and yet its analysis is surprisingly simple. Nevertheless, the analysis depends on the partial order

induced by the dependency among the observables, and therefore in a real situation this order has to

be chosen with great care. For this purpose, it is useful to have in mind the particular characteristics of

the time series, e.g. considerations regarding causality between the observables may suggest a suitable

order.

6.2 EXAMPLE: HIERARCHICAL MISSING OBSERVATIONS.

The densities of the defining submodels in the right-hand side of (6.4a) induce a partial order between

the ykt is of the dynamic recursive model as follows. We say that yfit is a successor of Vat if and only

if yat appears in the density of yfit. Furthermore, yst is a descendant of Vat either directly (if yst is

a successor of Vat) or by transitivity. This construction is completely analogous to that of influence

diagrams, see for example Barlow (1986) and references therein.

Let us suppose that for any time t, the missing observations conform to the above partial order, i.e.

if an observation of a given submodel is missing then necessarily all its descendants are also missing.

With these assumptions and keeping in mind the updating procedure for the dynamic recursive model

it follows that the missing observations can be handled via the submodels in the usual trivial way; the

corresponding posteriors are merely equal to their priors. This is not just an academic result; a major

reason for considering a dynamic recursive model is when the data of a time series of interest is sparse,

but the data of a related time series is not. Thus, the information can be transferred from the latter

time series to the first by means of a dynamic recursive model. The following simple example illustrates

this procedure.

6.2.1 Model.

For convenience we entertain a static linear recursive model, its dynamic extension is easily appreci-

ated.
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r = [o 1
0	 o	

0	 ,	 4 . [1, t],
1

i —121 —731
Ytt = [YU, YU, Y3t11

where

Observation:

	

yit=---- 911 + 012t + ell,	 eu — N(0, cy?),	 (6.8a)

	

Y2t =---- 121 Ylt —I— 021 + e2t,	 e2t ''-' N(0, (73),	 (6.8b)

	

Y9t = -mini + 031 + e 3 ,	 est '-' N (0, cr3).
	 (6.8c)

Evolution: none.

Prior: vague (see Subsection 4.1.4 and Section 7.1).

The above model represents a time series y it with a linear trend, and two time series y2t and Y3t

related with the former in a familiar, linear form. The partial order induced by 6.8 is very simple: yit

has two descendants, Y2t and y3t. Furthermore, we assume that the missing data hierarchy conforms

to this order, i.e. y2t and/or yst may be missing at any given time, but we cannot observe either y2t or

y3t when yit is missing.

6.2.2 Artificial Data.

A random sample of model (6.8) was simulated for t = 1, 2, ..., 30 using the setting,

011i = 2,	 012 = .2,

721 = 1.5,	 021 = 1,	 ai = 1.5,

131 = 2,	 031 == 2,	 crg == 2.

Moreover, observations of the second and third time series were missing with probabilities g- and 1

respectively. This data is shown in Table 6.1

6.2.3 Analysis.

The observational equation (6.8) can be rewritten in the so-called structural form,

• i
2	 e,

cri 
= ...r

3, (6.9a)

(6.9b)

(6.9c)

V r -- _txs e+ _tei,—t 11 — N(Q, A2), (6.10)

[oil 021 031e =	 = kit, eat, est]012 0	 0 i	 4
'

The reduced form (Zellner, 1971) corresponding to (6.10) is,

y't = 41-1 + §4,

and A = diag(cri , cr2 , (73).
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1
2 . 3.7927E 1
1 • c	 f• :7:92 0 7'

3 • i7 0 7' 7 0 9.c9=.526
3.7S3272 4

753 1 651 Ci 0
3.37933 9.:50556 6

5.617q7:7 0 12.94539

3.77 58 1 c,
3.423232

0 0
0

8
9

4.129172 0 9.9c9--'34 10
. T19503 7.489043 8 .167546 11

4.122 =153 0 0 12
3	 73 0 c: 11 0 7.325254 1?
5. r_)=.22:9

4	 3941
. 0 -'433E,

7.150683
15.01

10.7:76q4 15

3.484249 5.307671 0 1.6
B.c.709ct7 14.32003 15.75046 17
3. 939q57 0 10 . 4E:379 18
.5.76q405 0 16.43932 19
5.361767 0 11.6875 20
7. 571926 0 0
E.. 619864 0 17.3816 22

8.041594 0 0 23
7.027:859 Cl
c:.c.671q6 0
s.1q18 11	 18707 0 2E.

6 . E31T29 0 15. 70309 27

c;.8s446C 0 0 8
6.79=7,7,83 0 14.08167 29
2.22799 13.63449 18 . 62	 76 30

Table 6.1 Artificial Data

1 112 131
ri =	 and	 = [o i.	 o .

	

00	 1

Equation (6.11) is merely a convenient representation of (6.4a). Notice that the joint distribution of II

and f2is implicitly given by the joint distribution of e, r-- 1 and 6.2 . Hence, all the necessary information

for making inferences about II and/or f given the data is contained in the posterior distributions of

the parameters corresponding to each submodel.

Suppose, for instance, that we are interested in the correlations /3 12 , p 13 , p23 associated with	 Then,

it follows from (6.11) that,

'721	 '731 
P12 = 22	 1	 P13 = 2-

031 + a3)	
and P23 = P12P13)

t'721 a2) 2

where

(6.12)
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where a2 ci and as = 4. Therefore, in principle, all that we need is the joint posterior density of

'72 1 3 731; al, 0.3 and (73 which is given by,

rs- 1 (14, 01),
	 (6.13a)

721	 N(rn2i, c210 .3),	 r--1(02, ;32),
	 (6.13b)

'731 Mr12313 C3101),	 r- 1 (03 , 03),	 (6.13c)

where 3 1 = 24.88, dI = 30,89 = 19.37, d2 = 9, .83 = 38.63, d3 = 18, m21 == 1.679, c21 = .0339, m31 =

1.992, c3i = .0206. Unfortunately, the posterior distributions of the correlations are extremely complex;

they cannot be expressed in closed form. Nevertheless, plug-in estimates using unit correction factors

are easily obtainable, P12 = .721, is = .778 and p23 = .561 (the actual values are p12 = .728, Pis = .775

and p23 = .564).

Furthermore, simulation techniques may be employed for approximating other quantities of interest

(see Appendix A6.1) such as the mean and the probability that a correlation lies in a neighborhood

around its plug-in estimate, etc. We report the results of a simulation of size 2500. This assures an error

standard deviation of less than one percent when approximating probabilities; see (A6.1.3). The approx-

imated means were E P12 = .697, E pi3 = .766 and E p23 = .536 and the approximated probabilities were

P(IPiz — < .1) = :3588, P(I p i3 — &at < .1) = .508 and P( —IP2s P231 <.1) = 3388. As a reference,

the following quantities were also approximated, E a 2 = 3.286(3.336), E a3 = 2.899(2.911), P (.549 <

a2 (.9 1/4)(82 /c/2) < 1.958) = .748(.75) and P(.617 < a3 (3 1 /4)(83/d3 ) < 1.654) = .7548(.75) (the

theoretical values appear between parenthesis).

These simulation results show that the plug-in based estimates were very accurate compared to the

simulated means. In addition, the example illustrates how the simulation techniques of Appendix A6.1

can be combined with plug-in estimates in order to provide not only point estimates, but also good

approximations of the concentration of the probability around them.

6.3 DYNAMIC SCALE VARIANCE.

In this section we consider multivariate dynamic linear model with varying observational variance-

covariance structure.

The simple bivariate DWMR model,

YzIt = [9 1, 021t + [ e l, cals,	 [el, e21t	 N((0,0), E),

[0 1,92]t	 g[91, 82]t-1 + [A, f2it,	 /24	 N((o,	 wE),

[

91(t-1) 92(t_ z) 1
a

	

1 i 	 U12	 no Nw— Lar/11 , M2It-1, Ct-lSt-1, dt-1)•

	

4721	 tT22

(6.14a)

(6.14b)

(6.14c)
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can be decomposed into the following univariate submodels:

Submodel 1:

Yu = Olt + eit,	 eit ,--, N(0, crii), 	 (6.15a)

Oit = 99 1(t-i)+ fit,	 fit ~ N(0, wail))	 (6.15b)

[0 1 (t-i)] ,....,Nw- T1(....„_
in b et-0110-0,4-i);	 (6.15c)C11

Submodel 2:

Y2t = 02 It ± Ylt er1211t + e21111	 ealit ", N(0,02211)) 	 (6.16a)

I• 0211 ] =
L ai213. t [ g 01 ] { cr0,2211, 1 i t_ i ± [ 12(d t' [f201 1 ''' N ({ 0°1 9 { tC	 VI 13 0 1 Cr2211) 	 9t

(6.16b)

[ hilt I	 —1cp.	 -misii(712111 ,-- NW-1 ( { rn'
812211 it— [ —8 - M

1 i
	

]	 32211(t-i), dt-i + 1) .	 (6.16c)
s 1-11	 t-11 1	 19	 11 a2211

Where the quantities in (6.16) are defined in accordance with the notation of Appendix A6.2, i.e.

crizjit = 01211 = 'LL2-ci , j 92111 = 02t — e1t71211, 02211. = 0 22 - anal* , e2lit = e2t — e 12er1211; f2ilt ----

f2t - .fit anp., etc.

It is clear from (6.15, 6.16) that the bivariate DWMR model (6.14) can be written as a dynamic

linear recursive model. However, as a dynamic linear recursive model it has special characteristics.

Firstly, the coefficient criat = ucr-12-ii in (6.16) is static. Secondly, for implementation purposes, model

(6.15) is redundant in the presence of (6.16), i.e. it is only necessary to implement the latter model.

In particular the prior hyperparameters in (6.15c) are functions of the hyperparameters appearing in

(6.16c). This relationship between the reduced form (6.14) and the recursive form (6.15, 6.16) suggests

that the dynamic linear recursive model can be thought of as an extension of DLMR's with dynamic

observational variance; see for example the form of CI in (6.11). Conversely, a DLMR with dynamic

scale variance, in a sense yet to be specified, could be a simple alternative to certain dynamic linear

recursive models. In the rest of this section we explore these ideas in more detail.

6.3.1 Dynamic Stepwise Regression.

The DLMR model (3.5) can be rewritten, using the notation of Subsection 4.2.2 and Appendices

A3.2, A6.2, in the following recursive form:

Submodel 1:

Y. = Xte .lt + E.it,	 Eat ,--, N(0,Vt, En.),	 (6.17a)

e.it ----Gte.2(t-1)+Fm,	 Fdt - N(0, wt, En.),	 (6.17b)

	

] - NW-1 (m.i (t-1 ) ,G-1,sigt-i ) ,dt-o;	 (6.170
En
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Y1tE121.1t + E1211,	 E.21.1t --, N(0,Vt, E221.1))	 (6.18a)

± 11.2I.1	 ,
t-1	 0 it {

F.21. 1 1 , , , N agi , [Wot
0 t

0

0 ] 3 E221.1) 1

(6.18b)

[

0.21.1
E121.1
E221•1 t-1

Where

- NW-1 GMS1.2211:1112-1' [
C1.1

- '9 ill M.11

Submodel 2:

Y.2t = Xt e .21.1t +

[ 0.21.11 _ rot 01 fe.21.1
I.	

1
E121.1 it	 i 0	 I] L E121.1 j

-M.i STil I , 'J,2410-11;4-1 1- TO . (6.18c)si-ii	 t-i.

E121.1t = E121.1 = E111E12,
	 e.2 1 .it = €1 .2t -eatE121.3.,	 E221.1 = E22 - E21E121.1)

E•21.1 = E.2t - E.1tE121.1,
	

F.2 1 .it -,--.F.21.it -F.itE121.1,	 etc.

The above result may be verified as follows. Equation (6.17a) and (6.18a) are simply another way of

writing (3.5a), and their independence follows since

-EI121.11

	

N(0, vt, [ Ey 	 0
E /

[E.	 . .	 0 .....,1 , E 21dt = [Ed, .2]t[ I•

	

IV	 E221.1

Similarly, (6.17b) and (6.18b) are equivalent to (3.5b), and [F. i , F.21.11t - N(0 , Wt,[%1 E(2)21.11)•

Finally, result (A6.2.2b) implies that the prior (3.5c) can be decomposed into (6.17c) and (6.18c) and

these priors are independent.

The implementation of the DLMR (3.5), according to (6.5) and (6.6) can be done via models (6.17) and

(6.18). However, for this particular recursive model, the parallel implementation of (6.17) is redundant.

Note the observational and evolution hyperparameters Xt , Vt , Gt and We are implicit in (6.18a) and

(6.18b), and more importantly, the prior (and posterior) hyperparameters of model (6.17) always can

be recovered from those of (6.18) via the sweep operation (A6.2.2c). The decomposition of (3.5) into

(6.17) and (6.18) is valid for any partition of Yt , thus the procedure for switching from one representation

to another can be seen as a Bayesian (semi)dynamic counterpart of stepwise regression (see Appendix

4). Therefore, recalling that sweep operations are reflexive and order independent (see Appendix 4.1),

(A6.2.2c) provides an effective procedure for including/excluding dependent variables as independent

variables.

Applying decomposition (6.17, 6.18) repeatedly a fully recursive form of the DLMR is obtained.

Thus, following the method described in Section 2, hierarchical missing data problems can be handled

relatively easily. This method generalizes even in the static case, the procedure suggested by Chen

(1986).

6.3.2 Discount Method.

A simple alternative already mentioned to certain dynamic recursive models is a DLMR with a

dynamic scale variance. In the univariate case, the discount method provides a simple and natural way
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for simulating a random walk type of evolution for 02 (Harrison and West, 1986). A straightforward

multivariate generalization is characterized in terms of the distribution of E t as follows.

Evolution:

Et •-• W-1 (S , di)-
	 (6.19)

where 57 = fiSt _ 1 , d; = )64_ 1 , Et _ 1 •••, W-1 (St _ i , dt _ / ) and /5' is a discount factor representing a loss

of 100(r 1 — 1)% of the information about Et _ 1 in evolving to E. The distribution (6.19) represents

our beliefs about Et before observing Y. Thus, the updating recurrences induced by (6.19) is simply

(3.10) after replacing St-1, dt-1 by ,57, dl.

Doubts have been expressed (Dempster and Carlin, 1985) about the genuine Bayesian nature of

discount methods in general. Nevertheless, discount methods produce a well defined joint distribution

P(K) P(Y2i Yi) • • • P(Yt (Y, • - • , Yt-1) for Yi, 1r23 ...,Y. Therefore, regarding the observables, discount

methods are clearly coherent. Of course, completely arbitrary coherent procedures can also be defined;

which brings us to the question of how can they be judged. A pragmatic answer is in terms of their

predictive ability.

6.4 EXAMPLE: EXCHANGE RATE DYNAMICS.

We present here an application of the DWMR with a dynamic scale variance for modelling exchange

rate dynamics. An abridged version may be found in Quintana and West (1986). This example il-

lustrates the case, mentioned in Chapter 1, in which practical decision problems depend on the joint

contemporaneous variation of the time series, and a main goal of the analysis is to learn about the

unknown structure of such joint variation. This situation arises typically in relation to the spread of

risk in investments, as in the design of optimal portfolios and motivates the analysis of the structure

across several similar time series of price data; see, for example, Granger (1972).

6.4.1 Exchange rate Models.

The time series analysed are the exchange rates taken from the CSO macro-economic time series

data bank. The time period studied is from January 1975 to August 1984 inclusive. Monthly exchange

rates of the US dollar, the Deutschmark, the Japanese yen, the French franc, the Italian lira, and the

Canadian dollar were considered, all relative to the British pound. This series plotted in log scale and

standarized at the beginning of the time period for easy visual comparison, is shown in Figure 6.1. An

important feature of this series is that the exchange rate policies, generally speaking, of the countries

involved were flexible.

First, a DWMR of the form given by (3.31) is employed for modelling the series plotted in Figure

6.1, namely the shifted natural logarithms of the exchange rates. The logarithmic transformation is a

conventional choice for analysing prices (Taylor, 1980; Fama,1965). The cosmetic shift is irrelevant to

the study because it is equivalent to a change of monetary units at the beginning of the time period.
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Y = tYrt, • • • , Yet],—t

016

(1,0Y,

926 I t
16]

0.66

Our basic DWMR model setting is:

[1.
Gt 0 1] •

Thus, each time series is marginally modelled by means of a dynamic linear trend with its own pair

of time varying regression parameters. As usual, the contemporaneous variance covariance structure of

the multivariate time series is essentially described by the system scale variance.

Several models can be accommodated in our basic DWMR depending on the setting of the driving

parameters Vt ,Wt (and the prior hyperparameters Af0 , Co, So, do ). Two such cases follows:

(a) The naive, standard, multivariate regression with linear trend, reparameterized by means of a

deterministic time variant parameter,

=	 +	 E),	 (6.20a)

= P-1(t-1)	 62-2)

	 (6.2013)

(with a vague prior) corresponds to the basic DWMR. The correspondence is given by EYe = [ B it , f2i,

vt 1,W --= o (for all t) and Mo = 0, Co =	 So = e/ and do = c where c —+ 0+.

(b) The multivariate logarithmic discrete time version of the Brownian motion (Wiener process) model,

proposed and studied in the pioneering work of Bachelier(1900),

4-1 ± Lit , 	Lit	 E),
	 (6.21)

(with a vague prior) corresponds to the basic DWMR. The correspondence is given by eit
[1. o	 ri co _1	

=	 I

and = Olt with the setting vt = 0, Wt = 0 0 ' M° = °' C° = [0 0 .1 	' = EI' = €*

It is not difficult to see that generally the basic DWMR provides, depending on the choice of the

hyperparameters, dynamic contenders for the trend random walk controversy; several points of view

regarding this controversy may be found in Cootner (1964). The discrimination between (a finite

number of) such rival models may be achieved by means of the multi-process models class I of Chapter

3. However, practical difficulties may arise depending on the dimension of mt (and of course, on the

number of rival models). Some further discussion of this appears in later subsections.

6.4.2 Principal Components.

Principal component analysis of E requires, in principle, posterior distributions at each t for the

eigenvalues/vectors of E. When E has an inverted Wishart distribution, these posteriors are extremely
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difficult to work with. We restrict ourselves therefore, to consideration of point estimates of E over

time. Proceeding as in Subsection 5.2.4 to estimate principal components, the value of the plug-in

estimator of t given by (5.30) may be substituted into the defining equations,

E = PAP'	 and Pi P = I,	 (6.22)

in order to deduce estimates of the eigenvalues, forming the diagonal matrix A, and of the orthonormal

eigenvectors, forming the columns of P. By convention we order the eigenvalues in decreasing order.

For an initial illustration we report some features of the analysis in which vt = 1, So =	 do = = 10-5

and

wt	
{ .01	 0	 ,...,	 e-1 0

=	 =Lito .01]	 [ o	 o

This, rather arbitrarily chosen, model allows for time variation in both level and growth parameters of

the linear trend components, with magnitudes of such changes determined by W. Having processed all

the 116 observations some features of the estimate t at time 116 are evident in the first three principal

components shown in Table 6.2.

(1) (2) (3)

U.S.A. : 0.364 —0.555 0.010

Germany : 0.398 0.210 -0.367

Japan : 0.443 0.417 0.783
France : 0.454 0.241 -0.256

Italy : 0.387 0.189 -0.408

Canada : 0.397 -0.622 0.094
% variation : 65.6 14.6 12.0

Table 6.2 Weights of currencies in first 3 prin-

cipal components

The first, dominant, component gives roughly equal weights to the six currencies, and thus represents

an average performance index relative to the British pound; the resulting linear combination is a

contender for a basket of currencies as a measure of Sterling value on international exchanges. In fact,

after a renormalization this index virtually reproduces the exchange rate index as computed by the

Bank of England. This is shown in Figure 6.3. The second component weights the E.E.C. countries

roughly equally, adds in the Yen at about twice the weight, and contrasts this E.E.C.Papan aggregate

with an average U.S.A./Canada index. The third component drops out the North American countries,
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contrasting Japan with an average E.E.C. index. Time variation in the relative well-being of the three

American/European/Japanese sectors be seen from the plot of the first three principal components,

(using the final estimates in Table 1) over time. This is Figure 6.2.

6.4.3 Model Assessment.

Formal assessment of predictive performance of models using the cumulative product of observed one-

step predictive densities can be applied to the entire multivariate model. For simplicity and economy,

however, we assess models on the basis of forecasting performance on the univariate series obtained

using the first principal component with weights as in Table 6.2. Since this component accounts for

over 65% of total variation, predictive performance on this series should carry through to the original

series. From (3.31) and (3.25) it is clear that any linear combination of the component series follows

a simple univariate linear trend DLM. Within this single class of models, it is then easy to assess

predictive performance using predictive densities.

Initially, the static linear trend (SLT) and random walk (RW) models, both as described in Subsection

6.4.1, may be compared using the Bayes' factor. The SLT is rapidly rejected in favor of RW which

performs consistently better yielding a final cumulative Bayes' factor with a value of exp(189.2). A

similar study of the entire multivariate series confirms this message coming from the first principal

component. A further class of models of interest are those in which vt = v,

[ wil	 01,Wt = 0 w22 

and v+ ton+ w22 = 1.02 for all t. The latter constraint is for iclentifiability; a common factor in v and W

is absorbed in E. Using similar, relatively vague priors, in such models for the first principal component

series above, it turns out that predictive performanro is optimized by RW-like models (v = 0), and in

particular with models close to that with v = 0 and wn = 1, w22 = .02. The one-step forecasts of

this particular model appear in Figure 6.4. Its performance can be seen, in comparison with the initial

model in example, in the plots of forecast residuals shown in Figure 6.5.

6.4.4 Dynamic Scale Variance.

There has been considerable discussion amongst financial time series modellers about the suggestion

that series such as ours have variances that are essentially infinite. This has led, for example, to the use

of stable distributions as alternatives to normality (Fama, 1985). It is absolutely clear, however, that

such contentions depend entirely on the models used and within in which the variances have meaning.

Use of an inflexible, static time series or regression models can easily lead to significant over-estimation

of observational variances that may lead some investigators to suspect an infinite variance when, in

fact, the fault lies elsewhere in the model. Harrison and West (1986) discuss such issues. Alternatively,

if the structural form of the model is generally adequate, large variance estimates may derive from

the assumption that observational variances are constant whereas, in fact, they are subject to change

over time in a deterministic or stochastic manner. Such time dependent variances, and covariances
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between series that change to reflect the changes in relationships over time, are not uncommon in

economic and commercial applications (Harrison and West, 1986; Granger, 1972). In many cases, purely

stochastic variation is evident and, often, a model allowing for slow, random changes in variances and

covariances can adequately capture the important features of any structural changes and also allows for

minor modelling errors. A simple and natural approach used here is the discount method discussed in

Subsection 6.3.2.

The model chosen in Subsection 6.4.1 as optimal for the exchange rate series with constant E is re-

examined and compared with an alternative in which the only difference is the use of a discount factor

p .95 rather than fi = 1. The overwhelming weight of evidence in favor of the dynamic variance

model is evident in the Hayes' factor for fl = .95 versus 13 = 1, calculated overtime and plotted, on a

logarithmic scale in Figure 6.6. Note that this is based on predictive densities for the full multivariate

series rather than just the first principal component since that is no longer assumed stable over time in

the dynamic model. The estimated t t at time t = 116 from the dynamic scale variance model has the

first three principal components given in Table 6.3.

(1) (2) (3)

U.S.A. 0.228 -0.656 -0.122

Germany 0.457 0.269 -0.323

Japan 0.483 0.016 0.870

France 0.517 0.211 -0.273

Italy 0.433 0.135 -0.180

Canada 0.226 -0.658 -0.115

% variation 62.8 23.6 9.7

Table 6.3 Weights of currencies in first 3 princi-

pal components at time t = 116: dynamic scale

variance model

The general features are similar to those in Subsection 6.3.2. There are, however, clear changes

reflecting the need for a time varying E t to adapt to changing economic relationships over the period

of the data. Firstly, U.S.A. and Canada receive reduced weights in the basket of currencies provided

by the first component, and in tandem the contrast between these two and the E.E.C. given in the

second component has greater significance. Secondly, Japan is dropped from the second component,

the relationship between Japan and North America coming in the third component where the latter are
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SIT 11	 t )
5 321.1t, d; + 4.1)

-IvfASIT1

[
50.9

= 1.21
-82.9

1.21 -82.9
.194 -1.76

-1.76 138.4

and ci: + q. 1 = 19.95.

now grouped with the E.E.C.

The time variant nature of E is noticeable in the sequential estimates at 6 months intervals, of the

first three eigenvalues plotted in Figure 6.7.

6.4.5 Contemporaneous Conditional Form.

What-if questions such as: what would be the distribution of y2t (Germany), y3t (Japan) and y6t

(Canada) for a given yit (U.S.A.) at, say, t = 117? can be resolved directly by means of (4.15-4.16).

Alternatively, a decomposition analogous to 6.17-6.18 can be employed. This latter approach not only

provides a familiar parametric representation (and interpretation) but also allows for an analysis of the

possible consequences before the actual yit is observed. Let us continue with the above example. We

can identify re in (3.5a) with [jut, Y2t, Y3t , Y6tI• Thus, the relevant parameters et,E, before observing

It (t = 117), are distributed as

,--.NW-(M;,C7,4,4),
[Eett 1

1

where,
Ile _[.599

t - .0127
.00723

[s* _ .00140
t - 1)0026483

.390
.00253
.00140
.00838
:0000516368

.808
.00876
.00283
.00568
:0001 210984

.325
.00908

.0064
.00136
:0000722834

' CT =

and d;

[1.15	 .152]
.152	 .172	 )

= 18.95.

In accordance with (A6.2.2), the parameters appearing in (6.18b), associated with Yi.t = Yit and

Y2.t = (Y2t) yet, yet), are distributed as,

	

[ 43.2 1 .1	 -

	

E121.
1.11	

- NW-1 (rf**21.1 I [	
c1.1

	

E221 . 1 	 t'_-sti-Im-i.i.t

where

[m.*21.1
it

=
[.273

.00 00587
.573

.00377
.205

-.0022
Si21.1 .194 .398 .886

r	 c.	 _Afi szci 1id
L_SIT 1 m".1	 sIci j

.00811 .00513 .000122
S 211t = [ .00513 .00998 .000336

.000122 .000336 .00156

Inferences contional on yit can be made now via (6.18a). This means that for a rise of one unit in the

American index increments of .194, .398 and .886 are expected in the German, Japanese and Canadian

indices respectively, etc.
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APPENDIX A6.1.

SIMULATION.

Bayesian analysis usually deals with random quantities of interest such as (functions of) unknown

parameters and future observations for which there are simple procedures for generating random de-

viates, whereas their distributions are analytically intractable. The analysis of Section 2 is a typical

example; all that we need in order to obtain a random sample of correlations are algorithms for gener-

ating deviates of normal and gamma random variables, and there are plenty of them. For generating

normal deviates we may follow Marsaglia and Bray (1964):

(1) Generate a pair of uniform deviates u 1 and u2.

(2) Compute yi = 2u 1 — 1, y2 = 2u2 — 1, s = 0+ yl.

(3) If s > 1 then reject the pair yi , y2 and goto step (1), otherwise compute w = (-2 a'Du) and

accept x 1 = wyl and x2 = wy2 as independent N(0,1) deviates.

Similarly, for generating gamma deviates with shape parameter a > 1 (the usual case) we may follow

Quintana (1985):

(1) Generate a pair of uniform deviates u 1 and u2.

(2) Compute z = — log ui.

(3) If (a — 1)(1 — z + log z) < log u2 then reject z and goto step (1), otherwise accept x = az as

r(a, 1) deviate.

In fact, using these two algorithms it is possible to generate matrix-normal inverted-Wishart deviates.

This may be shown (and implemented) by induction with the aid of result (A6.2.2b).

A common solution, when a sample generating algorithm is feasible, is to infer the properties of a

distribution from the corresponding properties of a large, artificially generated random sample. In the

rest of the appendix we discuss a Bayesian justification of this technique.

Let x be the random variable (scalar, vector or matrix) of interest and, as an illustration, let us

suppose that we want to approximate the probability that x is in a subset A. The indicator variable

z = (x E A) follows a Bernoulli(0) where 0 is the desired, unknown probability. Therefore, following

the standard Bayesian conjugate analysis (De Groot, 1970, P. 160),

0 .--. B(a, fi)	 implies Biz ,-, B(aL, /30,	 (A6.1.1)

where B denotes the beta distribution, z' = [z1 , ... , z„j is a random sample of size n from the Bernoulli,
n

a, = a + n2, fi, = # + n(1 — 2), and 2 denotes the sample mean niE zi . Furthermore,
i=1

E 0 — ai and VAR 0 = 	 (A8.1.2)
e la	 a.: + fix	 elL	 (ax +,802 (a: + igx + 1)•

Since we can be sampling virtually as much as we want the likelihood will dominate the prior. When

using a vague prior a --4 0„8 —n 0 equations (A6.1.2) result in,
2(1-2)	 1 

E 0 = 2	 and VAR —	 <	 (A6.1.3)
011	 0IE	 n + 1 — 4(n + 1) •
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Thus, 2 is an estimate of 8 and we can choose in advance the sample size in order to assure a desired

precision.

The partition of the sample space in the above discussion is very simple: {A, Al. When the prob-

abilities of interest correspond to a finite partition {A i } (i = 1, ..., n), the above Bernoulli-beta model

may be extended to the standard multinomial-Diric.hlet (De Groot, 1970, p. 174). Here the desired, un-

known probabilities are 8i with associated prior Dirichlet parameters ai (i.e. p(8 1 ,	 , On) OC 119i-1)

i=1

and indicator variables zi = (x E Ai). Several partitions can be embedded consistently by collapsing

the corresponding components. For instance, consider two partitions {Ai } (i = 1, ..., n), {.13;} (j =

1, ..., m) and the refinement {Cii } where Cii = Ai Bi . Then a multinomial-Dirichlet model defined on

{CO (0ii ,aii,zi;) induces multinomial-Dirichlet models on {A i } (8i , ai , zi ) and {Bi )	 zi), where

8i =	 O =	 ai = Eaii, ai = Eaii , and zi =	 = Ezii . Furthermore,
i=1
	

1=1	 .7.=1	 i=1	 3=1	 1=1

multinomial-Dirichlet models corresponding to any finite partitions can be embedded consistently in a

Dirichlet process model. In addition, other quantities of interest can be approximated, for instance, it

can be shown that, assuming vague prior information, the best estimator with square error loss of the

mean of a function of x is the corresponding sample mean, the details can be found in Ferguson (1973).

Monte Carlo integration and simulation techniques in particular have been criticized in O'Hagan

(1986). The main objection is that Monte Carlo ignores information contained in the sample itself and

therefore it wastes available information. However, for large samples this objection seems rather weak.
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The parameters are defined by the counterpart of (A6.2.2a),

1

 C
-M.11
-M12

M.
S11
S21

M.2
S12
522

4-+
C1.1

-1W21.1

SC/1
Snl

-S121.1

M.21.1
512I.1
S221.1

• (A6.2.2c)

APPENDIX A6.2.

DISTRIBUTION OF SWEEP MATRICES.

We present here two results concerning the distribution of swept matrices which provide the basis for

dynamic stepwise regression. We follow, naturally, the notation of Appendices A3.2 and A4.1.

The first result characterizes the inverted-Wishart distribution by way of a sweeping operation,

	

{
Ell E 12	 { E 1-11	 E121.1

	

E21 E22	 -E1121.1 E221.1 3

stating that,

(A6.2. la)

E W-1 (S, d)	 if and only if

Eril 4-* En W-1 (S1-11 d)	 and, independently,	 (A6.2.1b)

[
E121.1
E221.1	

NW-1(5121.1) SI-11 9 S221.11 d 9.1)•

The parameters are defined by the counterpart of (A6.2.1a),

	

[ 511 S12	 {Si'i 	 5121.1

	

S21 S22	
(A6.2.10

-S121.1 S221.1

and q. is the order of the pivoting matrix E11. The derivation of this result may be found in Dempster

(1969, p. 297-298) and in Box and Tiao (1973, p. 461).

The second result generalizes the first to the matrix-normal inverted-Wishart distribution, which is

characterized via,

(A6.2.2a)

We have

[
Ee ] Nw--1(m,c,S,d)	 if and only if

I

e.i 0.2 J	 f-8.1E-,1 0.21.1
Ell E12 4---°' 	 E1-1.1	 E121.1
E21 E22J	 I. -E1121.1	 E221.1

- NW-1 (mA, c, si i, d)	 and, independently,

g 1 r	 C1. 1	-M.1 STJ.1
rEe1.2211.11] NW-1 (

51221.1.1 sn1 , 5221.1, d + 4.1)
E221.1

(A6.2.2b)

Identifying [ 8 ] in (A6.2.2b) with {,212.1	 (A6.2.1a) it is clear that, for d (in A6.2.2b) greater than
E

21.1
the order of C, result (A6.2.1b) implies (A6.2.213) since, given M,C and S,

C C-1	

Cy-1M 1
-M' S	 M'C-1 S + M'C-1M (A6.2.3)
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and the matrix in the right-hand side of (A6.2.3) is positive definite. Furthermore (A6.2.2b) can be

derived directly (for any d> 0), following an analogous pattern of the proof of (A6.2.1b) found in Box

and Tiao (1973, p. 462). The derivation is not difficult but it is rather cumbersome and it does not

provide any further insight, hence it is omitted.

It is important to note that we have assumed implicitly that the distributions are non-singular.

However, we can overcome this problem proceeding sequentially as usual.
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CHAPTER 7

MODELLING ASPECTS

This chapter concerns various modelling aspects of the DWMR and some special models contained

within the general case. The setting of vague priors is discussed in Section 6.1. The use of two

very important multivariate transformations, logarithmic and logarithmic ratio, is examined in Section

6.2. Finally, Section 6.3 deals with alternative but equivalent reformulations of the DLMR: perfect

observations, colored observation errors, colored evolution noises, correlated noise and error, fixed-lag

smoothing and prediction, differencing series and transfer response functions.

7.1 VAGUE PRIORS.

A characteristic of the Bayesian approach is that the prior provides a means of incorporating valuable

information. The setting of the initial distribution of the parameters in a DLMR is far from trivial;

however, the methods of Dickey, Dawid and Kadane (1986) may be helpful. Nevertheless, there are

situations in which the information about the parameters at time t = 0 is vague, or we want, for

convenience, to perform the analysis as if this were the case. Equations (3.7c) and (3.9) represent the

changes in the hyperparameters as the information about et and E increases by observing Yt, and

they suggest the following limiting values for the inverse process: C0-1 —+ 0, So —n 0, do 0 and, say,

Mo = 0. This effect can be achieved by setting Mo = 0, Co = e-1 /, So = eI and do = e —n 0. Notice

that, in practice, the recurrences ( 3.7c) and (3.9) or alternatively the pivoting transformation (4.10)

still can be performed by setting e equal to a small positive value, say the square root of the particular

machine precision.

Vague priors of the type mentioned above provide a Bayesian interpretation of several non-Bayesian

results. This is discussed in Subsection 4.1.4. Other starting values for do are possible, for instance, a

procedure based on Jeffreys' rule yields do = —q + 1; see Box and Tiao (1973, p. 426). Related to the

use of vague priors is the problem of overfitting. Typically, a vague prior produces null values associated

with St for t = 0, 1, ... ,p and creates an illusion of accurate forecasts when, in fact, it is the effect of

the prior. In consequence, great care is necessary when comparing models with a different number of

regression parameters (p). The previous discussion suggests yet another possible starting value for the

shape parameter: do = —p.

7.2 TRANSFORMATIONS.

It is well known that the scope of applications for linear normal modes is significantly widened by

means of transforming the data. In this section we briefly discuss two very important multivariate

transformations in the context of DWMR models.

7.2.1 Log Transformation.
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This transformation consists of taking the natural (by convention) logarithms of the original series.

This procedure transforms a multivariate time series defined over a high-dimensional positive orthant

into a new time series defined over the corresponding high-dimensional real space, this resulting multi-

variate time series is then modelled via a. DWMR. Thus, the observational distribution of the original

series is implicitly assumed to be a multivariate log-normal distribution (see Press, 1982, p. 148-150).

Moreover, it is clear from (3.25) that any geometric combination of the original series also belongs to the

same class of models and, in addition, the corresponding parameters Xt , Vt , Gt and Wt are invariant.

As a general guide-line we can say that a log transformation is recommended when the series' be-

haviour is better explained in terms of proportions rather than in terms of increments. A typical

example is found in Section 5.2.

7.2.2 Log Ratio Transformation.

The log ratio transformation is intrinsically related to the logarithmic transformation, and consists

of taking natural logarithms of the ratios between each univariate series and a fixed reference series,

i.e. assuming that at = (zit ,	 , zqt ) is the original series and, say zqt is the reference series, then the

transformed series	 = (Yit, • • • , Yqt) is given by,—t

,	 zit	 ,
Yit = Log	 = log zit — log zo,	 j = 1,2,...,q.	 (7.1)

zqt

This procedure transforms a multivariate time series defined over the (q-1)-dimensional positive simplex

into a new time series defined over the (q— 1)-dimensional real space, again, the resulting series is then

modelled via a DWMR. The inverse of the log ratio transformation (7.1) is the logistic transformation,

exp(yit) 
zit—

(yit)	

= 1,	 , q.	 (7.2)

exp 
i=1

This implies that the observational distribution of the original series is a multivariate logistic-normal

distribution. Many of the well-known properties of the logistic-normal distribution, as set out for

example in Aitchison and Shen (1980) may be extended to the dynamic case. The counterpart of (3.25)

is that any standarized geometrical combination of ratios of the original series also belongs to the same

class of models and the parameters Xt , Vt , Gt and Wt are invariant. This shows, in particular, that

the analysis is invariant with respect to the order in which the series components are considered and

therefore the choice of the reference series is irrelevant. Furthermore, switching from one representation

to another can be easily accomplished by means of (3.25). For instance, let wit be the transformed time

series taking zit as the reference series, then t1.41 and 4 are related by,

[0 —1' 1tv =  y
I

An equivalent symmetric transformation (Aitchison, 1983) uses the geometrical mean as a reference

series instead of a particular component. In so doing, the asymmetric constraint in which a particular

(7.3)
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component of the resulting series is identically null is replaced by,

41= 0,	 (7.4)

where s it is the transformed series. This symmetric representation may be obtained from any asymmetric

representation as follows,

1st	 _tiet K := • • • --= K,	 (7.5)

where K = I —	 1'. Again, notice that Xt , Vt , Gt and Wt are invariant.

It is interesting to note that a log ratio DWMR is, in fact, employed in the example of Section 6.4.

Admittedly, the corresponding proportions are forced, rather arbitrarily, to be even at the beginning

of the time period; however, the obvious focus of attention, in that example, is not on the proportions

themselves, but on how they change over time. Moreover, a formula like (7.3) together with (3.25) may

be employed for switching from the model based on the U.K. pound to another based on, say, the U.S.

dollar.

The relationship between the log DWMR and the log ratio DWMR is twofold. First, the relative

ratios of a series modelled via a log ratio DWMR constitute a series implicitly modelled via a log

DWMR. Conversely, the proportions of a series modelled via a log DWMR form a series implicitly

modelled via a log ratio DWMR.

3. SPECIAL MODELS.

Useful dynamic models with particular characteristics represent certain time series more adequately

than the DLMR specified by (3.5); however, these alternative models are, in fact, equivalent to the

DLMR's, i.e. after some manipulation they can be reformulated as DLMR's. Equipped with this rich

stock of models, including mixtures, the field of applications in lirown wide open. These models with

well-known counterparts in DLM's and/or state-space formulations are outlined below.

(a) Perfect Observations.

In this model there is no observation error, so that its observation equation is reduced to,

yt = Xtet•	 (7.6)

Clearly this model is equivalent to a DLMR with Vt = 0. An interesting characteristic of perfect obser-

vation models is that the posterior distributions are always singular. One can come to the conclusion

that since this model is a naive particular case of the DLMR, it should be of little interest; however,

this impression may be misleading as is shown below.

(b) Colored Observation Error.

In this model the assumption of independence of Et over time is replaced by a Markovian equation

Et = DtEt-1 + lit,	 Ht •••• N(0,Vt , E),	 (7.7)
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where Dt is known. For Dt = 0(t = 1, 2, ... ) this model becomes the usual DLMR (3.5). On the other

hand, it can be reformulated as a DLMR with perfect observations by redefining the observation and

evolution equations as,

Yt = [X' Ilt [eAt'
	

(7.8a)

{:}t=[g

ao l rw ol E)
where [ F I

N
H t ".. up] ' L 0 V i t ' ).

01 [e	 + iFi
D t 4_ 1 LI lit'

(7.8b)

(c) Colored Evolution Noise.

This model is the evolutional counterpart of (b). The Markovian evolution for Ft is,

Ft = At Ft — i + B,	 Bt - N(0, Wt , E),	 (7.9)

where At is known. The equivalence with the DLMR can be shown by considering the following

observation and evolution equations,

[ ;: i i

Yt

=

= [Xt , ol

r Aor ;	 : . + 1 1

[ Fet+ t i l

[ et it 1 ]

+Et,

+ { Zil

(7.10a)

(7.10b)

(d) Correlated Noise and Error.

In this model, as its name implies, the assumption of independence of Et and Ft is replaced by

i- F 1	 01 0 1 rw ul E
L E L - N uo .1  LEP v j t ' P

where U is known. This model is essentially (b) with an obvious modification.

(e) Fixed-lag Smoothing and Prediction.

Smoothing and prediction concern the problem of obtaining the distribution of the regression param-

eters conditional on the past and present information. Depending on whether the time interest is past

or future the problem is referred to as smoothing or prediction (Gelb, 1974; Maybeck 1982a). Fixed-lag

smoothing and prediction can be achieved easily by augmenting the regression parameters in order to

include the desired past and/or future regression parameters. For example, suppose that the one-step

ahead and back regression parameters are of interest. The observation and evolution equations are,

Yt = [0,Xt,0][et i+ Et,
et+i	

(7.12a)
et-i

[ 19;t 1i . [0
1 0	 e

et+1	
0 O1	 et:2	 0e1+ 0.
o o Gt+ i	 et	 Ft+i

Fixed-lag observational forecasts may be obtained similarly by regarding the future observations as

observable regression parameters.

(7.11)

(7.12b)
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(f) Differencing Series.

It is a wide spread practice in time series analysis to overcome some difficulties associated with ill-

behaved series by differencing the data. This differencing process can be achieved within the model

itself by considering the DLMR with perfect observations described by the following observation and

evolution equations,

Yt = v , o l [ eYt+t i i ,	 (7.13a)

[ yt 1 = [I z 1 pri_11 ± { Et 1	 (7.13b)
1. et+i .1 	 1. 0 Gt-f-i .1 1. et .1 	 ift-fii •

See, for example, the RW-like models of Subsection 6.4.3. The procedure for higher order differencing

is easily appreciated.

(g) Transfer Response.

Transfer functions model the response to independent variables Z t such as prices, advertising, etc.

This effect is incorporated into a full model via the superposition principle. Transfer response modelling

in the Bayesian forecasting context is discussed in Migon (1984, Chapter 6). A transfer response

component for a DLMR is defined by the observation and evolution equations,

Yt [z,49] {,F+et t i l=	 ,	 (7.14a)

[ et 1 . [Gt zt 1 [ et_11 ± [ 0 1 (7.14b)
i. 0	 / .11. %Pt .1 	 1. Kt+1 .1 '

where Wt is the time varying gain and Kt is its noise. For instance, a trivariate DWMR transfer response

component with an exponential decay factor A is represented by,

[yl, y2, y31t = [01, 02, 93}t,

[	 Olt 02t 03t	 1 =Ztpt } [ 01(t-1)
01 (t+1) 02 (t+ 1) 03 (t+1) 0	 1 Olt

where 0 < A < 1.

82(t_ 1)
itb2t

03(t-1) 1
etb3t
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01
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CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In the preceding chapters the Bayesian forecasting approach has been employed as a means of in-

troducing and developing flexible and tractable multivariate time series models. In so doing, we have

attempted to apply related techniques in an innovative way for solving practical problems. As a close

to the thesis we now discuss our results, and point out topics where further research is required.

The DLMR model is a general, easy to implement, matrix-variate DLM. The DLMR not only provides

an on-line learning procedure for the regression parameters but also for the scale variance matrix.

Moreover, it is a very flexible tool since it inherits the facilities of the conventional DLM: the use of

prior information, construction of complex models via the superposition principle, intervention analysis,

etc.

The row vector DLMR, i.e. the DWMR, is very useful for modelling multivariate time series when

the components can be described by univariate DLM's with a similar structure. In such case, the scale

matrix variance is essentially the observational variance, and the model offers a powerful procedure

for learning about it. Nevertheless, the DWMR cannot cope when the component series have different

structural behaviours, common repression parameters, or when their regression parameters interact

with each other in the evolution equations. All these cases, however, can be handled by the column

vector DLMR, i.e. the multivariate DLM. The price to be paid for this generality is that the learning

procedure for the variance-covariance structure is very limited because the scale variance matrix in this

case is a simple scalar. The strict matrix-variate DLMR is a compromise between the DWMR and the

multivariate DLM. In this regard, it would be interesting to look at an application. For instance, if the

multivariate DLM is able to model certain economic time series of one country, then a DLMR may be

employed for modelling simultaneously the same kind of time series for several countries with similar

economic systems.

We recommend highly the implementation of the DLMR updating recurrences via the sweep operator.

The DLMR can cope with not only singular and non-singular models but also can be programmed easily.

The generalized state-space filters of Chapters 4 can be modified in order to deal with non-singular

models as well However, it is necessary to compute pseudo-inverses of matrices, and therefore a special

algorithm is required. Li fact, the sweep operator can be used for that purpose (Goodnight, 1979), but

to do so would be similar to employing Gaussian elimination for computing inverses in order to solve a

system of simultaneous equations. Therefore, the direct application of the sweep operator as shown in

Chapter 4 is preferred. In addition, the sweep operator has other theoretical and practical applications

in the DLMR context, for example in dynamic step-wise regression and in contemporaneous conditional

predictive distributions.
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Multi-process modelling is a versatile tool passed on to the DLMR from the DLM. Multi-process

modelling class I is useful for trimming the hyperparameters through the consideration of a fixed

collection of models. For instance, it can be employed for dealing with non-standard priors. Virtually

any prior distribution of the parameters of the DLMR can be approximated, in principle, by a mixture

(linear convex combination) of matrix-normal inverted-Wishart distributions. In practice, we need to

consider only the prior distributions that can be adequately represented by a mixture with a reasonably

small number of components. When external information is critical, as in intervention analysis, a

substantial forecasting improvement may be achieved by enriching the prior distributions in this way.

Multi-process modelling class II handles the situation in which the possible models may change from

one interval to another. However, the implementation of these multi-process models is, in general,

very demanding in terms of computing time. The main obstacle is the collapsing formula for the scale

hyperparameter of the inverted-Wishart distribution where it is necessary to evaluate a time consuming

matrix harmonic mean. Two possibilities for overcoming this difficulty are a square-root implementation

(exploiting the Clolesky factorization of the scale hyperparameter) or a Bayesian monitor (West and

Harrison, 1986). The latter solution considers the performance of a single routine model in contrast

to an alternative model in order to detect a model breakdown. This approach is particularly worth

exploring because the detection of a model breakdown may well be the ultimate goal of a multivariate

forecasting system. For instance, suppose that the multivariate time series consisted of the vital signs

of a hospital patient. A model breakdown would be interpreted, in this case, as a critical change in

his/her condition.

Vast forecasting improvements may result from considering a dynamic scale variance matrix; however,

although coherence regarding the beliefs about the observations is always assured, it is seldom if ever

assured for both observations and parameters. It is possible to construct an evolutional distribution

for the scale variance matrix which yields the discount rule given in Chapter 6; unfortunately this is

not enough. In order to assure full coherence it is necessary to have an evolutional distribution for

both regression and scale variance parameters. Another drawback of discount methods makes itself

apparent in long-term forecasting; typically the uncertainty grows in an explosive fashion (Ameen,

1984). Therefore, it may be worthwhile to search for a suitable fully Bayesian formulation of the

DLMR with a dynamic scale variance. Meanwhile, the discount method provides the only practical

procedure that we know of.

The PIE theory gives sound answers to the problem of employing estimated likelihoods for predictive

purposes. In the context of dynamic linear models the use of plug-in estimated likelihoods is recom-

mended for the DWMR model but not for the DLMR as a rule. In particular, for multivariate DLM's

the estimated likelihood is incapable of approximating the predictive density. For DW/AR models, the

predictive multivariate-t distribution can be replaced successfully by a multivariate estimated normal

likelihood as the degrees of freedom increase. The PIE for the set of regression parameters is the usual
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mean but for the scale variance matrix it is the mean multiplied by a correction factor. This correc-

tion factor increases the variance of the estimated distribution compensating for the uncertainty of the

regression parameters.

Regarded as point estimators the PIE's have an appealing property: invariance under one-to-one

parametric transformations. This makes the PIE's suitable for estimating cumbersome functions of the

parameters, e.g. the eigen decomposition of the scale variance matrix in the example of Section 6.4.

However, there is a question regarding the consistency of marginal estimators that must be clarified.

Consistency is a desirable characteristic of a point estimator, meaning that if the probability density

of a parameter is concentrated sequentially around a particular value then a consistent point estimator

for the parameter should converge to the same value. Typically, the PIE's associated with a minimal
r.paramezation of a model are consistent as a consequence of the fact that the logarithmic scoring rule is

proper. Nevertheless, marginally the PIE's may not be consistent, i.e. the marginal probability density

for a subset of parameters may well be concentrating sequentially around a certain point and yet the

marginal PIE's may converge to another. For example, the marginal PIE for the scale variance matrix

in the DWMR model is not consistent unless the regression parameters are perfectly known. However,

consistent marginal PIE's may be enforced simply by demanding that the complementary parameters

take the values of their own PIE's, e.g. in the example above the consistent marginal PIE for the scale

variance matrix is its mean value. It is worth noting that the use of this consistent marginal PIE has

little if any consequence in the discussion of the examples in Sections 5.2 and 6.3. Indeed, the estimated

correlations, principal components and their relative importance are unchanged. Notice also that the

point estimates in the example of Section 6.2 are implicitly based on these consistent marginal PIE's.

The dynamic recursive model is a very versatile multivariate time series model and yet it is virtually

as tractable as its defining submodels. A useful kind of application of the dynamic recursive model is

the filtering of information from non-sparse to sparse time series provided that the missing observations

conform to a hierarchical scheme. One striking feature of this dynamic model is that it inherits the

common facilities of the defining submodels. For instance, if the long-term forecasting distribution for

the submodels is obtained easily then it is so for the forecasting distribution of the entire multivariate

series. However, this forecasting distribution is given in a conditional form and some marginal forecast-

ing distributions can be, in principle, very difficult to work with, though they may be studied with the

help of the simulation technique outlined in Appendix A6.1.

The focus of our attention has been on multivariate dynamic linear normal models. In the case of

modelling with DWMR this implies that the feasible region is assumed to be a full high dimentional

real space. Apart from this, the most important feasible regions found in practice are the positive

orthant and the simplex. These two cases can be handled by means of the multivariate logarithmic

and logarithmic ratio transformations which not only restore the feasible region but tend to restore

the normality distribution assumptions as well. Moreover, the DWMR (and DLMR) estimators for the
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regression parameters and future observations are the best in the linear Bayesian sense regardless of the

distribution. However, the problem of non-linearity is very difficult; the usual linearization via Taylor

series destroys the DWMR structure in the process. On the other hand, the multivariate extension of

the dynamic generalized linear models (West, Harrison and Migon, 1985) is far from trivial; the richness

found in the multivariate normal distribution in comparison with other multivariate conjugate priors

(e.g. the Dirichlet distribution for multinomial observations) is overwhelming. Therefore, it seems

that non-linear non-normal DWMR models are not worth considering, non-linear non-normal dynamic

recursive models may very well be.

In summary, the Bayesian forecasting approach for modelling multivariate time series has been very

rewarding. Not surprisingly, in our search for answers more questions have been raised and further

research is necessary. A seemingly strong criticism of our work could be that virtually no attention has

been paid to non-Bayesian methods. We could reply be reproducing here Bayesian arguments regarding

the philosophical meaning of probability and the foundations of statistics, but we must confess that the

main reason for our choice is, in fact, a mundane one: lazyness. Why should we consult a difficult Book

of the Horoscope when the Bayesian one is so powerful, clear and easy?
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